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Preface

This book is written primarily for the learner who is new to the subject of
geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T). The primary purpose of this
book is to teach the graphic language of GD&T in a way that the learner can
understand and use it in practical applications. It is intended as a textbook
to be used in colleges and universities and as a training manual for corporate
training programs that teach engineering, design, drafting, manufacturing, and
quality professionals. This book is also appropriate for a self-study course.

The material in this book is written in accordance with the latest revision
of the geometric dimensioning and tolerancing standard, ASME Y14.5M-1994.
GD&T is a graphic language. To facilitate understanding, there is at least one
drawing for each concept discussed. Drawings in this text are for illustration
purposes only. In order to avoid confusion, only the concepts being discussed
are completely toleranced. All of the drawings in this book are dimensioned
and toleranced with the inch system of measurement because most drawings
produced in the United States are dimensioned with this system. You should
be skilled at reading engineering drawings.

Organization

The discussion of each control starts with a definition, and continues with how
the control is specified, interpreted, and inspected. There is a review at the end
of each chapter to emphasize key concepts and to serve as a self-test. This book
is logically ordered so that it can be used as a reference text.

A Note to the Learner

To optimize the learning process, preview the chapter objectives, the subtitles,
the drawing captions, and the summary. Next, review the chapter once again
focusing attention on the drawings and at the same time formulating questions
about the material. Finally, read the chapter completely, searching for answers
to the questions.

Comprehending new information from the printed page is only part of the
learning process. Retaining it in long-term memory is just as important.

ix
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x Preface

To optimize the learning process an to drive the information into long-term
memory, review all new information at the end of the day; review it again the
next day, the next week, and the next month. Review is more than just look-
ing at the information. Review includes rereading the material, speaking it out
loud, or writing it. Some learners learn best with their eyes, others with their
ears, and still others learn best by doing. Everyone learns differently, and some
students may learn best by doing a combination of these activities or all three.
Learners can experiment to determine their own best method of learning.

A Note to the Instructor

An instructor’s guide is available. The instructor’s guide includes teaching
strategies, midterm examinations, a final examination, and all of the answers.
Also, this book is organized in such a way that the instructor can select ap-
propriate material for a more abbreviated course. This text can also be used as
supplementary material for other courses, such as mechanical engineering, tool
design, drafting, machining practices, and inspection. Using this text and the
instructor’s guide will greatly facilitate the administration of a course in GD&T.

Gene R. Cogorno
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Chapter

1
Introduction to Geometric

Dimensioning and Tolerancing

For many in the manufacturing sector, geometric dimensioning and tolerancing
(GD&T) is a new subject. During World War II, the United States manufactured
and shipped spare parts overseas for the war effort. Many of these parts were
made to specifications but would not assemble. The military recognized that
producing parts that do not properly fit or function is a serious problem since
lives depend on equipment that functions properly. After the war, a committee
representing government, industry, and education spent considerable time and
effort investigating this defective parts problem; this group needed to find a
way to insure that parts would properly fit and function every time. The result
was the development of GD&T.

Ultimately, the USASI Y14.5–1966 (United States of America Standards
Institute—predecessor to the American National Standards Institute) docu-
ment was produced on the basis of earlier standards and industry practices.
The following are revisions to the standard:

� ANSI Y14.5–1973 (American National Standards Institute)
� ANSI Y14.5M–1982
� ASME Y14.5M–1994 (American Society of Mechanical Engineers)

The 1994 revision is the current, authoritative reference document that spec-
ifies the proper application of GD&T.

Most government contractors are now required to generate drawings that
are toleranced with GD&T. Because of tighter tolerancing requirements, shorter
time to production, and the need to more accurately communicate design intent,
many companies other than military suppliers are recognizing the importance
of tolerancing their drawings with GD&T.

1
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2 Chapter One

Conventional tolerancing methods have been in use since the middle of the
1800s. These methods do a good job of dimensioning and tolerancing size fea-
tures and are still used in that capacity today, but they do a poor job of locating
and orienting size features. GD&T is used extensively for locating and orient-
ing size features and for many other tolerancing applications. Tolerancing with
GD&T has a number of advantages over conventional tolerancing methods;
three dramatic advantages are illustrated in this introduction.

The purpose of this introduction is to provide an understanding of what
GD&T is, why it was developed, when to use it, and what advantages it has over
conventional tolerancing methods. With this understanding of GD&T, techni-
cal practitioners will be more likely to effectively learn the skill of tolerancing
with GD&T. With this new skill, they will have a greater understanding of
how parts assemble, do a better job of communicating design intent, and ul-
timately be able to make a greater contribution to their companies’ bottom
line.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Define GD&T
� Explain when to use GD&T
� Identify three advantages of GD&T over coordinate tolerancing

What Is GD&T?

GD&T is a symbolic language. It is used to specify the size, shape, form, orienta-
tion, and location of features on a part. Features toleranced with GD&T reflect
the actual relationship between mating parts. Drawings with properly applied
geometric tolerancing provide the best opportunity for uniform interpretation
and cost-effective assembly. GD&T was created to insure the proper assembly
of mating parts, to improve quality, and to reduce cost.

GD&T is a design tool. Before designers can properly apply geometric toler-
ancing, they must carefully consider the fit and function of each feature of every
part. GD&T, in effect, serves as a checklist to remind the designers to consider
all aspects of each feature. Properly applied geometric tolerancing insures that
every part will assemble every time. Geometric tolerancing allows the design-
ers to specify the maximum available tolerance and, consequently, design the
most economical parts.

GD&T communicates design intent. This tolerancing scheme identifies all
applicable datums, which are reference surfaces, and the features being con-
trolled to these datums. A properly toleranced drawing is not only a picture
that communicates the size and shape of the part, but it also tells a story that
explains the tolerance relationships between features.
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When Should GD&T Be Used?

Many designers ask under what circumstances they should use GD&T. Because
GD&T was designed to position size features, the simplest answer is, locate all
size features with GD&T controls. Designers should tolerance parts with GD&T
when

� Drawing delineation and interpretation need to be the same
� Features are critical to function or interchangeability
� It is important to stop scrapping perfectly good parts
� It is important to reduce drawing changes
� Automated equipment is used
� Functional gaging is required
� It is important to increase productivity
� Companies want across-the-board savings

Advantages of GD&T over Coordinate Dimensioning
and Tolerancing

Since the middle of the nineteenth century, industry has been using the plus
or minus tolerancing system for tolerancing drawings. This system has several
limitations:

� The plus or minus tolerancing system generates rectangular tolerance zones.
A tolerance zone, such as the example in Fig. 1-1, is a boundary within which
the axis of a feature that is in tolerance must lie. Rectangular tolerance zones
do not have a uniform distance from the center to the outer edge. In Fig. 1-1,
from left to right and top to bottom, the tolerance is ± .005; across the diag-
onals, the tolerance is ± .007. Therefore, when designers tolerance features
with ± .005 tolerance, they must tolerance the mating parts to accept ± .007
tolerance, which exists across the diagonals of the tolerance zones.

� Size features can only be specified at the regardless of feature size condition.
Regardless of feature size means that the location tolerance remains the same
no matter what size the feature happens to be within its size tolerance. If a
hole, like the one in Fig. 1-1, increases in size, it has more location tolerance,
but there is no way to specify that additional tolerances with the plus or minus
tolerancing system.

� Datums are usually not specified where the plus or minus tolerancing system
is used. Consequently, machinists and inspectors do not know which datums
apply or in what order they apply. In Fig. 1-1, measurements are taken from
the lower and left sides of the part. The fact that measurements are taken
from these sides indicates that they are datums. However, since these datums
are not specified anywhere, they are called implied datums. Where datums are
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2.000 ± .005

2.000 ± .005

.010

.010

±.007

Ø 3.000-3.030

Figure 1-1 The traditional plus or minus tolerancing system. (The axis of the 3-inch hole must
fall inside of the .010-inch square tolerance zone.)

implied, the designer has not indicated which datum is more important and
has not specified whether or not a third datum is included. It would be logical
to assume that a third datum does exist because the datum reference frame
consists of three mutually perpendicular planes, but this is not specified.

When locating features with GD&T, there are three important advantages
over the coordinate tolerancing system:

� The cylindrical tolerance zone
� The maximum material condition
� Datums specified in order of precedence

The cylindrical tolerance zone

The cylindrical tolerance zone is located and oriented to a specified datum ref-
erence frame. In Fig. 1-2, the tolerance zone is oriented perpendicular to datum
plane A and located, with basic dimensions, to datum planes B and C. Ba-
sic dimensions have no tolerance directly associated with the dimension, thus,
eliminating undesirable tolerance stack-up. The full length of the axis through
the feature is easily controlled because the cylindrical tolerance zone extends
through the entire length of the feature.

Unlike the rectangular tolerance zone, the cylindrical tolerance zone defines a
uniform distance from true position, the center, to the tolerance zone boundary.
When a .014 diameter cylindrical tolerance zone is specified about true position,
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ACylindrical Tolerance Zone

The rectangular tolerance zone is 
± .005 in the horizontal and vertical 
directions.

Ø.014 @ MMC

2.000

2.000

C

Ø 3.000-3.030

B

Figure 1-2 A cylindrical tolerance zone compared with a rectangular tolerance zone.

there is a tolerance of .007 from true position in all directions. A cylindrical
tolerance zone circumscribed about a square tolerance zone, like the one in
Fig. 1-3, has 57% more area than the square, in which the actual axis of the
feature may lie.

14

10

Ø Tolerance Zone = .010 + .01022
.014≈

Figure 1-3 A cylindrical tolerance zone provides a uniform distance from the axis to the edge.
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Size Tolerance

Location Tolerance
Ø 3.000-3.030 Hole

Figure 1-4 The size, size tolerance, and feature con-
trol frame for the hole in Fig. 1-2.

The maximum material condition

The maximum material condition symbol (circle M) in the feature control frame
is a modifier. It specifies that as the hole in Fig. 1-2 increases in size, a bonus
tolerance is added to the tolerance in the feature control frame.

The limit tolerance in Fig. 1-4 indicates that the hole size can be as small as
Ø 3.000 (maximum material condition) and as large as Ø 3.030 (least material
condition). The geometric tolerance specifies that the hole be positioned with
a cylindrical tolerance zone of .014 in diameter when the hole is produced
at its maximum material condition. The tolerance zone is oriented perpen-
dicular to datum A and located with basic dimensions to datums B and C.
As the hole size in Fig. 1-2 departs from the maximum material condition
toward the least material condition, additional location tolerance, called
bonus tolerance, is allowed in the exact amount of such departure. If the hole
specified by the feature control frame in Fig. 1-4 is actually produced at a
diameter of 3.020, the total available tolerance is a diameter of .034 of an
inch.

Actual feature size 3.020
Minus the maximum material condition −3.000
Bonus tolerance .020
Plus the geometric tolerance + .014
Total tolerance .034

The maximum material condition modifier allows the designer to capture all of
the available tolerance.

Datums specified in order of precedence

When drawings are toleranced with the coordinate dimensioning system, da-
tums are not specified. The lower and left edges on the drawing in Fig. 1-5
are implied datums because the holes are dimensioned from these edges. But
which datum is more important, and is a third datum plane included in the
datum reference frame? A rectangular part like this is usually placed in a da-
tum reference frame consisting of three mutually perpendicular planes. When
datums are not specified, machinists and inspectors are forced to make assump-
tions that could be very costly.

The parts placed in the datum reference frames in Fig. 1-6 show two interpre-
tations of the drawing in Fig. 1-5. With the traditional method of tolerancing,
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2X Ø .510-.530

1.00

.75

2.50

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX: = ± .01

ANGLES: = ±  1°

Figure 1-5 No datums are specified on this drawing.

it is not clear whether the lower edge of the part should be resting against the
horizontal surface of the datum reference frame as in Fig. 1-6A or whether the
left edge of the part should be in contact with the vertical surface of the datum
reference frame as in Fig. 1-6B.

Manufactured parts are not perfect. It is clear that, when drawings are di-
mensioned with traditional tolerancing methods, a considerable amount of in-
formation is left to the machinists’ and inspectors’ judgment. If a part is to be
inspected the same way every time, the drawing must specify how the part is
to fit in the datum reference frame. All of the datums must be specified in order
of precedence.

A B

Figure 1-6 Possible datum interpretation.
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Summary

� GD&T is a symbolic language used to specify the size, shape, form, orienta-
tion, and location of features on a part.

� GD&T was created to insure the proper assembly of mating parts, to improve
quality, and to reduce cost.

� GD&T is a design tool.
� GD&T communicates design intent.
� This text is based on the standard Dimensioning and Tolerancing ASME

Y14.5M–1994.
� The cylindrical tolerance zone defines a uniform distance from true position

to the tolerance zone boundary.
� The maximum material condition symbol in the feature control frame is a

modifier that allows a bonus tolerance.
� All of the datums must be specified in order of precedence.

Chapter Review

1. GD&T is a symbolic language used to specify the
, , ,

and of features on a part.

2. Features toleranced with GD&T reflect the
between mating parts.

3. GD&T was designed to insure the assembly of
, to improve and to reduce .

4. Geometric tolerancing allows the maximum available

and consequently, the most parts.

5. is the current, authoritative reference
document that specifies the proper application of GD&T.

6. Plus or minus tolerancing generates a shaped
tolerance zone.

7. generates a cylindrical shaped tolerance zone to control an axis.

8. If the distance across a square tolerance zone is ± .005 or a total of .010,
what is the approximate distance across the diagonal? .

9. Bonus tolerance equals the difference between the actual feature size and
.

10. While processing, a rectangular part usually rests against a
consisting of three mutually

perpendicular planes.



Chapter

2
Dimensioning and

Tolerancing Fundamentals

Many people know how to design parts and make drawings, yet they lack the
basic knowledge to produce engineering drawings that conform to industry
standards. Nonconforming drawings can be confusing, cause misunderstand-
ing, and produce unacceptable parts. This chapter will familiarize the reader
with some of the less well known but important standards based on dimension-
ing and tolerancing practices. All of the drawings in this book are dimensioned
and toleranced with the inch system of measurement because most drawings
produced in the United States are dimensioned with this system. Metric di-
mensioning is shown for illustration purposes only.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Identify fundamental drawing rules
� Demonstrate the proper way to specify units of measurement
� Demonstrate the proper way to specify dimensions and tolerances
� Interpret limits
� Explain the need for dimensioning and tolerancing on CAD/CAM database

models

Fundamental Drawing Rules

Dimensioning and tolerancing shall clearly define engineering intent and shall
conform to the following rules:

9
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10 Chapter Two

1. Each dimension shall have a tolerance except those dimensions specifically
identified as reference, maximum, minimum, or stock.

2. Each feature shall be fully dimensioned and toleranced so that there is
a complete description of the characteristics of each part. Use only the
dimensions that are necessary for a full definition of the part. Reference
dimensions should be kept to a minimum.

3. Each dimension shall be selected and arranged to satisfy the function and
mating relationship of the part and shall not be subject to more than one
interpretation.

4. The drawing should define the part without specifying a particular method
of manufacturing.

5. A 90◦ angle applies where centerlines and lines representing features on a
drawing are shown at right angles and no angle is specified.

6. A basic 90◦ angle applies where centerlines of features in a pattern or
surfaces shown at right angles on a drawing are located or defined by basic
dimensions and angles are not specified.

7. Unless otherwise specified, all dimensions are to be measured at 68◦F
(20◦C). Measurements made at other temperatures may be adjusted math-
ematically.

8. All dimensions apply in the free-state condition except for nonrigid parts.

9. Unless otherwise specified, all geometric tolerances apply for the full depth,
full length, and full width of the feature.

10. Dimensions and tolerances apply only at the drawing level where they
are specified. For example, a dimension specified for a particular feature
on a detailed drawing is not required for that feature on an assembly
drawing.

Units of Linear Measurement

Units of linear measurement are typically expressed in either the inch system
or the metric system. The system of measurement used on the drawing must
be specified in a note, usually in the title block. A typical note reads: UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES (or MIL-
LIMETERS, as applicable). Some drawings have both the inch and the metric
systems of measurement on them. On inch-dimensioned drawings where some
dimensions are expressed in millimeters, the millimeter values are followed by
the millimeter symbol, mm. On millimeter-dimensioned drawings where some
dimensions are expressed in inches, the inch values are followed by the inch
symbol, IN.
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44.72°

25° 10' 30"

0° 0' 30"

30° 15'

Figure 2-1 Angular measurement expressed with decimals and
degrees, minutes, and seconds.

Units of Angular Measurement

Angular units of measurement are specified in either of two conventions as
shown in Fig. 2.1.

� Degrees and decimal parts of a degree (44.72◦)
� Degrees (◦), minutes (′), and seconds (′′)

If degrees are assigned, the value is followed by the degree symbol (60◦).
If only minutes or seconds are indicated, the number of minutes or seconds
shall be preceded by zero degrees (0◦10′) or zero degrees and zero minutes
(0◦0

′
30

′′
). Features appearing to be 90◦ on the drawing are, in fact, at an implied

dimension of 90◦. The tolerance for an implied 90◦ angle is the same as the
tolerance for any other angle on the field of the drawing governed by a general
note or the general, angular title block tolerance.

Two dimensions, 90◦ angles and zero dimensions, are not placed on the field
of the drawing. A zero distance, such as the distance between two coaxial fea-
tures, must be toleranced separately and cannot depend on the title block for
its tolerance.

Types of Dimensions

There are two types of direct tolerancing methods:

� Limit dimensioning
� Plus and minus dimensioning

When using limit dimensioning, the high limit or the largest value is placed
above the lower limit. If the tolerance is written on a single line, the lower limit
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precedes the higher limit separated by a dash. With plus and minus dimen-
sioning, the dimension is followed by a plus or minus sign and the required
tolerance.

TABLE 2-1 Inch and Millimeter Dimensions

Decimal inch dimensions Millimeter dimensions

Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect

1. .25 0.25 0.25 .25
2. 4.500 ± .005 4.5 ± .005 4.5 4.500
3. 4 4.000

When specifying decimal inch dimensions on drawings (Table 2-1):

� A zero is never placed before the decimal point for values less than one inch.
Some designers routinely place zeros before the decimal point for values less
than one inch. This practice is incorrect and confusing for the reader.

� A dimension is specified with the same number of decimal places as its toler-
ance even if zeros need to be added to the right of the decimal point.

When specifying millimeter dimensions on drawings as described in Table 2-1:

� A zero is placed before the decimal point for values less than one millimeter.
� Zeros are not added to the right of the decimal point when dimensions are

a whole number plus some decimal fraction of a millimeter. (This practice
differs when tolerances are written bilaterally or as limits. See “Specifying
Tolerances” below.)

� Neither a decimal point nor a zero is shown where the dimension is a whole
number.

Specifying Linear Tolerances

When specifying decimal inch tolerances on drawings (Table 2-2):

� When a unilateral tolerance is specified and either the plus or the minus limit
is zero, its zero value will have the same number of decimal places as the other
limit and the appropriate plus or minus sign.

� Where bilateral tolerancing is specified, both the dimension and tolerance
values have the same number of decimal places. Zeros are added when nec-
essary.

� Where limit dimensioning and tolerancing is used, both values have the same
number of decimal places even if zeros need to be added after the decimal
place.
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TABLE 2-2 Inch and Millimeter Tolerances

Decimal inch tolerances Millimeter tolerances

Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect

+.000 0 0 +.00
1. .250 .250 40 40

−.005 −.005 −0.05 −.05
+.025 +.025 +0.25 +.25

2. .250 .25 40 40
−.010 −.010 −0.10 −.1

.500 .5 4.25 4.253. .548 .548 4.00 4

When specifying millimeter tolerances on drawings (Table 2-2):

� When a unilateral tolerance is specified and either the plus or the minus limit
is zero, a single zero is shown and no plus or minus sign is used.

� Where bilateral tolerancing is specified, both tolerance values have the same
number of decimal places. Zeros are added when necessary.

� Where limit dimensioning and tolerancing is used, both values have the same
number of decimal places even if zeros need to be added after the decimal
point.

Where basic inch dimensions are used, the basic dimension values are spec-
ified with the same number of decimal places as the associated tolerances as
shown in Fig. 2-2. Where basic metric dimensions are used, the basic dimen-
sion values are specified with the practices shown in Table 2-1 for millimeter
dimensoning.

Correct

Inch Tolerances Millimeter Tolerances

3.000

with

Incorrect

3.0

with

n\w.005m\A\Bm\C] n\w.005m\A\Bm\C]

Correct

25.00

with

Incorrect

25

with

n\w0.15m\A\Bm\C] n\w0.15m\A\Bm\C]

Figure 2-2 Basic dimensions and geometric tolerances have the same number of decimal places in
the inch system. Basic millimeter dimensions conform to millimeter standards.

Specifying Angular Tolerances

When specifying angular tolerances in terms of degrees and decimal fractions
of a degree on drawings as shown in Fig. 2-3, the angle and the plus and minus
tolerance values are written with the same number of decimal places. When
specifying angular tolerances in terms of degrees and minutes, the angle and
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44.72 ± .50

30° 15' ± 0° 5'

Figure 2-3 Angular tolerances.

the plus and minus tolerance values are written in degrees and minutes even
if the number of degrees is zero.

Interpreting Dimensional Limits

All dimensional limits are absolute as shown in Table 2-3. Regardless of the
number of decimal places, dimensional limits are used as if an infinite number
of zeros followed the last digit after the decimal point.

TABLE 2-3 Dimensional Limits

4.0 Means 4.000. . . 0
4.2 Means 4.200. . . 0
4.25 Means 4.250. . . 0

Dimensioning and Tolerancing for CAD/CAM
Database Models

Many designers feel that solid model drawings produced with CAD/CAM pro-
grams do not need to be dimensioned or toleranced. The method of producing a
design and transmitting that information to the manufacturing equipment is
not the major cause of irregularity in parts. Although these systems may elim-
inate some human error, the major cause of part variation occurs as a result of
a variety of other sources, such as

� Setup and stability of the part
� Quality and sharpness of tooling
� Quality and maintenance of machine tools
� Excessive clamping
� Size of the part
� The material the part is made from
� Heat treating
� Plating

None of these problems are addressed with the use of solid modeling programs.
To quote Dimensioning and Tolerancing ASME Y14.5M–1994:
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“CAUTION: If CAD/CAM database models are used and they do not include toler-
ances, then tolerance must be expressed outside of the database to reflect design
requirements.”

The most effective way to communicate design intent is through the proper use
of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing.

Summary

� Units of linear measurement are typically expressed in either the inch system
or the metric system and that system must be specified on the drawing.

� Angular units of measurement are specified either in degrees and decimal
parts of a degree or in degrees, minutes, and seconds.

� There are two types of direct tolerancing methods, limit dimensioning and
plus and minus dimensioning.

� A zero is never placed before the decimal point for values less than 1 inch.
Even if zeros need be added to the right of the decimal point, dimensions are
specified with the same number of decimal places as their tolerances.

� When a unilateral tolerance is specified and either the plus or the minus
limit is zero, its zero value shall have the same number of decimal places
as the other limit and the appropriate plus or minus sign. Where bilateral
tolerancing is specified, both the dimension and tolerance values have the
same number of decimal places.

� Where basic inch dimensions are used, the basic dimension values are written
with the same number of decimal places as the associated tolerances.

� When specifying angular tolerances on drawings, the angle and the plus
and minus tolerance values are expressed with the same number of decimal
places.

� Regardless of the number of decimal places, dimensional limits are used as if
an infinite number of zeros followed the last digit after the decimal point.

� If CAD/CAM database models do not include tolerances, they must be com-
municated outside of the database on a referenced document.

Chapter Review

1. Each dimension shall have a except those
dimensions specifically identified as reference, maximum, minimum, or
stock.

2. Each feature shall be fully and
so that there is a complete description of the characteristics of each part.

3. Each dimension shall not be subject to more than one .

4. The drawing should the part without specifying a
particular method of .
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5. A applies where centerlines and lines
representing features on a drawing are shown at right angles and no angle
is specified.

6. applies where centerlines of features
in a pattern or surfaces shown at right angles on a drawing are located or
defined by basic dimensions and angles are not specified.

7. All dimensions are to be measured at unless otherwise
specified. Measurements made at other temperatures may be adjusted
mathematically.

8. All dimensions apply in the except for
nonrigid parts.

9. All geometric tolerances apply for the ,
, and of the feature unless

otherwise specified.

10. Dimensions and tolerances apply only at the where
they are specified.

11. Units of linear measurement are typically expressed either in the
system or the system.

12. Angular units of measurement are specified either in
or in .

13. What two dimensions are not placed on the field of the drawing?

14. What are the two types of direct tolerancing methods?

15. For decimal inch tolerances, a is never placed before the decimal
point for values less than 1 inch.

16. For decimal inch tolerances, a dimension is specified with the same number
of decimal places as its .

17. For decimal inch tolerances, when a unilateral tolerance is specified and
either the plus or minus limit is zero, its zero value will have
as the other limit and .

18. For decimal inch tolerances, where bilateral tolerancing or limit dimension-
ing and tolerancing is used, both values have

.

19. Where basic dimensions are used, the basic dimension values are expressed
with .

20. Dimensional limits are used as if
followed the last digit after the decimal point.

21. If CAD/CAM database models are used and they do not include tolerances,
then tolerance must be expressed .
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3
Symbols, Terms, and Rules

Symbols, terms, and rules are the basics of geometric dimensioning and toler-
ancing (GD&T). They are the alphabet, the definitions, and the syntax of this
language. The GD&T practitioner must be very familiar with these symbols
and know how to use them. It is best to commit them to memory. Can you imag-
ine trying to read a book or write a composition without knowing the alphabet,
without a good vocabulary, and without a working knowledge of how a sen-
tence is constructed? A little memorization up front will save time and reduce
frustration in the future.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� List the 14 geometric characteristic symbols
� Identify the datum feature symbol
� Explain the elements of the feature control frame
� List the three material condition modifiers
� Identify the other symbols used with GD&T
� Define 12 critical terms
� Explain the four general rules.

Symbols

Geometric characteristic symbols

Geometric characteristic symbols are the essence of this graphic language. It
is important not only to know each symbol but also to know how to apply these
symbols on drawings. The 14 geometric characteristic symbols, shown in Fig.
3-1, are divided into five categories:

17
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Individual
Feature

Only

Individual
Feature or 

Related
Features

SYMMETRY

CONCENTRICITY

POSITION

Symbol

STRAIGHTNESS

FLATNESS

CIRCULARITY

CYLINDRICITY

PROFILE OF A LINE

PROFILE OF A SURFACE

Geometric Characteristics

ANGULARITY

PERPENDICULARITY

PARALLELISM

CIRCULAR RUNOUT

TOTAL RUNOUT

Runout

Location

Orientation

Related
Features

Profile

Form

Type of 
TolerancePertainsto

u

a
b
d
e
g
h
i
j

k

n
o
q

v

Figure 3-1 Geometric characteristic symbols.

� Form
� Profile
� Orientation
� Runout
� Location

It is important to learn these symbols in their respective categories because
many characteristics that apply to one geometric control also apply to other ge-
ometric controls in the same category. For example, datums are not appropriate
for any of the form controls. Notice that form controls pertain only to individual
features. In other words, form controls are not related to datums. Orientation,
location, and runout controls must have datums since they are related features.
Profile controls may have datums, or not, as required.
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The datum feature symbol

The datum feature symbol consists of a capital letter enclosed in a square box.
It is connected to a leader directed to the datum ending in a triangle. The
triangle may be solid or open. The datum identifying letters may be any letter
of the alphabet except I, O, and Q. Multiple letters such as AA through AZ, BA
through BZ, etc., may be used if a large number of datums are required. The
datum feature symbol is used to identify physical features of a part. The datum
feature symbol must not be attached to centerlines, center planes, or axes. It
may be directed to the outline or extension line of a feature such as datums A
through G shown in the top two drawings of Fig. 3-2. The datum feature symbol
may also be associated with a leader or dimension line as shown in the lower
two figures. If only a leader is used, the datum feature symbol is attached to the
tail, such as datum J in Fig. 3-2. A datum feature symbol is typically attached
to a feature control frame directed to the datum with a leader, such as datums
K, M, and N. If the datum feature symbol is placed in line with a dimension
line or on a feature control frame associated with a size feature, the size feature
is the datum. For example, in Fig. 3-2, datum R is the 3.00-inch size feature
between the top and bottom surfaces, and datum S is the 1.00-inch slot.

A

Outline

B

C D

Extension Line

G

E

F

Ø.375 – .390

4X Ø.750–.780

M 3.00
1.00

Dimension Line

R

N

S

Leader

J
K

Ø .25

Figure 3-2 Four views illustrating methods of attaching datum feature symbols to
features.
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The feature control frame

The feature control frame in the GD&T language is like a sentence in the
English language—it is a complete tolerancing thought. All of the geometric
tolerancing for a feature, or pattern of features, is contained in one or more
feature control frames. Just as in any other language, the feature control frame
must be properly and completely written.

One of the fourteen geometric characteristic symbols always appears in the
first compartment of the feature control frame. The second compartment is the
tolerance section. In this compartment, there is, of course, the tolerance followed
by any appropriate modifiers. Figure 3-3 shows a feature control frame with the
maximum material condition (MMC) modifier (circle M). The tolerance is pre-
ceded by a diameter symbol if the tolerance zone is cylindrical. If the tolerance
zone is not cylindrical, then nothing precedes the tolerance. The final section is
reserved for datums and any appropriate material condition modifiers. If the
datum is a size feature, then a material condition applies; if no material condi-
tion modifier is specified, then “regardless of feature size” (RFS) automatically
applies. Datums are arranged in the order of precedence or importance. The
first datum to appear in the feature control frame, the primary datum, is the
most important datum. The second datum, the secondary datum, is the next
most important datum, and the tertiary datum is the least important. Datums
do not have to be specified in alphabetical order.

The feature control frame in Fig. 3-4 may be read as follows. The axis of the
hole must be positioned within a cylindrical tolerance zone of .014 in diameter

Datum Material 
Condition Modifier

.505-.525

Diameter Symbol Indicating a 
Cylindrical Tolerance Zone

Geometric Characteristic
Symbol

Tolerance

Secondary Datum

Primary Datum

Material Condition
Modifier

Tertiary Datum

w
nw.005m\A\Dm\B]�

Figure 3-3 The feature control frame explained.
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B

ACylindrical Tolerance Zone

.014 @ MMC

2.000

2.000

3.000-3.030

C

Possible Positions of the Axis

n\w.014m\A\B\C]�
w

w

Figure 3-4 A feature control frame specifying the tolerance zone size, shape, and relationship to its
datums.

at MMC (circle M). The tolerance zone is perpendicular to datum A, located
up from datum B and over from datum C. If the hole is produced at its MMC,
Ø3.000, the diameter of the tolerance zone is .014. If it is produced at Ø3.020,
as shown in Chapter 1, the diameter of the tolerance zone is .034.

Feature control frames may be attached to features with extension lines,
dimension lines, or leaders. For flat surfaces, a side or end of a feature control
frame may be attached to an extension line as shown in Fig. 3-5A. Even a corner
of the feature control frame may be attached to an extension line extending from
a surface at an angle to the horizontal plane. A feature control frame may be
placed beneath a dimension or attached to an extension of a dimension line as in
Fig. 3-5B. Finally, a feature control frame may be attached to a leader directed
to a feature surface or placed beneath a dimension directed with a leader to a
size feature such as a hole shown in Fig. 3-5C.

The composite feature control frame consists of one geometric characteristic
symbol followed by two tolerance and datum sections as shown in Fig. 3-6A. The
lower segment is a refinement of the upper segment. The two single-segment
feature control frames (Fig. 3-6B) consist of two complete feature control frames,
one above the other, with different datum references as shown. The lower seg-
ment is a refinement of the upper segment. In Fig. 3-6C, a single feature control
frame may have one or more feature control frames refining the tolerance of
specific feature characteristics. These controls will be discussed in more detail
in later chapters.
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w .500-.505

Extension Line Leader

B

w 1.500-1.510

Dimension Line

A C

2X w .510-.540
n\w.010m\A\B\C]n\w.005m\A\B]

j\w.001m\A]

b\.004]

b\.004]

b\.005]b\.004]

Figure 3-5 Feature control frames attached to features.

C. Perpendicularity RefinedB. Two Single SegmentsA. Composite

[w.040m\A\B\C]�
[w.005m\A]�

[w.040m\A\B\C]�
[w.005m\D]�®� ®�®�

[w.040m\A\B\C]�
[w.005m\A]�

®�
j

Figure 3-6 Composite, two single segments, and refined feature control frames.

Material conditions

One of the major advantages of using GD&T is the ability to specify how a
particular size feature applies. If a size feature has a geometric tolerance or
if it is used as a datum, then the tolerance or datum applies at one of these
material conditions (Table 3-1):

� Regardless of feature size
� Maximum material condition
� Least material condition

In previous revisions of the geometric tolerancing standard, the symbol for
RFS was a circle S. This symbol is no longer used because RFS, in the current
standard, is the default material condition modifier. If no material condition
symbol is specified for the tolerance or datum reference, the feature automat-
ically applies at RFS, which means that the tolerance is the same, no matter
what size the feature has been produced within its limits of size. A tolerance
specified at RFS is only the tolerance specified in the feature control frame,
and no bonus tolerance is added. Geometric tolerances specified at RFS are
often used when tolerancing high speed, rotating parts, or when symmetrical
relationships are required. Material condition modifiers are explained in more
detail in Chapter 7.
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TABLE 3-1 Material Condition Symbols

Material condition modifier Abbreviation Symbol

Regardless of feature size RFS None

Maximum material condition MMC �M

Least material condition LMC �L

Where the Maximum Material Condition Modifier (circle M) is specified
to modify a size feature in a feature control frame, the following two require-
ments apply:

� The specified tolerance applies at the Maximum Material Condition
(MMC) size of a feature. The MMC size of a feature is the largest shaft and
the smallest hole. The MMC modifier (circle M) is not to be confused with
the MMC size of a feature as shown in Fig. 3-7.

� As the size of the feature departs from MMC toward LMC, a bonus toler-
ance is gained in the exact amount of such departure. Bonus tolerance is
the difference between the actual feature size and the MMC of the feature.
The bonus tolerance is added to the geometric tolerance specified in the
feature control frame. The MMC is the most common of the material condi-
tions. It is often used to tolerance parts that fit together in a static assembly,
for example, an assembly that is bolted together.

C

1.000

Hole

A

MMCLMC
Pinw.505-.510

MMC Modifier

1.000

1.000
B

LMCMMC
w.505-.510
n\w.005m\A\B\C] n\w.005m\A\B\C]

Figure 3-7 Hole and pin drawing for bonus calculation at MMC.
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The following formulas are used to calculate the bonus tolerance and total
positional tolerance at MMC (Table 3-2):

� Bonus equals the difference between the Actual Feature Size and MMC.
� Bonus plus Geometric Tolerance equals Total Positional Tolerance.

TABLE 3-2 The Increase in Bonus and Total Tolerance as the Size of the
Features Departs from MMC Toward LMC

Total
Geometric positional

Actual feature size MMC Bonus tolerance tolerance

Internal Feature (Hole)

MMC .505 .505 .000 .005 .005
.506 .505 .001 .005 .006
.507 .505 .002 .005 .007
.508 .505 .003 .005 .008
.509 .505 .004 .005 .009

LMC .510 .505 .005 .005 .010

External Feature (Pin)

MMC .510 .510 .000 .005 .005
.509 .510 .001 .005 .006
.508 .510 .002 .005 .007
.507 .510 .003 .005 .008
.506 .510 .004 .005 .009

LMC .505 .510 .005 .005 .010

Where the Least Material Condition Modifier (circle L) is specified to
modify a size feature in a feature control frame, the following two requirements
apply:

� The specified tolerance applies at the LMC size of a feature. The LMC size
of a feature is the smallest shaft and the largest hole. The LMC modifier
(circle L) is not to be confused with the LMC size of a feature.

� As the size of the feature departs from LMC toward MMC, a bonus tol-
erance is gained in the exact amount of such departure. Bonus tolerance
is the difference between the actual feature size and the LMC of the fea-
ture. The bonus tolerance is added to the geometric tolerance specified in
the feature control frame. LMC is used to maintain a minimum distance
between features. The LMC is seldom used. Functional gages cannot be
used to inspect features specified at LMC.
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Other symbols used with geometric tolerancing

A number of other symbols used with GD&T are listed in Fig. 3-8. They are
discussed in more detail below and in subsequent chapters.

All Around Free State

Between
Projected Tolerance
Zone

Number of Places Tangent Plane

Counterbore/Spotface $

Square

Contersink

Depth/Deep

Diameter

Arc Length 110

Dimension, Basic

Radius R�

Dimension, Reference

[1.000]

Spherical Radius y�

(60)

Spherical Diameter z�

Radius, Controlled c�

Dimension Origin

Statistical Tolerance ST

Conical Taper

Datum Target
A1

Slope

Target Point

)�

f

p

t

&�

≈�

“�

x

%
^
w

!

@

w.500

#�

Figure 3-8 Other symbols used on prints.

The All Around and the Between symbols are used with the profile control
as shown in Fig. 3-9. When a small circle is placed at the joint of the leader,
a profile tolerance is specified all around the surface of the part. The between
symbol in the drawing above indicates that the tolerance applies between points
X and Z on the portion of the profile where the leader is pointing.
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Between Symbol
X Z

Tolerance Zone

Z

Profile All Around

All Around Symbol

Profile from X to Z 

X

h\.020] h\.020]
)

Figure 3-9 All around and between symbols.

Depth Symbol

Diameter Symbol

Counterbore Symbol

w.750

$w1.000 ^.625

1.500

2X w.500

%w.875 X 82°

Countersink Symbol

Basic Dimension Symbol

Number of Times Symbol

Figure 3-10 Counterbore, countersink, depth, diameter, and basic dimension symbols.
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The Counterbore and Countersink symbols are indicated as shown in
Fig. 3-10. The counterbore symbol is also used to indicate a Spotface opera-
tion. The Depth symbol is used to indicate the depth of a feature. The Basic
Dimension has a box around the dimension. The title block tolerance does
not apply to basic dimensions. The tolerance associated with a basic dimension
usually appears in a feature control frame or a note.

2.00 ±.01

or

or

1.00

1.00

2.00 ±.01 Figure 3-11 Dimension origin symbol.

The Dimension Origin symbol indicates that the measurement of a feature
starts at the origin, which is the end of the dimension line that has the circle.
Fig. 3-11 shows several ways to specify the dimension origin symbol.

A Radius is a straight line connecting the center and the periphery of a circle
or sphere.

The Radius symbol R, shown in Fig. 3-12, defines a tolerance zone bounded
by a maximum radius arc and a minimum radius arc that are tangent to the
adjacent surfaces. The surface of the toleranced radius must lie within this
tolerance zone.

Controlled Radius Tolerance

CR.50 ±.01

.51 Maximum Radius

Part Contour

.51 Maximum Radius

Part Contour

Radius Tolerance

R.50 ±.01

.49 Minimum Radius

Figure 3-12 Radius and controlled radius tolerances.
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The Controlled Radius symbol CR also defines a tolerance zone bounded
by a maximum radius arc and a minimum radius arc that are tangent to the
adjacent surfaces. However, the surface of the controlled radius must not only lie
within this tolerance zone but also be a fair (smooth) curve with no reversals. In
addition, at no point on the radius can the curve be greater than the maximum
limit, nor smaller than the minimum limit. Additional requirements may be
specified in a note.

The Spherical Radius SR and Spherical Diameter SØ symbols, shown
in Fig. 3-8, indicate the radius and the diameter of a sphere.

The free state symbol specifies that tolerances for nonrigid features, subject
to free state variation, apply in their “free state.”

The projected tolerance zone symbol specifies that the tolerance zone is to be
projected into the mating part.

The tangent plane symbol specifies that if a precision plane contacting the
high points of a surface falls within the specified tolerance zone, the surface is
in tolerance.

The Statistical Tolerance symbol indicates that the tolerance is based on
a statistical tolerance. The statistical tolerance symbol may also be applied to
a size tolerance. The four modifiers mentioned above are placed in the feature
control frame after the tolerance and any material condition symbols as shown
in Fig. 3-13.

The Square symbol preceding a dimension specifies that the toleranced fea-
ture is square and the dimension applies in both directions as shown in Fig.
3-14. The square symbol applies to square features the way a diameter symbol
applies to cylindrical features.

Conical Taper is defined as the ratio of the difference between two diame-
ters, perpendicular to the axis of a cone, divided by the length between the two
diameters.

Taper = (D − d)/L

Tangent Plane Symbol

n[w.010mp]A]B]C]

n[w.005m=]A]B]C]j[.010t]A]

d[.02f]

Free State Symbol Projected Tolerance
Zone Symbol

Statistical Tolerance Symbol

Figure 3-13 Free state, projected tolerance zone, tangent plane, and statistical tolerance
symbols.
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&.500

Figure 3-14 Square symbol.

Here, D is the larger diameter, d is the smaller diameter, and L is the length
between the two diameters.

Slope is defined as the ratio of the difference in heights at both ends of an
inclined surface, measured at right angles above a base line, and divided by the
length between the two heights.

Slope = (H − h)/L

Here, H is the larger height, h is the smaller height, and L is the length between
the two heights.

A Reference Dimension is a numerical value without a tolerance, used only
for general information. It is additional information and may not be used for
manufacturing or inspection. The reference dimension is indicated by placing
parenthesis around the numerical value as shown in Fig. 3-15.

The Arc Length symbol shown in Fig. 3-8 indicates that a linear dimension
is used to measure an arc along its curved outline.

Datum Target symbols and Datum Target Points are explained in
Chapter 4, Datums.

1.000 ± .010

Slope Symbol

.125 ± .003: 1

Conical Taper Symbol

(w 2.500) w 2.000

4.000 ± .010

Reference Dimension

.250 :1

2.000 ± .005

4.000 ± .010

Figure 3-15 Conical taper, slope, and reference dimension symbols.
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Terms

The names and definitions of many GD&T terms have very specific meanings.
In some cases they are quite different from general English usage. To be able
to function in this language, it is important for each GD&T practitioner to be
very familiar with these 12 terms.

1. Actual mating envelope: The actual mating envelope is defined separately
for internal and external features.
� External feature: The actual mating envelope for an external feature of

size is the smallest, similar, perfect, feature counterpart that can be cir-
cumscribed around the feature so that it just contacts the surface(s) at
the highest points. For example, the actual mating envelope of a pin is the
smallest precision sleeve that just fits over the pin contacting the surface
at the highest points.

� Internal feature: The actual mating envelope for an internal feature of size
is the largest, similar, perfect, feature counterpart that can be inscribed
within the feature so that it just contacts the surface(s) at the highest
points. For example, the actual mating envelope of a hole is the largest
precision pin that just fits inside the hole contacting the surface at the
highest points.
The actual mating envelope of a feature, controlled by an orientation or

a position tolerance, is oriented to the specified datum(s). For example, the
actual mating envelope may be the largest pin that fits through the hole
and is perpendicular to the primary datum plane illustrated in Fig. 3-16.

A90°

The Largest Precision Pin
(The Actual Mating Envelope)

j\w``0.10\A]�

Figure 3-16 The largest precision pin, perpendicular to the datum plane that will fit inside the
hole.
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2. Basic dimension: A basic dimension is a numerical value used to describe
the theoretically exact size, profile, orientation, or location of a feature or
datum target. Basic dimensions are used to define or position tolerance
zones. Title block tolerances do not apply to basic dimensions. The toler-
ance associated with a basic dimension usually appears in a feature control
frame or a note.

3. Datum: A datum is a theoretically exact point, line, or plane derived from
the true geometric counterpart of a specified datum feature. A datum is the
origin from which the location or geometric characteristics of features of a
part are established.

Part

Datum Feature
Simulator

(Surface plate)

Datum Feature

Theoretically Exact
Datum Plane

Datum  Plane

Simulated Datum

Figure 3-17 The difference between a datum, a datum
feature, and a datum feature simulator.

4. Datum feature: A datum feature is an actual feature on a part used to
establish a datum.

5. Datum feature simulator: A datum feature simulator is a real surface with
a sufficiently precise form, such as a surface plate, machine table, or gage
pin used to contact datum features to establish simulated datums. The
datum is understood to exist in and be simulated by the datum feature
simulator (Fig. 3-17).

6. Feature: A feature is a physical portion of a part, such as a flat surface,
pin, hole, tab, or slot.

7. Feature of size (also Size Feature and Feature Subject to Size Varia-
tions): Features of size are features that have a size dimension. A feature
of size takes four forms:
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� Cylindrical surfaces
� Two opposed parallel surfaces
� A spherical surface
� Two opposed elements
Cylindrical surfaces and two opposed parallel surfaces are the most
common features of size.

8. Least material condition (LMC): The least material condition of a feature
of size is the least amount of material within the stated limits of size. For
example, the minimum shaft diameter or the maximum hole diameter.

9. Maximum material condition (MMC): The maximum material condition
of a feature of size is the maximum amount of material within the stated
limits of size, for example, the maximum shaft diameter or the minimum
hole diameter.

10. Regardless of feature size (RFS): Regardless of feature size is a material con-
dition modifier used in a feature control frame to indicate that a geometric
tolerance or datum reference applies at each increment of size of the feature
within its limits of size. RFS specifies that no bonus tolerance is allowed.

11. Resultant condition: The resultant condition of a feature specified at MMC
is a variable boundary generated by the collective effects of the LMC limit
of size of a feature, the specified geometric tolerance, and any applicable
bonus tolerance. Features specified with an LMC modifier also have a
resultant condition.

Extreme resultant condition calculations for features toleranced at MMC:

External Features (Pin) Internal Features (Hole)

LMC LMC

Minus Geometric Tolerance @ MMC Plus Geometric Tolerance @ MMC

Minus Applicable Bonus Tolerance Plus Applicable Bonus Tolerance

Resultant Condition Resultant Condition

12. True position: True position is the theoretically exact location of a feature es-
tablished by basic dimensions. Tolerance zones are located at true position.

13. Virtual condition: The virtual condition of a feature specified at MMC is a
constant boundary generated by the collective effects of the MMC limit of
size of a feature and the specified geometric tolerance. Features specified
with an LMC modifier also have a virtual condition.

Virtual condition calculations:

External Features (Pin) Internal Features (Hole)

MMC MMC
Plus Geometric Tolerance @ MMC Minus Geometric Tolerance @ MMC

Virtual Condition Virtual Condition
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14. Worst-case boundary: The worst-case boundary of a feature is a general
term that describes the smallest or largest boundary (i.e., a locus) gener-
ated by the collective effects of the MMC or LMC of the feature and any
applicable geometric tolerance.
� Inner boundary specified at MMC

The worst-case inner boundary is the virtual condition of an internal
feature and the extreme resultant condition of an external feature.

� Outer boundary specified at MMC
The worst-case outer boundary is the extreme resultant condition of an
internal feature and the virtual condition of an external feature.

Features specified with an LMC modifier also have worst-case boundaries.

Rules

There are four rules that apply to drawings in general, and to GD&T in particu-
lar. They govern specific relationships of features on a drawing. It is important
for each GD&T practitioner to know these rules and to know how to apply
them.

Rule #1

Rule #1 states that where only a tolerance of size is specified, the limits of size
of an individual feature of size prescribe the extent to which variations in its
geometric form, as well as its size, are allowed. No element of a feature shall
extend beyond the MMC boundary of perfect form. The form tolerance increases
as the actual size of the feature departs from MMC toward LMC. There is no
perfect form boundary requirement at LMC.

In Fig. 3-18, the MMC of the pin is 1.020. The pin may, in no way, fall outside
this MMC boundary or envelope of perfect form. That is, if the pin is produced
at a diameter of 1.020 at each and every cross section, it must not be bowed or
out of circularity in any way. If the pin is produced at a diameter of 1.010 at each
and every cross section, it may be out of straightness and/or out of circularity
by a total of .010. If the pin is produced at a diameter of 1.000, its LMC, it may
vary from perfect form the full .020 tolerance.

Rule #1 does not apply to stock or to features subject to free state variation
in the unrestrained condition. When the word stock is specified on a drawing,
it indicates bar, plate, sheet, etc., as it comes from the supplier. Stock items are
manufactured to industry or government standards and are not controlled by
Rule #1. Stock is used as is, unless otherwise specified by a geometric tolerance
or note. Rule #1 does not apply to parts that are flexible and are to be measured
in their free state.

Perfect form at MMC is not required if it is desired to allow the surface(s)
of a feature to exceed the boundary of perfect form at MMC. In such cases, the
note, PERFECT FORM AT MMC NOT REQD, may be specified on the drawing.
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w1.020 (MMC)

w1.000 (LMC)

w1.000 (LMC)

w1.020 (MMC)

Boundary of 
perfect form at 
MMC

w1.030 (MMC)

w1.050 (LMC) w1.030 (MMC)

w1.050 (LMC)

Boundary of 
perfect form at 
MMC

Dimensions on the drawing

w1.030-1.050

w1.000-1.020

Allowed extremes of size and form

Figure 3-18 Rule #1 – examples of size and form variations allowed by the size tolerance.

The relationship between individual features is not controlled by the
limits of size. If features on a drawing are shown coaxial, or symmetrical to
each other and are not controlled for location, the drawing is incomplete. Figure
3-19A is incomplete because there is no control of coaxiality between the inside
diameter and the outside diameter. Figure 3-19B shows one way of specifying
the coaxiality of the inside and outside diameters.

(a)

w .500

w1.00 .12

.x x = ± .01
.xxx = ± .005

Angles = ± 1°(b)

w .500

B

.12

.xx = ± .01
.xxx = ±.005

Angles = ± 1°

w1.00

n\w.005m\B]

Figure 3-19 The limits of size do not control coaxiality.
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.xx = ± .01
.xxx = ± .005

Angles = ± 1°
MMC

90° ±1°

MMC

Figure 3-20 Angularity tolerance controls the angularity between individual
features.

As shown by the part in Fig. 3-20, the perpendicularity between size features
is not controlled by the size tolerance. There is a misconception that the corners
of a rectangle are perfectly square if the sides are produced at MMC. If no
orientation tolerance is specified, perpendicularity is controlled, not by the size
tolerance, but by the angularity tolerance. The right angles of the rectangle in
Fig. 3-20 may fall between 89◦ and 91◦ as specified by the angular tolerance in
the title block.

Rule #2

Rule #2 states that RFS automatically applies, in a feature control frame, to
individual tolerances of size features and to datum features of size. MMC and
LMC must be specified when these conditions are required.

In Fig. 3-21, both the feature being controlled and the datum are size features.
The feature control frame labeled A has no modifiers. Therefore, the coaxiality
tolerance and the datum, controlled by the feature control frame labeled A,
apply at RFS. The feature control frame labeled B has an MMC modifier (circle
M) following the tolerance and datum D. If the Ø2.000 feature is controlled by
the feature control frame labeled B, both the tolerance and the datum apply
at MMC, and additional tolerance is allowed as the features depart from MMC
toward LMC.
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w2.000-2.010

w3.000

D A B
n\w.005\D] n\w.005m\Dm]

Figure 3-21 Feature control frames specified with RFS and MMC.

The pitch diameter rule

Each tolerance of orientation or position and datum reference specified for screw
threads applies to the axis of the thread derived from the pitch diameter. Ex-
ceptions to this rule may be specified by placing a note, such as MAJOR DIA or
MINOR DIA, beneath the feature control frame, or beneath or adjacent to, the
datum feature symbol.

Each tolerance of orientation or position and datum reference specified for
gears and splines must designate the specific feature, such as MAJOR DIA,
PITCH DIA, or MINOR DIA, at which each applies. The note is placed beneath
the feature control frame, or beneath or adjacent to, the datum feature symbol.

The virtual condition rule

Where a datum feature of size is controlled by a geometric tolerance and
that datum is specified as a secondary or tertiary datum, the datum applies
at virtual condition with respect to orientation.

In Fig. 3-22, the center hole

� Is a datum, datum D;
� Is a size feature;
� Has a geometric tolerance, and in fact, this hole has two geometric tol-

erances: position and perpendicularity
� Is specified as a secondary datum in the feature control frame controlling

the four-hole pattern.

Since the conditions for the virtual condition rule exist, datum D applies
at virtual condition. But datum D has two geometric controls, which means
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.xx = ± .01

.xxx = ± .005
Angles = ± 1°
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Figure 3-22 The center hole, datum D, applies at virtual condition
with respect to orientation.

it has two virtual conditions. The first is the virtual condition for the po-
sition tolerance controlling the location of the center hole to datums B
and C, and the second is the virtual condition for the perpendicularity con-
trol to refine the orientation tolerance of the center hole perpendicular to
datum A.

The question is, which virtual condition should be used to calculate the
shift tolerance? Shift tolerance is the additional tolerance gained when the
datum feature departs from MMC or virtual condition toward LMC. Da-
tum D applies at virtual condition with respect to perpendicularity because
the relationship between datum plane A and datum axis D is orientation, not
location.

If a gage is used to inspect this part, the primary datum on the part (datum
feature A) must rest with a minimum of three points of contact against datum
surface A on the gage. If the hole is out of perpendicularity with respect to datum
A, the gage pin must be made at virtual condition, or it will not fit through the
hole at its worst-case condition.

The virtual condition calculation for datum D is:

MMC 1.010
Minus the geometric tolerance (Perpendicularity) − .010
Virtual condition (Orientation) 1.000
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If the hole, datum D, had only a position control, we would use the position
tolerance to calculate the virtual condition since the position control is a com-
pound control that locates and orients size features simultaneously to the same
tolerance.

If datum D is actually produced a Ø1.020 and the virtual condition is a Ø1.000,
then the four-hole pattern can shift in any direction within a cylindrical toler-
ance zone of .020 in diameter. The virtual condition rule and shift tolerance
will be discussed in more detail in later chapters.

Summary

� There are 14 geometric characteristic symbols. They are divided into five
categories: form, profile, orientation, runout, and location.

� The datum feature symbol consists of a capital letter enclosed in a
square box. It is connected to a leader directed to the datum ending in a
triangle.

� The datum feature symbol is used to identify physical features of a part. It
must not be attached to centerlines, center planes, or axes.

� Datum feature symbols placed in line with a dimension line or on a feature
control frame associated with a size feature identify the size feature as the
datum.

� The feature control frame is the sentence of the GD&T language.
� Feature control frames may be attached to features with extension lines,

dimension lines, and leaders.
� The composite feature control frame consists of one geometric characteristic

symbol followed by two tolerance and datum sections.
� If no material condition symbol is specified for the tolerance or datum

reference of a size feature in a feature control frame, RFS automatically
applies.

� An RFS tolerance is only the tolerance specified in the feature control frame;
no bonus tolerance is added.

� Where the MMC symbol is specified, the tolerance applies at the MMC, and
applicable bonus tolerances are added to the geometric tolerance.

� MMC is the most common of the material conditions and is often used when
parts are to be joined in a static assembly.

� Where the LMC symbol is specified, the tolerance applies at the LMC, and
applicable bonus tolerances are added to the geometric tolerance.

� LMC is used to maintain a minimum distance between features.
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� A number of other symbols used with GD&T are listed in Fig. 3-8. The reader
should be able to recognize each of these symbols.

� The names and definitions of many GD&T concepts have very specific mean-
ings. To be able to properly read and apply GD&T, it is important to be very
familiar with these 12 terms.

� There are four rules that apply to drawings. It is important to know these
rules and how to apply them.

� Rule #1 states that where only a tolerance of size is specified, the limits of
size of an individual feature prescribe the extent to which variations in its
geometric form, as well as size, are allowed.

� Rule #2 states that, in a feature control frame, RFS automatically applies to
individual tolerances of size and to datum features of size. MMC and LMC
must be specified when these conditions are required.

� The Pitch Diameter Rule states that each geometric tolerance or datum
reference specified for screw threads applies to the axis of the thread derived
from the pitch diameter.

� The Virtual Condition Rule states that where a datum feature of size is
controlled by a geometric tolerance and is specified as a secondary or tertiary
datum, the datum applies at virtual condition with respect to orientation.

Chapter Review

1. The second compartment of the feature control frame is the
compartment.

2. What type of geometric controls has no datums?

3. Which of the location controls is the most common?

4. What type of geometric controls indicates an angular relationship with
specified datums?

5. What is the name of the symbol that must identify physical features of
a part and shall not be applied to centerlines, center planes, or axes?

6. Datum identifying letters may be any letter of the alphabet except what
letters?

7. If the datum feature symbol is placed in line with a dimension line or on
a feature control frame associated with a size feature, then the datum is
what?

8. One of the fourteen geometric characteristic symbols always appears in the
compartment of the feature control frame.
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Location

Runout

Orientation

Related
Features

Individual
Feature or 

Related
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Individual
Feature

Only

Pertainsto
Type of

Tolerance

Form

Profile

SymbolGeometric Characteristics

Figure 3-23 Geometric characteristic symbols.

9. Write the names and geometric characteristic symbols where indicated in
Fig. 3-23.

10. The tolerance is preceded by a diameter symbol only if the tolerance zone
is .

11. Datums are arranged in the order of .
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12. Write the name, abbreviation, and symbol for the three material condition
modifiers.

13. Which modifier specifies that the tolerance is the same, no matter what size
the feature is within its size limits? .

14. The MMC modifier specifies that the tolerance applies at the
of the feature.

15. The MMC modifier specifies that as the actual size of the feature departs
from MMC toward LMC, a is achieved in the
exact amount of such departure.

16. The bonus tolerance equals the difference between the .

17. The total positional tolerance equals the sum of the
tolerance and the tolerance.

w.515-.540

A

Pinw.495-.500

1.000

1.000

B

1.000

C

Hole
n\w.010m\A\B\C] n\w.005m\A\B\C]

Figure 3-24 Refer to this drawing for questions 18 through 25.

Hole Pin

18. What is the MMC?

19. What is the LMC?

20. What is the geometric tolerance?

21. What material condition modifier is specified?
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22. What datum(s) control(s) perpendicularity?

23. What datum(s) control(s) location?

24. Complete the table below.

TABLE 3-3 Bonus Tolerance for Holes

Internal feature (Hole)
Actual Total
feature Geometric positional
size MMC Bonus tolerance tolerance

MMC 0.515

0.520

0.525

0.530

0.535

LMC 0.540

25. Complete the table below.

TABLE 3-4 Bonus Tolerance for Pins

External feature (Pin)
Actual Total
feature Geometric positional
size MMC Bonus tolerance tolerance

MMC 0.500

0.499

0.498

0.497

0.496

LMC 0.495

Using the drawing in Fig. 3-24, complete Tables 3-3 and 3-4 above.

26. The all around and between symbols are used with what control?

27. What is the name of an actual feature on a part used to establish a datum?

28. A numerical value used to specify the theoretically exact size, profile, ori-
entation, or location of a feature is called?

29. What is the theoretically exact point, line, or plane derived from the true ge-
ometric counterpart of a specified datum feature called?

30. What is a real surface with a sufficiently precise form, such as a sur-
face plate or machine table, used to contact datum features to establish
simulated datums called?
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Name Symbol Name Symbol

All Around Free State

Between Projected Tolerance
Zone

Number of Places Tangent Plane

Counterbore/Spotface Radius

Countersink Radius, Controlled

Depth/Deep Spherical Radius

Diameter Spherical Diameter

Dimension, Basic 1.000 Square

Dimension, Reference 60 Statistical Tolerance

Dimension Origin Datum Target

Arc Length 110 Target Point

Conical Taper Slope

Figure 3-25 Geometric tolerancing symbols.

31. Draw the indicated geometric tolerancing symbols in the spaces on Fig.
3-25.

32. What is the name of a physical portion of a part, such as a surface, pin,
hole, tab, or slot?

33. What is the name of a feature that has a dimension such as a cylindrical sur-
face or two opposed parallel surfaces?

34. What kind of features always apply at MMC, LMC, or RFS?

35. What is the maximum amount of material within the stated limits of size
of a size feature called?

36. What is a feature of size with the least amount of material within the stated
limits of size called?

37. What is the term used to indicate that a specified geometric tolerance or
datum reference applies at each increment of size of a feature within its
limits of size?

38. What is the theoretically exact location of a feature established by basic
dimensions called?

39. What is a constant boundary generated by the collective effects of the
MMC limit of size of a feature and the applicable geometric tolerance
called?
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40. Where only a tolerance of size is specified, the limits of size of an individual
feature prescribe the extent to which variations in its geometric form, as
well as size, are allowed. This statement is the essence of

41. The form tolerance increases as the actual size of the feature departs
from toward .

42. If features on a drawing are shown coaxial, or symmetrical to each
other and not controlled for , the drawing is
incomplete.

43. If there is no orientation control specified for a rectangle on a drawing, the
perpendicularity is controlled, not by the , but by the

tolerance.

44. Rule #2 states that automatically applies, to individual
tolerances of size features and to datum features of size.

45. Each geometric tolerances or datum reference specified for screw threads
applies to the axis of the thread derived from the .

46. Each geometric tolerance or datum reference specified for gears and
splines must designate the specific feature at which each applies such as

.

47. Where a datum feature of size is controlled by a geometric tolerance
and is specified as a secondary or tertiary datum, the datum applies at

with respect to orientation.

Problems

(a) (b)

Figure 3-26 Material condition symbols – Problem 1.

1. Read the complete tolerance in each feature control frame in Fig. 3-26, and
write them below (Datum A is a size feature).
A.

B.
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A
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E

B4.000

6.000-6.020

1.000

1.000

G

I C

2X    1.375-1.390

2.000-2.020
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w

Figure 3-27 Definitions – Problem 2.

2. Place the letters of the items on the drawing in Fig. 3-27 next to the terms
below. Make a dash next to the terms not shown.

Datum Basic Dimension Feature control frame

MMC Feature True Position

LMC Feature of Size Datum feature symbol
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.75

SECTION A–A

C

A

A

A

w 4.25

B Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .01

ANGLES =  ±  1ϒ

w 1.255-1.265

w2.500

8X w .514-.540

8 X 45°

.500-.510

Figure 3-28 Virtual condition rule – Problem 3.

3. When inspecting the eight-hole pattern:
A. Does the center hole, datum B, apply at MMC or virtual condition?

If the center hole were produced at Ø1.260, how much shift tolerance
would be available from the center hole?

B. Does the keyseat, datum C, apply at MMC or virtual condition?
If the keyseat were produced at 0.505, how much shift tolerance would
be available from the keyseat?
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4
Datums

Datums are the reference surfaces or the starting points for the location and
orientation of features. They are essential for appropriate and complete toler-
ancing of a part. Datum geometries can become very complicated when they
are features of size, compound datums, or features of an unusual shape. Ge-
ometric dimensioning and tolerancing provides the framework necessary for
dealing with these complex datums. The simpler plus or minus tolerancing sys-
tem ignores these complexities, which means that plus or minus toleranced
drawings cannot adequately tolerance size features. As a result, many plus or
minus toleranced drawings are subject to more than one interpretation.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Define a datum
� Explain how a part is immobilized
� Demonstrate how datum features apply
� Select datum features
� Demonstrate the proper application of datum feature symbols
� Demonstrate how to specify an inclined datum feature
� Explain how datum planes are established on a cylindrical part
� Explain how datums are established
� Explain the application of multiple datum features
� Demonstrate the application of partial datum features
� Explain the use of datum targets

47
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Figure 4-1 The three mutually perpendicular intersecting planes of a datum refer-
ence frame.

Definition

Datums are theoretically perfect points, lines, and planes. They establish the
origin from which the location or geometric characteristics of features of a part
are established. These points, lines, and planes exist within a structure of three
mutually perpendicular intersecting planes known as a datum reference frame
as shown in Fig 4-1.

Immobilization of a Part

Parts are thought to have six degrees of freedom, three degrees of translational
freedom, and three degrees of rotational freedom. A part can move back and
forth in the X direction, in and out in the Y direction, and up and down in the
Z direction. It can also rotate around the X-axis, the Y-axis, and the Z-axis.

A part is oriented and immobilized relative to the three mutually perpendic-
ular planes of the datum reference frame (as shown in Fig. 4-2) in a selected
order of precedence. The datum reference frame is not absolutely perfect, but it
is made sufficiently accurate with respect to the part to consider it to be perfect.
Parts are relatively imperfect. In order to properly place an imperfect, rectan-
gular part in a datum reference frame, the primary datum feature sits flat on
one of the planes of the datum reference frame with a minimum of three points
of contact that are not in a straight line. The secondary datum feature is pushed
up against a second plane of the datum reference frame with a minimum of two
points of contact. Finally, the part is slid along the first two planes of the da-
tum reference frame until the third datum feature contacts the third plane of
the datum reference frame with a minimum of one point of contact. The pri-
mary datum plane on the part contacting the datum reference frame eliminates
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Figure 4-2 Immobilizing of a part within the three mutually
perpendicular intersecting planes of a datum reference frame.

three degrees of freedom, translation in the Z direction and rotation around the
X-axis and the Y-axis. The secondary datum plane on the part contacting the
datum reference frame eliminates two degrees of freedom, translation in
the Y direction and rotation around the Z-axis. The tertiary datum plane on
the part contacting the datum reference frame eliminates one degree of free-
dom, translation in the X direction.

Datums are specified in order of precedence as they appear from left to right
in the feature control frame; they need not be in alphabetical order. Datum A
in Fig. 4-3 is the primary datum, datum B is the secondary datum, and datum
C is the tertiary datum because this is the order in which they appear in the
feature control frame.

AM.005 CB
Figure 4-3 The order of precedence of datums is
determined by the order in which they appear
from left to right in the feature control frame.

Application of Datums

Measurements cannot be made from theoretical surfaces. Therefore, datums
are assumed to exist in and be simulated by the processing equipment such as
surface plates, gages, machine tables, and vises. Processing equipment is not
perfect but is made accurately enough to simulate datums. The three mutu-
ally perpendicular planes of a datum reference frame provide the origin and
direction for measurements from datums to features.
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Figure 4-4 A datum reference frame provides measurement origin and direction.

Figure 4-4 shows an imperfect part placed in a relatively perfect datum ref-
erence frame. The back of the part is identified as datum A, which is specified
in the feature control frame as the primary datum. In this example, the pri-
mary datum feature must make contact with the primary datum reference
plane with a minimum of three points of contact; as a result, the primary da-
tum controls the orientation—in this case perpendicularity—of features toler-
anced to that datum reference frame—A, B, and C. Datums B and C are the
lower and left edges of the part and identified as the secondary and tertiary
datums, respectively. Dimensions are measured from, and are perpendicular
to, the perfect datum reference frame, not the imperfect datum features of the
part.

The selection of secondary and tertiary datums depends on the characteristics
of these features, such as feature size, and whether or not they are mating
surfaces. However, if the two features are of the same size, do not mate with
other features, and are essentially equal in every respect, then either one of
them could be the secondary datum. Even though selecting a secondary datum
over a tertiary datum may be arbitrary, one datum must precede the other,
keeping in mind that all applicable datums must be specified. The specification
of datums in order of precedence allows the part to be placed in the datum
reference frame the same way every time.
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Variations of form that fall within the size tolerance may occur on the datum
feature. If variations on datum features fall within the size tolerance but exceed
design requirements, they can be controlled with a form tolerance.

Datum Feature Selection

Datum features are selected to meet design requirements. When selecting da-
tum features, the designer should consider the following characteristics:

� Functional surfaces
� Mating surfaces
� Readily accessible surfaces
� Surfaces of sufficient size to allow repeatable measurements

Datum features must be easily identifiable on the part. If parts are sym-
metrical, or have identical features making identification of datum features
impossible, the datums features must be physically identified.

Selecting datums is the first step in dimensioning a part. Figure 4-4 shows a
part with four holes. The designer selected the back of the part as the primary
datum, datum A, because the back of the part mates with another part, and
the parts are bolted together with four bolts. Datum A makes a good primary
datum for the four holes because the primary datum controls orientation, and
it is desirable to have bolt holes perpendicular to mating surfaces. The hole
locations are dimensioned from the bottom and left edges of the part. Datum
B is specified as the secondary datum, and datum C is specified as the tertiary
datum in the feature control frame. Datum surfaces for location are selected
because of their relative importance to the controlled features. The bottom edge
of the part was selected as the secondary datum because it is larger than the
left edge. The left edge might have been selected as the secondary datum if it
were a mating surface.

Datum Feature Identification

All datum features must be specified. Datums may be designated with any
letter of the alphabet except I, O, and Q. A datum feature symbol is used to
identify physical features of a part as datum features. Datum feature symbols
must not be applied to centerlines, center planes, or axes.

The datum feature symbols attached to the center planes in Fig. 4-5 are
ambiguous. It is not clear whether the outside edges, one of the hole patterns, or
the slots are the features that determine these center planes. The other datum
feature symbols in Fig. 4-5 are attached to actual features and are acceptable
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Figure 4-5 Datum feature symbols should not be applied to imaginary planes or
lines.

as datums. The center planes can then be determined from actual features on
the part.

Inclined Datum Features

If a surface is at an angle other than 90◦ to the datum reference frame, espe-
cially if the corner is rounded or broken off, it may be difficult to locate features
to that surface. One method, shown in Fig. 4-6, is to place a datum feature
symbol on the inclined surface and control that surface with an angularity tol-
erance and a basic angle. Datum features are not required to be perpendicular
to each other. Only the datum reference frame is defined as three mutually
perpendicular intersecting planes. To inspect this part, a precision 30◦ wedge
is placed in a datum reference frame. The part is then placed in the datum
reference frame with datum C making at least one point of contact with the
30◦ wedge.

Cylindrical Datum Features

Cylindrical parts might have an inside or outside diameter as a datum. A cylin-
drical datum feature is always associated with two theoretical planes meeting
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2.000

2.000

C

60° 2.000

1.000
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Inspection of a datum at an angle
to the datum reference frame30°

2.000

Figure 4-6 Datum features at an angle to the datum reference frame.

at right angles at its datum axis. The part in Fig. 4-7 may be mounted in a cen-
tering device, such as a chuck or a V-block, so that the center planes intersecting
the datum axis can be determined. Another datum feature, in this example, da-
tum C, may be established to control rotational orientation or clocking of the
hole pattern about the datum axis.

Establishing Datums

Two kinds of features may be specified as datums:

� Features not subject to size variations such as plane flat surfaces
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Figure 4-7 A pattern located to a cylindrical datum feature and clocked to
a third datum.

� Features subject to size variations (also known as features of size and size
features)

Plane flat surfaces

When features not subject to size variation, such as datums A, B, and C in
Fig. 4-8, are specified as datum features, the corresponding datums are sim-
ulated by plane surfaces. Plane, flat-surface features on a rectangular-shaped
part make the most convenient datums. Unfortunately, many parts are not
rectangular, and designers are often forced to select datums that are features
subject to size variations, such as cylinders.

Features subject to size variations at RFS

Features subject to size variations, such as datum D, are specified with one of
the material condition modifiers, regardless of feature size (RFS) or maximum
material condition (MMC). If a datum feature of size is specified at RFS, then
processing equipment, such as gages, chucks, and mandrels, must make physi-
cal contact with the datum feature. This means that when gaging the four-hole
pattern to datum hole D specified at RFS, as in feature control frame 1 in
Fig. 4-8, the inspector must used the largest pin that fits through datum hole
D in order to make physical contact with the hole.
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Figure 4-8 Datum planes A, B, and C and a feature of size, datum D.

Features subject to size variations at MMC

If a datum feature of size is specified at MMC, as in feature control frame 2
in Fig. 4-8, the size of the mating feature on the processing equipment has a
constant boundary. The constant boundary pin is specified at the MMC of the
datum feature or at its virtual condition if the virtual condition rule applies.
This means that when gaging the hole pattern to a datum feature of size speci-
fied at MMC, the pin that fits through the datum hole is produced at the MMC
or the virtual condition of the datum hole. Because datum hole D specified by
feature control frame 2 has a geometric tolerance and is specified as a secondary
datum, the virtual condition applies. See the virtual condition rule in chapter
3. The virtual condition for datum hole D is Ø .940 in. Therefore, datum D pin
used to gage the four-hole pattern is Ø .940. As the datum feature departs from
Ø .940 toward Ø 1.030, a shift tolerance exists about datum D in the amount
of such departure. See Chapter 7 for a complete discussion of shift tolerance.

Plane flat surfaces vs. features subject
to size variations

In Fig. 4-9A, the primary datum, datum A, controls the orientation of the part
and must maintain a minimum of three points of contact with the top surface
of the mating gage. The pin, datum B, easily assembles in the mating hole
with a possible shift tolerance since it is specified at MMC. In Fig. 4-9B, the
primary datum, datum A, must also maintain a minimum of three points of
contact with the top surface of the mating gage, but datum B, specified at RFS,
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Figure 4-9 A datum feature of size specified at MMC, at RFS, and as primary and secondary
datums.

must make physical contact with the gage. Therefore, the size of the hole in
the gage must be adjustable to contact the surface of the pin, datum B, even
if it contacts the pin only at two points. In Fig. 4-9C, the primary datum is
datum B, and it is specified at RFS. Because datum B is primary, it controls
the orientation of the part. Because the pin is specified at RFS, it must make
physical contact and align with the hole in the gage. In this case, datum B on
the gage must be adjustable not only to contact the surface of the datum B
pin, but the adjustable gage must align the pin to the gage with a minimum of
three points of contact. Datum A contacts the top surface of the gage at only one
point.

If a datum feature symbol is in line with a dimension line, as datums B and
C in Fig. 4-10, the datum is the size feature measured by that dimension. The
7.00-inch size feature between the left and right edges is datum B, and the 5.00-
inch size feature between the top and bottom edges is datum C. The four-hole
pattern and the Ø 3.00-inch hole are controlled to datums B and C as specified in
the feature control frames. It is understood that the four-hole pattern is located
to the center planes of datums B and C, and no dimensions are required from
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Figure 4-10 Features controlled to datum features of size.

the center planes to the pattern. The Ø 3.00-inch hole is also located on the axis
intersected by the center planes of datums B and C. Since datums B and C are
specified at MMC (circle M), a shift tolerance is available in each direction as
each feature of size departs from MMC toward least material condition.

Multiple Datum Features

When more than one datum feature is used to establish a single datum, the
datum reference letters and appropriate modifiers are separated by a dash and
specified in one compartment of the feature control frame, as shown in Fig. 4-11.
Together, the two datum features constitute one composite datum feature axis
where datum A is no more important than datum B and datum B is no more
important than datum A. When a cylinder is specified as a datum, such as
datums A and B, the entire surface of the feature is considered to be the datum
feature. Theoretically, the entire surface of a cylindrical datum feature is to
contact the smallest precision sleeve that will fit over the cylinder. Similarly, the
entire surface of an internal cylindrical datum feature is to contact the largest
precision pin that will fit inside the cylinder. This almost never happens since
inspectors typically do not have this kind of equipment. An external cylindrical
feature is usually placed in a three-jaw chuck or in a set of V-blocks. An internal
cylindrical feature is often placed on an adjustable mandrel. A part such as the
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A B

Figure 4-11 Multiple datum features A and B are of equal value.

one in Fig. 4-11 would probably be placed in a set of V-blocks to inspect the total
runout specified.

A Partial Surface as a Datum Feature

When a surface is specified as a datum, the entire feature is considered to be the
datum feature. If only a part of a feature is required to be the datum feature,
such as datums A and B in Fig. 4-12, then a heavy chain line is drawn adjacent
to the surface profile and dimensioned with basic dimensions.
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w.510-.530
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4.000

1.000 2.000
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.750

Figure 4-12 Partial datum features.
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Figure 4-13 Fixture for the part shown in Fig. 4-14.

Datum Targets

Some manufacturing processes, such as casting, forging, welding, and heat
treating, are likely to produce uneven or irregular surfaces. Datum targets
may be used to immobilize parts with such uneven or irregular surfaces. Da-
tum targets may also be used to support irregular-shaped parts that are not
easily mounted in a datum reference frame. Datum targets are used only when
necessary because, once they are specified, costly manufacturing and inspection
tooling is required to process them.

Datum targets are designed to contact parts at specific points, lines, and
areas. These datum targets are usually referenced from three mutually
perpendicular planes to establish a datum reference frame. A primary datum
plane is established by a minimum of three datum targets not in a straight
line. Two datum targets are used to establish a secondary datum plane. And
one datum target establishes a tertiary datum plane. A combination of datum
target points, lines, and areas may be used. Datum target points are repre-
sented on a drawing by target point symbols and identified by datum target
symbols such as datum targets B1 and B2 shown in Fig. 4-14. The datum target
points, lines, and areas are connected to the datum target symbols with a radial
line.

Actual tooling points on the fixture are not points at all but pins with hemi-
spherical ends contacting the part with the highest point on the hemisphere,
as shown in Fig. 4-14. A datum target line is represented by a target point
symbol on the edge of the part in the top view of the drawing and by a phan-
tom line on the front view, datum target C1. Since datum target C1 is on the
far side of the part, a dashed radial line is used to connect the datum target
symbol. Where a datum target area is required, the desired area is outlined by
a phantom line and filled with section lines, as shown for datum targets A1,
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Figure 4-14 A part with datum target areas, target points, and a target line.

A2, and A3. All datum targets are dimensioned for location and size either by
toleranced dimensions or basic dimensions. Basic dimensions are toleranced
with gage-makers’ tolerances.

Datum targets established on a cylindrical part

The axis of a primary datum feature specified at RFS may be established by
two sets of three equally spaced datum targets, as shown in Fig. 4-15.

A datum target line is represented by a target point symbol on the edge view
of the cylinder and a phantom line drawn across the cylinder—see datum target
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Figure 4-15 Datum targets on a cylindrical part.

line A1 in Fig. 4-16. Where a datum target area is required, the desired area
is bounded by phantom lines and filled with section lines, as shown for datum
target area B1.

Step and equalizing datums

A datum plane may have a step or offset such as datum A in Fig. 4-17. The
step between datum points A1-A2 and A3 is specified with a basic dimension of
1.000 inch.

Equalizing datums are used to center parts that have circular ends like the
part in Fig. 4-17. On this part, a 90◦ V-shaped knife edge, B1 and B2, and
two datum target points, C1 and C2, are used to center the cylindrical ends
to the fixture. Equalizing datums may be used to center other similar geomet-
ries.

1.0002.000

Darum Target Area

5.250

A1
B1

Darum Target Line

Figure 4-16 Datum target line and area on cylindrical features.
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Figure 4-17 Datum targets for step and equalizing datums.

Summary

� Datums are theoretically perfect points, lines, and planes.
� Datums exist within a structure of three mutually perpendicular intersecting

planes known as a datum reference frame.
� A part is oriented and immobilized relative to the three mutually perpendic-

ular planes of the datum reference frame in a selected order of precedence.
� Since measurements cannot be made from theoretical surfaces, datums are

assumed to exist in and be simulated by the processing equipment.
� Datums are specified in order of precedence as they appear in the feature

control frame.
� Datum features are selected to meet design requirements. Functional sur-

faces, mating surfaces, readily accessible surfaces, and surfaces of sufficient
size to allow repeatable measurements make good datum features.

� A datum feature symbol is used to identify physical features of a part as
datum features. Datum feature symbols should not be applied to centerlines,
center planes, or axes.

� A cylindrical datum feature is always intersected by two theoretical planes
meeting at right angles at its datum axis.
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� Plane, flat-surface features not subject to size variations make the best da-
tums.

� When datum size features are specified at RFS, the processing equipment
must make physical contact with the datum features.

� When datum features of size are specified at MMC, the size of the mating
feature on the processing equipment has a constant boundary.

� When a cylinder is specified as a datum, the entire surface of the feature is
considered to be the datum feature.

� Datum targets may be used to immobilize parts with uneven or irregular
surfaces.

Chapter Review

1. Datums are theoretically perfect .

2. Datums establish the from which the location or geometric
characteristic of features of a part are established.

3. Datums exist within a structure of three mutually perpendicular intersect-
ing planes known as a .

4. To properly position a part with datum features that are plane surfaces
in a datum reference frame, the datum features must be specified in order of

.

5. The primary datum feature contacts the datum reference frame with a
minimum of points of contact that are not in a straight line.

6. Datums are assumed to exist in and be simulated by the .

7. Datums are specified in order of precedence as they appear in the
.

8. Datums need not be in order.

9. When selecting datum features, a designer should consider features that
are:

10. The primary datum controls .

11. A datum feature symbol is used to identify of a part as
datum features.

12. Datum feature symbols should not be applied to
.
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13. One method of tolerancing datum features at an angle to the datum ref-
erence frame is to place a datum feature symbol on the
and control that surface with an angularity tolerance and a basic angle.

14. A is always intersected by two theoretical planes
meeting at right angles at its datum axis.

15. The two kinds of features specified as datums are:

16. Size features may apply at
.

17. When size features are specified at RFS, the processing equipment must
make with the datum features.

18. When size features are specified at MMC, the size of the processing equip-
ment has a .

2X w.510-.530

B

w 6.000-6.020

A

Figure 4-18 Datum feature of size drawing for questions 19–24.

19. The two-hole pattern is perpendicular to what datum?

20. The two-hole pattern is located to what datum?

21. If inspected with a gage, what is the datum B diameter of the gage?

22. If inspected with a gage, what is the diameter of the two pins on the gage
?

23. If datum B had been specified at RFS, explain how the gage would be dif-
ferent.
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24. If datum B had been specified as the primary datum at RFS, explain how
the gage would be different.

25. If a datum feature symbol is in line with a dimension line, the datum is
the measured by the dimension.

26. When cylinders are specified as datums at RFS, the entire surface is con-
sidered to be the

27. When more than one datum feature is used to establish a single datum, the
and appropriate are separated by a dash

and specified in one compartment of the feature control frame.

28. If only a part of a feature is required to be the datum feature, then a
is drawn adjacent to the surface profile and dimensioned

with basic dimensions.

29. Datum targets may be used to immobilize parts with .

30. Costly manufacturing and inspection is required to process
datum targets.
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Problems
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Figure 4-19 Datums at MMC and RFS: Problem 1.

1. Complete the feature control frames with datums and material condition
symbols to reflect the drawing in Figure 4-19.
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Figure 4-20 Specifying datums and datum feature symbols: Problem 2.

2. Provide the appropriate datum feature symbols on the drawing and datums
in the feature control frames in the datum exercise above.
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.500–.515

4X w.514-.590

Figure 4-21 Specifying datums and datum feature symbols: Problem 3.

3. Specify the appropriate datum feature symbols and datums in the drawing
in Fig. 4-21.
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Chapter

5
Form

All form tolerances apply to single, or individual, features; consequently, form
tolerances are independent of all other features. No datums apply to form tol-
erances. The form of individual features is automatically controlled by the size
tolerance—Rule #1. When the size tolerance does not adequately control the
form of a feature, a form tolerance may be specified as a refinement. Except for
straightness of a median line and of a median plane, all form tolerances are
surface controls and are attached to feature surfaces with a leader or, in some
cases, an extension line. No cylindrical tolerance zones or material conditions
are appropriate for surface controls.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Specify and interpret flatness
� Specify and interpret straightness
� Explain the difference between straightness of a surface and straightness of

a median line or median plane
� Specify and interpret circularity
� Specify and interpret cylindricity
� Specify and interpret free-state variation

Flatness

Definition

Flatness of a surface is a condition where all line elements of that surface are
in one plane.
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Figure 5-1 Flatness.

Specifying flatness tolerance

In a view where the surface to be controlled appears as a line, a feature control
frame is attached to the surface with a leader or extension line, as shown in
Fig. 5-1. The feature control frame contains a flatness symbol and a numerical
tolerance. Normally, nothing else appears in the feature control frame unless
unit flatness is specified, as shown below. Flatness tolerance is a refinement of
the size tolerance, Rule #1, and must be less than the size tolerance. The thick-
ness at each local size must fall within the limits of size, and the size feature
may not exceed the boundary of perfect form at maximum material condition.

Interpretation. The surface being controlled in Fig. 5-1 must lie between two
parallel planes separated by the flatness tolerance of .005 specified in the fea-
ture control frame. In addition, the surface must fall within the size tolerance,
the two parallel planes .020 apart. The flatness tolerance zone does not need
to be parallel to any other surface as indicated in the right side view. The stan-
dard states that the flatness tolerance must be less than the size tolerance, but
the size tolerance applies to both the top and bottom surfaces of the part. The
manufacturer will probably use only about half of the size tolerance, produc-
ing the part in Fig. 5-1 about 1.010 thick. Since the MMC of 1.020 minus the

TABLE 5-1 Flatness Tolerances for the Part in Fig. 6-1

Actual part size Flatness tolerance Controlled by

1.020 .000

1.018 .002 Rule #1

1.016 .004
1.014 .005

1.010 .005 Flatness Tolerance

1.005 .005

1.000 .005
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Inspection

BA

Figure 5-2 Two flatness verification techniques.

actual size of 1.010 is an automatic Rule #1 form tolerance of .010, a flatness
tolerance refinement of .005, as specified in the feature control frame, seems
appropriate. The entire part in Fig. 5-1 must fit between two parallel planes
1.020 apart. If the thickness of the part is produced at anywhere between 1.015
and 1.020, the form of the part, flatness, is controlled by Rule #1. If the thick-
ness of the part if between 1.000 and 1.014, the geometric tolerance insures
that the top surface of the part does not exceed a flatness of .005 as shown in
Table 5.1.

Inspection. First, the size feature is measured to verify that it falls within the
limits of size. Then, flatness verification is achieved by measuring the surface,
in all directions, to determine that the variation does not exceed the tolerance in
the feature control frame. The measurement of surface variation in Fig. 5-2A is
performed with a dial indicator after the surface in question has been adjusted
with jackscrews to remove any parallelism error. In Fig. 5-2B, flatness is mea-
sured by moving the part over the probe in the surface plate and reading the
indicator to determine the flatness error. This is a relatively simple method of
measuring flatness; no adjustment is needed. However, specialized equipment
is required.

Unit flatness

Flatness may be applied on a unit basis to prevent abrupt variations in surface
flatness. The overall flatness of .010 in the feature control frame in Fig. 5-3
applies to the entire surface. The refinement of .001 per square inch applies to
each and every square inch on the surface as an additional requirement to the
overall flatness.
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Figure 5-3 An overall flatness of .010 with unit flat-
ness as a refinement.

Straightness

Definition

Straightness is a condition where a line element on a surface, a median line, or
a line element of a median plane is a straight line.

Specifying straightness of a surface tolerance

In a view where the line elements to be controlled appear as a line, a feature
control frame is attached to the surface with a leader or extension line, as
shown in Fig. 5-4. The feature control frame contains a straightness symbol
and a numerical tolerance. Normally, nothing else appears in a feature control
frame controlling straightness of a surface unless unit straightness is specified.
Straightness tolerance is a refinement of the size tolerance Rule #1 and must
be less than the size tolerance. The size feature may not exceed the boundary
of perfect form at MMC.

Interpretation. The line elements being controlled in Fig. 5-4 must lie between
two parallel lines separated by the straightness tolerance of .004 specified in the
feature control frame and parallel to the view in which they are specified—the
front view. In addition, the line elements must fall within the size tolerance of
.020. The straightness tolerance zone is not required to be parallel to the bottom
surface or axis of the respective parts. Each line element is independent of all

.004

Ø 1.000-1.020

.004

Line elements
parallel to the 
front view

1.000-1.020

Figure 5-4 Straightness of a surface.
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TABLE 5-2 Flatness Tolerances for the Part in Fig. 6-1

Actual part size Straightness tolerance Controlled by

1.020 MMC .000

1.018 .002 Rule #1

1.016 .004
1.014 .004

1.010 .004 Straightness Tolerance

1.005 .004

1.000 LMC .004

other line elements. Straightness tolerance must be less than the size tolerance.
The parts in Fig. 5-4 are likely to be produced at a thickness of 1.010 for the
rectangular part and a diameter of 1.010 for the cylindrical part. Since the
MMC of 1.020 minus the actual size of 1.010 is the automatic Rule #1 form
tolerance of .010, a straightness tolerance refinement of .004 as specified in the
feature control frame seems appropriate. The entire rectangular part in Fig.
5-4 must fit between two parallel planes 1.020 apart, and the entire cylindrical
part must fit inside a cylindrical hole 1.020 in diameter. Just as for flatness, if
the thickness/diameter of the parts is produced anywhere between 1.016 and
1.020, the straightness of each part is controlled by Rule #1 shown in Table 5-2.

Inspection. First, the size feature is measured to verify that it falls within the
limits of size. Then, straightness verification is achieved by measuring line ele-
ments on the surface, parallel to the view in which they are specified, to deter-
mine that straightness variation does not exceed the tolerance indicated in the
feature control frame. The measurement of surface variation for straightness

Precision Parallel

Figure 5-5 Inspection of straightness of a surface.
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is performed similar to the measurement for flatness. Straightness of a cylin-
drical surface is inspected by moving the dial indicator across the surface plate,
against the edge of a precision parallel, measuring line elements on the surface
parallel to the axis of the cylinder as indicated in Fig. 5-5. Each line element
is independent of every other line element, and the surface may be readjusted
to remove any parallelism error for the measurement of each subsequent line
element. There are an infinite number of line elements on any surface. The in-
spector must measure a sufficient number of line elements to be convinced that
all line elements fall within the tolerance specified. Straightness verification of
line elements on a flat surface is measured in a similar fashion. Parallelism er-
ror must be removed, and each line element is measured parallel to the surface
on which the straightness control appears.

Specifying straightness of a median line
and median plane

When a feature control frame with straightness tolerance is associated with
a size dimension, the straightness tolerance applies to the median line of a
cylinder, as in Fig. 5-6A, or a median plane for a noncylindrical feature, as in
Fig. 5-6B. The median plane derived from the surfaces of the noncylindrical
feature may bend, warp, or twist in any direction away from a perfectly flat
plane but must not exceed the tolerance zone boundaries.

Interpretation. While each actual local size of a feature must fall within the size
tolerance, the features in Fig. 5-6 may exceed the boundary of perfect form at

1.000-1.020
or

Ø .004 Tolerance Zone

or

Ø1.000-1.020

.004 Tolerance Zone

(B)

(A)

Figure 5-6 Straightness of a median line and a median plane associated with
dimensions of size features.
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TABLE 5-3 Straightness Tolerances for the Parts in Fig. 5-6

Straightness tolerances

Cylindrical feature Noncylindrical feature
(Straightness of a median line) (Straightness of a median plane)

Feature size
.004 .004 .004 .004

1.020 MMC Ø .004 Ø .004 .004 .004
1.015 Ø .004 Ø .009 .004 .009
1.010 Ø .004 Ø .014 .004 .014
1.005 Ø .004 Ø .019 .004 .019
1.000 LMC Ø .004 Ø .024 .004 .024

MMC because of bending or warping. A straightness control of a median line or
median plane will allow the feature to violate Rule #1. Straightness associated
with a size dimension may be specified at regardless of feature size (RFS) or at
MMC. If specified at RFS, the tolerance applies at any increment of size within
the size limits. If specified at MMC, the total straightness tolerance equals the
tolerance in the feature control frame plus any bonus tolerance, equal to the
amount of departure from MMC toward LMC. Consequently, a feature with a
straightness control of a median line or median plane has a virtual condition.
Both parts in Fig. 5-6 have a virtual condition of 1.024.

Inspection. First, a size feature is measured to verify that it falls within its
limits of size. Then, straightness verification of a size feature specified at MMC
can be achieved by placing the part in a full form functional gage, as shown in
Fig. 5-7. If a part goes all the way in the gage and satisfies the size requirements,

1.000

1.0241.024

1.0201.020

1.024

Figure 5-7 Inspection of straightness of a size feature at MMC.
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it is a good part. Straightness verification of a size feature specified at RFS can
be achieved by taking differential measurements on opposite sides of the part
with a dial indicator to determine how much the median line varies from a
perfectly straight axis or the median plane varies from a perfectly flat center
plane. If the bow or warp of the part exceeds the tolerance in the feature control
frame, at any size within the size tolerance, the part is not acceptable.

Circularity

Definition

Circularity (roundness) has two definitions, one for a surface of revolution about
an axis and the other for a sphere. Circularity is a condition of a surface:

� For a surface of revolution, all points on the surface intersected by a plane
perpendicular to the axis are equidistant from that axis.

� For a sphere, all points on the surface intersected by a plane passing through
the center are equidistant from that center.

Specifying circularity tolerance

A feature control frame is attached to the surface of the feature with a leader.
The leader may be attached to the surface in the circular view of a cylinder,
as shown in Fig. 5-8, or it may be attached to the surface in the longitudinal
view. The feature control frame contains a circularity symbol and a numerical
tolerance. Normally, nothing else appears in the feature control frame. (In some
cases, the free-state symbol is included in the feature control frame for parts
subject to free-state variation.) Circularity tolerance is a refinement of the size

Circularity Tolerance of .004

90°90°A

A
SECTION B-BSECTION A-A

B

B

Figure 5-8 Circularity tolerance applied to a cylinder and a taper.
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tolerance (Rule #1) and must be less than the size tolerance, except for parts
subject to free-state variation. Rule #1 controls circularity with a diametral
tolerance across the diameter, and the geometric tolerance controls circularity
with a radial tolerance, so in actuality, the geometric tolerance should be less
than half of the size tolerance specified on the diameter. If more information
about circularity tolerance is required, a complete discussion on the subject is
available in the ANSI B89.3.1 Measurement of Out-of-Roundness.

Interpretation. Circular elements in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the
part on the surface being controlled must lie between two concentric circles, in
which the radial distance between them is equal to the tolerance specified in
the feature control frame. Each circular element is independent of every other
circular element. That means that the part can look like a stack of pennies
that is misaligned and yet can still satisfy a circularity inspection. Rule #1
requirements limit misalignment.

Inspection. The feature must first be measured at each cross section to deter-
mine that it satisfies the limits of size and Rule #1. Then, the part is placed
on the precision turntable of the circularity inspection machine and centered
with the centering screws. The probe contacts the part while it is being rotated
on the turntable. The path of the probe is magnified and plotted simultane-
ously on the polar graph as the part rotates. The circular path plotted on the
polar graph in Fig. 5-9 falls within two circular elements on the graph. This
particular measurement of the part is circular within a radial distance of .002.

Probe

Rotating part 
being inspected

Polar graph

.002

Centering Screws

Preciaion Turntable

Figure 5-9 Verification of circularity with a circularity inspection machine.
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Cylindricity

Definition

Cylindricity is a condition where all points on the surface of a cylinder are
equidistant from the axis.

Specifying cylindricity tolerance

A feature control frame may be attached to the surface of a part with a leader
in either the circular view or the rectangular view. The feature control frame
contains a cylindricity symbol and a numerical tolerance. Normally, nothing
else appears in the feature control frame. Cylindricity tolerance is a refinement
of the size tolerance (Rule #1) and must be less than the size tolerance.

Radial tolerance
zone .004 wide

Figure 5-10 Cylindricity tolerance.

Interpretation. The surface being controlled must lie between two coaxial cylin-
ders in which the radial distance between them is equal to the tolerance spec-
ified in the feature control frame. Unlike circularity, the cylindricity tolerance
applies to circular and longitudinal elements at the same time. Cylindricity is a
composite form tolerance that simultaneously controls circularity, straightness
of a surface, and taper of cylindrical features.

Inspection. The feature is first measured at each cross section to determine
that it satisfies the limits of size and Rule #1. Then, the part is placed on the
precision turntable of the circularity inspection machine and centered with the
centering screws. The probe contacts the part and moves vertically while the
turntable is rotating. The spiral path of the probe is magnified and plotted
simultaneously on the polar graph as the part rotates. The spiral path must
fall within two concentric cylinders in which the radial distance between them
is equal to the tolerance specified in the feature control frame.

Free-State Variation

Free-state variation is a term used to describe the distortion of a part after the
removal of forces applied during the manufacturing process. This distortion is
primarily due to the weight and flexibility of the part and the release of internal
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1

B

19.99

20.03 2

d].040f]

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ±  .015

ANGLES = ±  1°

= 20.01

u].030]A]B]

The runout tolerance applies when datum feature
A is mounted against a flat surface fastened with 
10 – .250–20 UNC screws torqued to 10–14 
foot–pounds while reatraining datum feature B 
within its specified MMC size.

Average Dimensions Across Datum B

A

20.03 + 19.99

w 20.00-20.02 AVG
w 10.00

1

Figure 5-11 A flexible part toleranced for free-state variation and the restrained condition.

stresses resulting from fabrication. A part of this nature—for example, a large
sheet metal tube or an O-ring—is referred to as a nonrigid part. A nonrigid part
must meet its dimensional requirements in one of two ways, the free-state or
the restrained condition.

Where a form or location tolerance is specified for a feature in the free state,
the free-state symbol is placed inside the feature control frame following the
tolerance and any modifiers. A size dimension and tolerance is specified followed
by the abbreviation AVG indicating that the tolerance applies to the average of
measurements. In Fig. 5-11, for clarity, only two measurements are shown, but
a minimum of four measurements must be taken to insure the accuracy of an
average diameter. If the average measurement falls inside the tolerance range,
the dimension is in tolerance.

Where features are to be controlled for orientation, location, or runout in
the restrained condition, the note must clearly state which features are to be
restrained, how they are to be restrained, and to what extent they are to be
restrained. Figure 5-11 contains an example of a note specifying the restrained
condition for the runout control. The restrained condition should simulate ac-
tual assembly conditions.
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Summary

The surface controls of flatness, straightness, circularity, and cylindricity all
share the same general requirements. Straightness of a median line or median
plane is quite a different control. Table 5-4 compares some of these similarities
and differences.

TABLE 5-4 Summary of the Application of form Controls

Size
feature

1. Datums do not apply to these controls X X X X X

2. Rule #1 applies to these controls X X X X

3. This is a surface control X X X X

4. This control is specified with a leader X X X X

5. This tolerance is a refinement of the size tolerance X X X X

6. This tolerance violates Rule #1 X

7. This is a size feature control X

8. This control is associated with the dimension X

9. This form may exceed the size tolerance X

10. The Ø symbol and circle M symbol may be used X

Chapter Review

1. Form tolerances are independent of all .

2. No apply to form tolerances.

3. The form of individual features is automatically controlled by the
.

4. A form tolerance may be specified as a refinement when
.

5. All form tolerances are surface controls except for
.

6. No or are appropriate
for surface controls.

7. Flatness of a surface is a condition where all line elements on that surface
are in one

.

8. In a view where the surface to be controlled with a flatness tolerance ap-
pears as a
a feature control frame is attached to the surface with a .
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9. The feature control frame controlling flatness contains a
and a .

10. The surface being controlled for flatness must lie between
separated by the flatness tolerance. In addition, the feature must fall within
the .

11. The flatness tolerance zone does not need to be to any other
surface.

12. The size feature may not exceed the
.

1.000-1.020

Figure 5-12 Specifying flatness.

13. Specify the flatness of the top surface of the part in Fig. 5-12 within .006 in
a feature control frame.

14. Draw a feature control frame with an overall flatness of .015 and a unit
flatness of .001 per square inch.

15. First, the size feature is measured to verify that it falls within the .

16. The surface is adjusted with jackscrews to remove any error.

17. Then, flatness verification is achieved by measuring the surface in .

18. Straightness is a condition where a line element on a
is a straight line.

19. In a view where the line elements to be controlled appear as a ,
a feature control frame is attached to the surface with a

.

20. Straightness tolerance is a refinement of the ,
and must be less than the .
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TABLE 5-5 Problem 21

Actual part size Straightness tolerance Controlled by

1.020

1.018

1.016

1.014

1.010

1.005

1.000

21. Complete Table 5.5 above specifying the straightness tolerance and what
controls it for the drawing in Fig. 5-4.

22. The measurement of surface variation for straightness is performed similar
to the measurement for .

23. Each line element is of every other line element.

24. When a feature control frame with a straightness tolerance is associated
with a size dimension, the straightness tolerance applies to

.

25. While each actual local size must fall within the size ,
the feature controlled with straightness of a median line or median plane
may exceed the
at MMC.

26. A straightness control of a median line or median plane will allow the fea-
ture to violate .

27. If specified at MMC, the total straightness tolerance of a median line or
median plane equals the tolerance in the feature control frame plus any

.

TABLE 5-6 Problem 28

Cylindrical feature

(Straightness of a median line)

Feature size .006 .006

1.020 MMC
1.015
1.010
1.005
1.000 LMC
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28. Complete Table 5.6 above specifying the appropriate tolerances for the sizes
given.

29. Straightness verification of a size feature specified at MMC can be achieved
by .

30. Straightness verification of a size feature specified at
cannot be achieved by placing the part in a full form functional gage.

31. Circularity tolerance consists of two
in which the
between them is equal to the tolerance specified in the feature control
frame.

32. For circularity verification, the feature must first be measured at each cross
section to determine that it satisfies the and .

33. Circularity can be accurately inspected on a .

34. Cylindricity is a condition where all points on the surface of a cylinder are
.

35. The cylindricity tolerance consists of two in which
the between them is equal to the tolerance
specified in the .

36. Cylindricity is a form tolerance that simultaneously controls
of cylindrical features.

37. On Table 5-7, place an X under the control that agrees with the statement.

TABLE 5-7 Problem 37

Size
feature

1. Datums do not apply to these controls

2. This tolerance violate Rule #1

3. This is a size feature control

4. This control is associated with the dimension

5. This tolerance may exceed the size tolerance

6. Rule #1 applies to this tolerance

7. This tolerance is a surface control

8. This control is specified with a leader

9. This tolerance is a refinement of Rule #1

10. The Ø, circle M, and circle L symbols may be used

38. Free-state variation is a term used to describe the distortion of a part after
the removal of forces applied during the .
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39. Where a form or location tolerance is specified for a feature in the free state,
the free-state symbol is placed inside the following the

. A minimum
of must be taken
to insure the accuracy of an average diameter.

40. A minimum of must be taken to insure the
accuracy of an average diameter.

41. The restrained condition should simulate .

Problems

3.000

1.000

.XXX = ±  .010
ANGLES = ±  1°

Figure 5-13 Flatness: Problem 1.

1. Specify a flatness control of .005 for the top surface of the part in Fig. 5-13.

2. Draw a feature control frame with a unit flatness of .003 per square inch and
an overall flatness of .015.

Figure 5-14 Straightness of a surface: Problem 3.

3. Specify straightness of a surface of .002 on the cylinder in the drawing in
Fig. 5-14.
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w

Figure 5-15 Straightness of a median line—Problem 4.

4. Specify straightness of a median line of .010 at MMC on the cylinder in the
drawing in Fig. 5-15.

Figure 5-16 Circularity: Problems 5 and 6.

5. Specify a circularity tolerance of .002 on the cone in the drawing in Fig. 5-16.

6. Specify a cylindricity tolerance of .0005 on the cylinder in the drawing in
Fig. 5-16.
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6
Orientation

Orientation is the general term used to describe the angular relationship be-
tween features. Orientation controls include parallelism, perpendicularity, an-
gularity, and, in some cases, profile. All orientation controls must have datums.
It makes no sense to specify a pin, for instance, to be perpendicular. The pin
must be perpendicular to some other feature. The other feature is the datum.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Specify tolerances that will control flat surfaces parallel, perpendicular, and
at some basic angle to datum features

� Specify tolerances that will control axes parallel, perpendicular, and at some
basic angle to datum features

The orientation of a plane surface controlled by two parallel planes and an
axis controlled by a cylindrical tolerance zone will be discussed in this chapter.
When a plane surface is controlled with a tolerance zone of two parallel planes,
the entire surface must fall between the two planes. Since parallelism, perpen-
dicularity, angularity, and profile control the orientation of a plane surface with
a tolerance zone of two parallel planes, they also control flatness if a flatness
tolerance is not specified. When it is desirable to control only the orientation
of individual line elements of a surface, a note, such as EACH ELEMENT or
EACH RADIAL ELEMENT, is placed beneath the feature control frame.

When an axis is controlled by a cylindrical tolerance zone, the entire axis must
fall inside the tolerance zone. Although axes and center planes of size features
may be oriented using two parallel planes, in most cases, they will be controlled
by other controls, such as a position control, and will not be discussed in this
chapter. The position control is a composite control, which controls location

87
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and orientation at the same time. Parallelism, perpendicularity, and angularity
are often used to refine the orientation of other controls such as the position
control.

Parallelism

Definition

Parallelism is the condition of a surface or center plane, equidistant at all points
from a datum plane; also, parallelism is the condition of an axis, equidistant
along its length from one or more datum planes or a datum axis.

Specifying parallelism of a flat surface

In a view where the surface to be controlled appears as a line, a feature control
frame is attached to the surface with a leader or extension line, as shown in
Fig. 6-1. The feature control frame contains a parallelism symbol, a numerical
tolerance, and at least one datum. The datum surface is identified with a datum
feature symbol. Parallelism tolerance of a flat surface is a refinement of the size
tolerance, Rule #1, and must be less than the size tolerance. The size feature
may not exceed the maximum material condition (MMC) boundary, and the
thickness at each actual local size must fall within the limits of size.

Interpretation. The surface being controlled in Fig. 6-1 must lie between two
parallel planes separated by the parallelism tolerance of .005 specified in the
feature control frame. The tolerance zone must also be parallel to the datum
plane. In addition, the surface must fall within the size tolerance, the two par-
allel planes .020 apart. The entire part in Fig. 6-1 must fit between two parallel
planes 1.020 apart. The controlled surface may not exceed the boundary of

.005
.005 A

3.00

1.00

2.00

7.00
A.XX   = ± .01

ANGLES = ±    1°

.020

The .005 parallelism
tolerance zone must be 
parallel to datum A.

Figure 6-1 Specifying a plane surface parallel to a plane surface.
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Figure 6-2 Verifying parallelism of a flat surface.

perfect form at MMC, Rule #1. Parallelism is the only orientation control
that, where applied to a flat surface, requires a perfect angle (parallelism is a
0◦ angle) at MMC. Since the parallelism control applies to a surface, no material
condition symbol applies.

Inspection. Verifying the parallelism of a flat surface is relatively easy. First,
the size feature is measured to determine that it falls within the limits of size.
Next, the datum surface is placed on top of the surface plate. Then, verification
is achieved, as shown in Fig. 6-2, by using a dial indicator to measure the surface
in all directions to determine that any variation does not exceed the tolerance
specified in the feature control frame.

Specifying parallelism of an axis

When controlling the parallelism of a size feature, the feature control frame
is associated with the size dimension of the feature being controlled. In
Fig. 6-3, the feature control frame is attached to the extension of the dimension
line. The feature control frame contains a parallelism symbol, numerical tol-
erance, and at least one datum. If the size feature is a cylinder, the numerical
tolerance is usually preceded by a diameter symbol, as shown in Fig. 6-3. There
are some cases where an axis is controlled by two parallel planes, but these are
very uncommon and would probably be toleranced with the position control.
The tolerance and the datum in the feature control frame both apply to size
features, and they apply regardless of feature size (RFS) since no material con-
dition symbol is specified. The datum feature is identified with a datum feature
symbol.

If the tolerance and the datum both apply at MMC, as in Fig. 6-4, then the
tolerance has a possible bonus tolerance, and the datum has a possible shift
tolerance. Bonus and shift tolerances will both be discussed in more detail in
the chapter on position.
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Tolerance ZoneØ.010
Possible Axis
Orientation

Ø1.000

Ø2.000

A

Figure 6-3 Controlling one axis parallel to another axis.

Figure 6-4 The parallelism tolerance and datum
both applied at MMC.

Perpendicularity

Definition

Perpendicularity is the condition of a surface, axis, or center plane that is at a
90◦ angle to a datum plane or datum axis.

Specifying perpendicularity of a flat surface

In a view where the surface to be controlled appears as a line, a feature control
frame is attached to the surface with a leader or extension line, as shown in Fig.
6-5. The feature control frame contains a perpendicularity symbol, a numerical
tolerance, and at least one datum. The datum feature is identified with a datum
feature symbol.

Interpretation. The surface being controlled must lie between two parallel
planes separated by the perpendicularity tolerance of .010 specified in the fea-
ture control frame. Also, the tolerance zone must be perpendicular to the datum
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.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

2.00

3.00

4.00

A

.010 A

90°

.010

Figure 6-5 Specifying a plane surface perpendicular to a datum plane.

plane. All size features of the part must fall within the limits of size and may
not exceed the boundary of perfect form at MMC, Rule #1. There is no boundary
of perfect orientation at MMC for perpendicularity. The 90◦ angles on the part
also have a tolerance. The title block angularity tolerance controls all angles,
including 90◦ angles, which are not otherwise toleranced. Since the perpendic-
ularity control applies to a surface, no material condition symbol applies.

Inspection. The datum surface is clamped on an angle plate that sits on a sur-
face plate. Then, as shown in Fig. 6-6, perpendicularity verification is achieved
by using a dial indicator to measure the surface in all directions to determine
that any variation does not exceed the tolerance specified in the feature control
frame.

Tangent plane

The tangent plane symbol (circle T) in the feature control frame specifies that
the perpendicularity tolerance applies to the precision plane contacting the
high points of the surface. Even though the surface irregularities exceed the
perpendicularity tolerance, if a precision plane contacting the high points of
a surface falls inside the specified tolerance zone, the surface is in tolerance.
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Figure 6-6 Verifying perpendicularity of a flat surface.

.010
.XX = ± .01

ANGLES = ± 1°

2.00

j].010t]A]

3.00

4.00

A

90°

Tangent Plane

Figure 6-7 Tangent plane specified in the feature control frame.
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The tangent plane of the toleranced surface in Fig. 6-7 lies inside the tolerance
zone. The tangent plane concept allows the acceptance of more parts.

Specifying perpendicularity of an axis

When controlling the perpendicularity of a size feature, the feature control
frame is associated with the size dimension of the feature being controlled. The
feature control frame contains a perpendicularity symbol, a numerical toler-
ance, and at least one datum. If the size feature is a cylinder, the numerical
tolerance is usually preceded by a diameter symbol, as shown in Fig. 6-8. A
cylindrical tolerance zone that controls an axis perpendicular to a plane sur-
face, such as the drawing in Fig. 6-8, is perpendicular to that surface in all
directions around the axis. There are some cases where an axis is controlled by
two parallel planes, but these are very uncommon and would probably be toler-
anced with the position control. The perpendicularity tolerance may be larger
or smaller than the size tolerance. Since the tolerance in the feature control
frame applies to the pin, a size feature, and no material condition symbol is
specified, RFS applies. If the tolerance applies at MMC, as in Fig. 6-9, then a
possible bonus tolerance exists. The datum feature is identified with a datum
feature symbol.

Ø 1.000-1.010
Ø.002 A

Ø .002

Possible Axis
Orientation

2.00 90°

Tolerance Zone

A

Figure 6-8 Specifying an axis perpendicular to a datum plane.

Figure 6-9 The perpendicularity tolerance
applied at MMC.

Angularity

Definition

Angularity is the condition of a surface, axis, or center plane at a specified angle
other than parallel or perpendicular to a datum plane or datum axis.
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.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

30°

30°

6.00

.010 A

.010

4.00

The actual surface must
lie between two parallel
planes .010 apart at a 30°
angle to datun A.

A

1.00

Figure 6-10 Specifying an angularity tolerance for a plane surface
at a basic angle to a plane surface.

Specifying angularity of a flat surface

In a view where the surface to be controlled appears as a line, a feature
control frame is attached to the surface with a leader or extension line. If
an extension line is used, it needs to only contact the feature control frame
at a corner, as shown in Fig. 6-10. The feature control frame contains an
angularity symbol, a numerical tolerance, and at least one datum. The
numerical tolerance for the surface being controlled is specified as a linear
dimension because it generates a uniform-shaped tolerance zone. A plus or
minus angularity tolerance is not used because it generates a nonuniform, fan-
shaped tolerance zone. The datum feature is identified with a datum feature
symbol.

Interpretation. The surface being controlled in Fig. 6-10 must lie between two
parallel planes separated by the angularity tolerance of .010 specified in the
feature control frame. The tolerance zone must be at the specified basic an-
gle of 30◦ to the datum plane. All size features of the part must fall within
the limits of size and may not exceed the boundary of perfect form at MMC,
Rule #1. There is no boundary of perfect orientation at MMC for angularity.
The 90◦ angles on the part also have a tolerance. The title block angularity
tolerance controls all angles, including 90◦ angles, unless otherwise specified.
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Since the angularity control applies to a surface, no material condition symbol
applies.

Inspection. The datum surface may be placed on a sine plate. The sine plate
sits on a surface plate at an accurate 30◦ angle produced by a stack of gage
blocks. The basic angle between the tolerance zone and datum A is assumed to
be perfect. Inspection equipment is not perfect, but inspection instrument error
is very small compared to the geometric tolerance. As shown in Fig. 6-11, once
the datum surface is positioned at the specified angle, angularity verification
is achieved by using a dial indicator to measure the surface in all directions
to determine that any variation does not exceed the tolerance specified in the
feature control frame.

Sine Plate

Gage Blocks

The actual surface must
fall between two parallel
planes .010 apart.

Surface Plate

.010

30°
30°

Figure 6-11 Verification of a surface at a 30◦ angle to a flat datum
surface.

Specifying angularity of an axis

When controlling the angularity of a size feature, the feature control frame
is associated with the size dimension of the feature being controlled. The fea-
ture control frame contains an angularity symbol, a numerical tolerance, and
at least one datum. If the size feature is a cylinder, the numerical tolerance
may or may not be preceded by a diameter symbol, as shown in Fig. 6-12. If
the diameter symbol precedes the numerical tolerance, the axis is controlled
with a cylindrical tolerance zone. If there is no diameter symbol preceding the
numerical tolerance, the axis is controlled by two parallel planes. The tolerance
in the feature control frame applies to the hole—a size feature—and it applies
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30°30°

AA

(Two parrallel planes)

Section A–A Section A–A

Ø 1.000 Ø 1.000

.014

Possible Axis Orientation

Tolerance Zone

Tolerance Zone Ø .014

Figure 6-12 Specifying an axis at an angle to a datum plane.

at RFS since no material condition symbol is specified. The datum feature is
identified with a datum feature symbol.

Figure 6-13 The angularity tolerance specified at
MMC.

If the tolerance applies at MMC, as in Fig. 6-13, it has a possible bonus
tolerance. When MMC or the least material condition (LMC) is desirable, it
might be more appropriate to specify angularity and location at the same time
by using a position control. If the design requires the angularity tolerance to
be smaller than the location tolerance, the angularity tolerance at MMC can
be specified as a refinement of the position tolerance at MMC, as shown in
Fig. 6-14.

Figure 6-14 The angularity tolerance specified at
MMC as a refinement to the position control.
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Summary

TABLE 6-1 Orientation Summary

Axes and control
Plane surfaces planes

// ⊥ � // ⊥ �

Datums required X X X X X X
Controls flatness if flatness is not specified X X X
Circle T modifier can apply X X X
Tolerance specified with a leader or extension line X X X
May not exceed boundary of perfect form at MMC X
Tolerance associated with a dimension X X X
Material condition modifiers apply X X X
A virtual condition applies X X X

Chapter Review

1. Orientation is the general term used to describe the relationship
between features.

2. Orientation controls include .

3. All orientation controls must have .

4. In a view where the surface to be controlled appears as a line, a feature
control frame is attached to the surface with a .

5. The feature control frame for parallelism of a surface must contain at least
.

6. The datum feature is identified with a .

7. Parallelism tolerance of a flat surface is a refinement of the size tolerance
and must be less than the .

8. Size features may not exceed the .

9. A surface being controlled with a parallelism tolerance must lie between
separated by the parallelism tolerance specified in the feature

control frame. The tolerance zone must also be to the datum
plane.

10. The controlled surface may not exceed the .

11. Parallelism is the only orientation control that, where applied to a flat
surface, requires a perfect angle (parallelism is a 0◦ angle) at .
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.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

1.00

2.00

7.00

1.00

Figure 6-15 Specifying parallelism.

12. Supply the appropriate geometric tolerance on the drawing in Fig. 6-15 to
control the top surface of the part parallel to the bottom surface within .010.

13. When controlling the parallelism of a size feature, the feature control frame
is associated with the of the feature being controlled.

14. If the size feature is a cylinder, the numerical tolerance is usually preceded
by a .

15. A surface being controlled with a perpendicularity tolerance must lie be-
tween separated by the perpendicularity tolerance specified in
the feature control frame. The tolerance zone must also be to
the datum plane.

16. A tangent plane symbol (circle T) in the feature control frame specifies that
the tolerance applies to the precision plane contacting the of the
surface.

17. When controlling the perpendicularity of a size feature, the feature control
frame is associated with the of the feature being controlled.

18. If the tolerance in the feature control frame applies to a size feature and
no material condition symbol is specified, applies.

19. If the tolerance applies at MMC, then a possible tolerance exists.
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4.00

.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

2.00

3.00

Figure 6-16 Specifying perpendicularity of a surface.

20. Supply the appropriate geometric tolerance on the drawing in Fig. 6-16
to control the 3.000-inch vertical surface of the part perpendicular to the
bottom surface within .005.

Ø 1.000-1.010

2.00

Figure 6-17 Specifying perpendicularity of a size
feature.

21. Supply the appropriate geometric tolerance on the drawing in Fig. 6-17 to
control the Ø 1.000-inch vertical pin perpendicular to the bottom surface of
the plate within .005 at RFS.

Figure 6-18 Perpendicularity specified at MMC.

22. If the pin in Fig. 6-17 were produced at a diameter of 1.004 and toleranced
with the feature control frame in Fig. 6-18, what would the total perpen-
dicularity tolerance be?

23. The numerical tolerance for angularity of a surface is specified as a linear
dimension because it generates a zone.

24. A plus or minus angularity tolerance is not used because it generates a
-shaped tolerance zone.

25. When controlling the angularity of a size feature, the feature control frame
is associated with the of the feature being controlled.
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26. If the diameter symbol precedes the numerical tolerance, the axis is con-
trolled with a zone.

27. When MMC or LMC is desirable, it might be more appropriate to specify
angularity and location at the same time with the .

TABLE 6-2 Orientation Problem

Axes and control
Plane surfaces planes

// ⊥ � // ⊥ �

Datums required

Controls flatness if flatness is not specified

Circle T modifier can apply

Tolerance specified with a leader or extension line

May not exceed boundary of perfect form at MMC

Tolerance associated with a dimension

Material condition modifiers apply

A virtual condition applies

28. In Table 6-2, mark an X in the box to indicate which control applies to the
statements on the left.

Problems

.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

2.00

1.00

2.004.00

1.00

Figure 6-19 Parallelism of a plane surface—Problem 1.

1. In Fig. 6-19, specify the top surface of the part parallel to the bottom surface
within a tolerance of .004. Draw and dimension the tolerance zone.
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4.00

3.00

.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

2.00

Figure 6-20 Perpendicularity of a plane surface—Problem 2.

2. In Fig. 6-20, specify the 3.000-inch surface of the part perpendicular to the
bottom and back surfaces within a tolerance of .010. Draw and dimension
the tolerance zone.

Ø .998-1.000

1.50

.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

Figure 6-21 Perpendicularity of a pin to a plane surface—Problem 3.

3. In Fig. 6-21, specify the 1.000-inch pin perpendicular to the top surface of
the plate within a tolerance of .015 at MMC. On the drawing, sketch and
dimension a gage used to inspect this part.
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6.00

2.75

.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

1.00

Figure 6-22 Angularity of a plane surface—Problem 4.

4. In Fig. 6-22, specify the top surface of the part to be at an angle of 20◦ to the
bottom surface within a tolerance of .003. Draw and dimension the tolerance
zone.

1.015-1.030.980-.990

A B

BA

Figure 6-23 Orientation—Problem 5.

5. In Fig. 6-23, complete the feature control frames so that the two parts will
always assemble, datums A and B will meet, and the part can be produced
using the most cost-effective design. The pin is machined in a lathe, and the
hole is drilled.



Chapter

7
Position, General

Position is a composite tolerance that controls both the location and the orien-
tation of size features at the same time. It is the most frequently used of the
14 geometric characteristics. The position tolerance significantly contributes to
part function, part interchangeability, optimization of tolerance, and commu-
nication of design intent.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Specify position tolerance for the location of a size feature
� Interpret tolerance specified at the regardless of feature size (RFS) condition
� Calculate bonus and shift tolerances for features specified at the maximum

material condition (MMC)
� Specify position tolerance and calculate the minimum wall thickness at the

least material condition (LMC)
� Calculate boundary conditions
� Calculate tolerances specified with zero positional tolerance at MMC

Definition

The tolerance of position may be viewed in either of the following two ways:

� A theoretical tolerance zone located at true position of the toleranced feature
within which the center point, axis, or center plane of the feature may vary
from true position
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� A virtual condition boundary of the toleranced feature, when specified at
MMC or LMC and located at true position, which may not be violated by its
surface or surfaces

Specifying the Position Tolerance

Since the position tolerance controls only size features, such as pins, holes, tabs,
and slots, the feature control frame is always associated with a size dimension.
In Fig. 7-1, the hole is located and oriented with the position control. In this
case, the feature control frame is placed under the local note describing the
diameter and size tolerance of the hole. The location of true position of this hole,
the theoretically perfect location of the axis, is specified with basic dimensions
from the datums indicated in the feature control frame. Once the feature control
frame is assigned, an imaginary tolerance zone is defined and located about true
position. The datum surfaces have datum feature symbols identifying them.
Datums A, B, and C identify the datum reference frame in which the part is to
be positioned for processing.

Interpretation The feature control frame is a sentence in the GD&T language; it
must be specified correctly in order to communicate design intent. The feature
control frame in Fig. 7-1 tells the location tolerancing story for the hole in this
part: it has a cylindrical tolerance zone .010 in diameter, the full length of the
feature, specified at RFS, is perfectly perpendicular to datum plane A, located a
basic 2.000 inches up from datum B, and a basic 3.000 inches over from datum

2.00

A

Size Dimension & Tolerance

Location Tolerance

True Position

4.00

2.000

3.000

6.00
B

w 2.000-2.020

C

Figure 7-1 Location of a size feature with a position tolerance at RFS.
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w 2.000-2.020
Ø.010 AB C

2.00

Size Dimension & Tolerance

Location Tolerance

Ø.010 Tolerance Zone

4.00

3.000

6.00

2.000

Figure 7-2 The part is placed in a datum reference frame.

C. Tolerance zones are theoretical and do not appear on drawings. A tolerance
zone has been shown here for illustration purposes only.

Inspection. Inspection starts with measuring the hole diameter. If the diameter
measures 2.012, it is within the size tolerance, Ø 2.000–2.020. The next step is
to measure the hole location and orientation. The part is clamped in a datum
reference frame by bringing a minimum of three points on the surface of the
primary datum feature into contact with the primary datum plane, a minimum
of two points on the surface of the secondary datum feature into contact with
the secondary datum plane, and a minimum of one point on the surface of
the tertiary datum feature into contact with the third datum plane. Next, the
largest pin gage to fit inside the hole is used to simulate the actual mating
envelope. The actual mating envelope for an internal feature of size is the
largest, similar, perfect feature counterpart that can be inscribed within the
feature so that it just contacts the surface of the hole at the highest points. As
shown in Fig. 7-3, the distance from the surface plate, datum B, to the top of
the pin gage is measured. Measurements are also taken along the pin gage to
determine that the hole is within the perpendicularity tolerance to the angle
plate, datum A. Suppose the distance from the surface plate to the top of the pin
is 3.008. That measurement minus half of the diameter of the pin gage equals
the distance from datum B to the actual axis of the hole, 3.008 − (2.012/2) =
2.002. The distance, then, from true position to the actual axis of the hole in
the vertical direction is .002. With the part still clamped to it, the angle plate
is rotated 90◦, and the distance from datum C to the actual axis of the hole is
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Gage
Pin

Measure

w
Ø .010   A B C

2.000-2.020
Size Dimension & Tolerance

Location Tolerance

Angle Plate

Ø .010 Tolerance Zone

Surface Plate

2.000

True Position

Actual Location of Hole Axis

3.008

Figure 7-3 Inspecting the hole location by using the theoretical tolerance zone.

measured by repeating the previous measurement procedure. If the distance
from true position to the actual axis in the horizontal direction is .002, the
actual axis is .002 up and .002 over from true position requiring a tolerance
zone diameter of less than .006 in diameter, well within the .010 diameter
cylindrical tolerance zone shown in Fig. 7-3. The hole is within tolerance.

Regardless of Feature Size

RFS automatically applies for features of size where no material condition sym-
bol is specified. Since no material condition symbol is specified in the feature
control frame in Fig. 7-1, the RFS modifier automatically applies to the location
and orientation of the hole. In other words, the position tolerance is Ø.010 no
matter what size the hole happens to be. The feature size may be anywhere
between a diameter of 2.000 and 2.020, and the tolerance remains Ø .010. No
bonus tolerance is allowed.

Where datum features of size are specified at RFS, the datum is established
by physical contact between the surface(s) of the processing equipment and the
surface(s) of the datum feature. There is no shift tolerance for datum features
specified at RFS. A holding device that can be adjusted to fit the size of the
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w .010 M A B

A

w 2.500

w 4.000-4.020

B

Adjustable Jaws

4X w .510-.540

4X w .500

Figure 7-4 Inspecting the hole pattern controlled to a datum
feature of size at RFS.

datum feature, such as a chuck, vise, or adjustable mandrel, is used to position
the part. In Fig. 7-4, the outside diameter, datum B, is specified at RFS. The
pattern of features is inspected by placing the outside diameter in a chucking
device and the hole pattern over a set of virtual condition pins. If the part can
be set inside this gage and all the feature sizes are within size tolerance, the
pattern is acceptable.

Maximum Material Condition

The only difference between the tolerances in Fig.7-3 and Fig.7-5 is the MMC
modifier specified after the numerical tolerance in the feature control frame.
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w 2.000-2.020
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w .010
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2.00
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True Position

Actual Location of Hole Axis

Total Tolerance

Size Dimension & Tolerance

Location Tolerance

Tolerance Zone

4.00

.008

.006

2.000

3.000
6.00

w .022

Figure 7-5 Location of a size feature with a position tolerance at MMC.

When the MMC symbol, circle M, is specified to modify the tolerance of a size
feature in a feature control frame, the following two requirements apply:

1. The specified tolerance applies at the MMC of the feature. The MMC of a
size feature is the largest shaft and the smallest hole. The MMC modifier,
circle M, is not to be confused with the MMC of a size feature.

2. As the size of the feature departs from MMC toward LMC, a bonus tolerance
is achieved in the exact amount of such departure. Bonus tolerance equals
the difference between the actual feature size and the MMC of the feature.
The bonus tolerance is added to the geometric tolerance specified in the
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feature control frame. MMC is the most common material condition used
and is often used when parts are to be assembled.

Suppose the Ø 2.000-hole in Fig. 7-5 is inspected; the actual diameter is found
to be 2.012, and the actual axis is found to be .006 up and .008 over from
true position. By applying the Pythagorean theorem to these coordinates, it
is easily determined that the actual axis is .010 away from true position. To
be acceptable, this part requires a cylindrical tolerance zone centered on true
position of at least .020 in diameter. The tolerance is only Ø .010, but there
is an MMC modifier; consequently, bonus tolerance is available. The following
formulas are used to calculate the bonus tolerance and total positional tolerance
at MMC:

� Bonus equals the difference between the actual feature size and MMC.
� Bonus plus geometric tolerance equals total positional tolerance.

TABLE 7-1 The Calculation of Bonus Tolerance

Actual Total
feature Geometric positional

size − MMC = Bonus + tolerance = tolerance

2.012 2.000 .012 .010 .022

When the calculations in Table 7-1 are completed, the total positional tolerance
is .022—sufficient tolerance to make the hole in the part in Fig. 7-5 acceptable.

Another way of inspecting the hole specified at MMC is with a functional gage
shown in Fig. 7-6. A functional gage for this part is a datum reference frame
with a virtual condition pin positioned perpendicular to datum A, located a
basic 2.000 inches up from datum B and a basic 3.000 inches over from datum
C. If the part can be set over the pin and placed against the datum reference
frame in the proper order of precedence, then the hole is in tolerance.

A functional gage represents the worst-case mating part. It is very convenient
when a large number of parts are checked or when inexperienced operators are
required to check parts. Dimensions on gage drawings are either toleranced or
basic. The tolerance for basic dimensions is the gage-makers’ tolerance. The
gage-makers’ tolerance is usually only about 10 percent of the tolerance on the
part. All of the tolerance for the gage comes out of the tolerance for the part. In
other words, a gage may not accept a bad part, but it can reject a marginally
good part.

Shift Tolerance

Shift tolerance is allocated to a feature or a pattern of features, as a group,
and equals the amount a datum feature of size departs from MMC or virtual
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Location Tolerance

3.000

6.00

2.000

w 1.990 Virtual Condition Pin

w�
w . 010 M A B C

2.000-2.020

2.00

Size Dimension & Tolerance

4.00

Figure 7-6 Inspecting a size feature with a position tolerance at MMC using a functional gage.

condition toward LMC. It should be emphasized that when a shift tolerance
applies to a pattern of features, it applies to the pattern as a group.

Shift tolerance should not be confused with bonus tolerance. Bonus tolerance
is the difference between the actual feature size and its MMC. Bonus tolerance
for a particular feature is added directly to the geometric tolerance to equal the
total tolerance for that feature.

Shift tolerance for a single feature of size, i.e., one feature not a pattern of
features, located or oriented to a datum feature of size may be added directly to
the location or orientation tolerance just like the bonus tolerance. However, shift
tolerance for a pattern of features may not be added to the geometric tolerance
of each feature. Treating shift tolerance for a pattern of features like bonus
tolerance is a common error and should not be done for patterns of features.

Where a datum feature of size is specified with an MMC symbol, such as
datum B in the feature control frames controlling the four-hole patterns in
Fig. 7-7, the datum feature of size either applies at MMC or at virtual condition.
As the actual size of datum feature B departs from MMC toward LMC, a shift
tolerance, of the pattern as a group, is allowed in the exact amount of such
departure. The possible shift equals the difference between the actual size of
the datum feature and the inside diameter of the gage, as you can see in the
drawings in Fig. 7-7.

In Fig. 7-7A, datum B satisfies the requirements for the virtual condition rule.
In view of the fact that the perpendicularity tolerance is an orientation control,
it is used to calculate the virtual condition. The virtual condition rule states
that where a datum feature of size is controlled by a geometric tolerance and is
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(b)

Ø 2.500

Ø 4.000-4.020

BB

Ø 4.000-4.020

Ø 2.500

Ø 4.020

4X Ø .500

(a)

4X Ø .510-.540

4X Ø .500

4X Ø .510-.540

A A

Ø 4.030

Figure 7-7 The four-hole pattern, as a group, can shift an amount equal to the difference between
the sizes of the outside diameter of the part and the inside diameter of the gage.

specified as a secondary or tertiary datum, the datum applies at its virtual con-
dition with respect to orientation. In Fig. 7-7A, the outside diameter of the part

� Is a datum, datum B
� Is a size feature
� Has a geometric tolerance, which controls orientation
� Is specified as a secondary datum in the feature control frame controlling the

four-hole pattern

Virtual condition calculations

A B

MMC 4.020 4.020
Plus geometric tolerance (Perpendicularity) +.010 +.000
Virtual condition (Orientation) 4.030 4.020

Because datum B on the part applies at Ø 4.030, datum B on the gage is pro-
duced at Ø 4.030. If datum feature B, on a part, is actually produced at a
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diameter of 4.010, the four-hole pattern, as a group, can shift .020 in any direc-
tion inside the 4.030 diameter gage, as shown in Fig.7-7A. If other inspection
techniques are used, the axis of datum B, and consequently the four-hole pat-
tern, can shift within a cylindrical tolerance zone Ø.020 centered on true po-
sition of datum B. (See the chapter on Graphic Analysis for the inspection
procedure of a pattern of features controlled to a feature of size.)

In Fig. 7-7B, datum B also satisfies the requirements for the virtual condition
rule, but because the perpendicularity control has a .000 tolerance, the virtual
condition is the same as the MMC, Ø 4.020; consequently, datum B on the gage
in Fig. 7-7B is produced Ø 4.020. If datum feature B, on a part, is actually
produced at a diameter of 4.010, it can shift only .010 in any direction inside
the 4.020 diameter gage, as shown in Fig.7-7B.

If a datum feature of size violates the virtual condition rule, the datum on the
gage is produced at MMC. Not using geometric controls is one way to violate
the virtual condition rule, but the lack of geometric controls makes it difficult
to know how to make the gage.

Least Material Condition

When the LMC symbol, circle L, is specified to modify the tolerance of a size
feature, the following two requirements apply:

1. The specified tolerance applies at the LMC of the feature. The LMC of a size
feature is the smallest shaft and the largest hole. The LMC modifier, circle
L, is not to be confused with the LMC of a size feature.

2. As the size of the feature departs from LMC toward MMC, a bonus tolerance
is achieved in the exact amount of such departure. Bonus tolerance equals
the difference between the actual feature size and the LMC of the feature.
The bonus tolerance is added to the geometric tolerance specified in the
feature control frame. LMC is the least used of the three material condition
modifiers. It is often used to maintain a minimum wall thickness or maintain
a minimum distance between features. The LMC modifier is just opposite in
its effects to the MMC modifier. Even the form requirement of a size feature at
LMC is opposite the form requirement at MMC. When a tolerance is specified
with an LMC modifier, the feature may not exceed the boundary of perfect
form at LMC. Finally, features toleranced at LMC cannot be inspected with
functional gages. Virtual condition for internal features at LMC is equal to
LMC plus the geometric tolerance.

The calculation for the virtual condition of the holes in Fig. 7-8:

LMC 1.390
Plus geometric tolerance +.010
Virtual condition @ LMC 1.400
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1.000

Tolerance Zones2X Ø .010 @ LMC

2X w 1.375-1.390
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2.000-2.020

B4.000

6.000-6.020

1.000

010 L A BC

Figure 7-8 Size features toleranced with the LMC modifier.

It is not possible to put a 1.400 virtual condition pin through a 1.390 hole.
Inspection of features specified at LMC must be done in some way other than
with functional gages.

Calculation of Wall Thickness

What is the minimum distance between the holes and the ends of the part in
Fig.7-8?

The distance from datum C to the first hole axis 1.000
Half the diameter of the hole @ LMC − .695
Half the tolerance of the hole @ LMC − .005
The minimum wall thickness .300

The length of the part @ LMC 6.000
The distance from datum C to the second hole axis − 5.000
Half the diameter of the hole @ LMC − .695
Half the tolerance of the hole @ LMC − .005
The minimum wall thickness . 300

Boundary Conditions

To satisfy design requirements, it is often necessary to determine the max-
imum and minimum distances between features. The worst-case inner and
outer boundaries, or loci, are the virtual conditions and the extreme resultant
conditions; they are beneficial in performing a tolerance analysis.
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Figure 7-9 The maximum and minimum distances between features.

Calculate the maximum and minimum distances for the dimensions X, Y,
and Z in Fig. 7-9. Start by calculating the virtual and the resultant conditions.

The Virtual Condition of the PIN: The Virtual Condition of the HOLE:
V.C.P = MMC + Geo. Tol. = V.C.H = MMC – Geo. Tol. =
V.C.P = 1.000 + .010 = V.C.H = .520 –.020 =
V.C.P = 1.010 V.C.P/2 = .505 V.C.H = .500 V.C.H/2 = .250
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Resultant Condition of the PIN: Resultant Condition of the HOLE:
R.C.P = LMC – Geo. Tol. −Bonus = R.C.H = LMC + Geo. Tol. + Bonus =
R.C.P = .996 − .010 − .004 = R.C.H = .560 + .020 + .040 =
R.C.P = .982 R.C.P/2 = .491 R.C.H =.620 R.C.H/2 = .310

The maximum and minimum distances for dimension X:
Xmax = Location − R.C.p/2 = Xmin = Location − V.C.p/2 =
Xmax = 2.000 − .491 = Xmin = 2.000 − .505 =
Xmax = 1.509 Xmin = 1.495

The maximum and minimum distances for dimension Y:
Ymax = Location − R.C.p/2 − V.C.H/2 Ymin = Location − V.C.p/2 − R.C.H/2
Ymax = 2.000 − .491 − .250 = Ymin = 2.000 − .505 − .310 =
Ymax = 1.259 Ymin = 1.185

The maximum and minimum distances for dimension Z:
Zmax = LengthMMC − Loc. − V.C.H/2 = Zmin = LengthLMC − Loc. − R.C.H/2 =
Zmax = 6.010 − 4.000 − .250 = Zmin = 5.990 − 4.000 − .310 =
Zmax = 1.760 Zmin = 1.680

Zero Positional Tolerance at MMC

Zero positional tolerance at MMC is just what it says—no tolerance at MMC.
However, there is bonus tolerance available. As the size of a feature departs from
MMC toward LMC, the bonus tolerance increases; consequently, the location
tolerance is directly proportional to the size of the feature as it departs from
MMC toward LMC.

Which has more tolerance, the drawing in Fig. 7-10A with a typical plus
or minus tolerance for clearance holes or the drawing in Fig. 7-10B with a
zero positional tolerance? It is often assumed that a zero in the feature control
frame means that there is no tolerance. This misconception occurs because
the meaning of the MMC symbol in the feature control frame is not clearly
understood.

Zero tolerance is never used without an MMC or LMC symbol. Zero at RFS
would, in fact, be zero tolerance no matter at what size the feature is pro-
duced. When zero positional tolerance at MMC is specified, the bonus tolerance
applies. In many cases, the bonus is larger than the tolerance that might oth-
erwise be specified in the feature control frame. An analysis of the part in Fig.
7-10B indicates that the holes can be produced anywhere between Ø.500 and
Ø.540 . If the holes are actually produced at Ø.530, the total location tolerance
available is a cylindrical tolerance zone of .030. The actual hole size, .530, mi-
nus the MMC, .500, equals a bonus tolerance of .030. Geometric dimensioning
and tolerancing reflects the exact tolerance available. For drawing A, the hole
sizes must be between Ø .525 and Ø .535. If the holes are actually produced at
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Figure 7-10 Zero positional tolerance compared to a plus or minus location tolerance.

Ø.530, the total location tolerance available is actually a cylindrical tolerance
zone of .030 just as it was above. But, since the general tolerance is specified at
± .005, the inspector can accept the part only if hole locations fall within the
.010 square tolerance zone specified. In this case, a tolerance of approximately
.020 in each direction is wasted. Tolerance is money. How much do you want to
waste?

The two parts in Fig. 7-11 are identical; they are just toleranced differently.
If a part is made with the holes produced at Ø .530, what is the total location
tolerance for the hole? Inspect the part by using the tolerances in drawings A
and B in Fig. 7-11.

For a given hole size, the total tolerance and the virtual condition is the
same whether a numerical tolerance or a zero tolerance is specified. But, the
range of the hole size has been increased when zero positional tolerance is
used. Some engineers do not use zero positional tolerancing at MMC because
they claim that people in manufacturing will not understand it. Consequently,
they put some small number such as .005 in the feature control frame with a
possible .015 or .020 bonus tolerance available. If the machinists cannot read
the bonus, they will produce the part within the .005 tolerance specified in the
feature control frame and charge the company for the tighter tolerance. If zero
positional tolerance is used, suppliers either will not bid on the part or will ask
what it means. Actually, machinists who understand how to calculate bonus
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Figure 7-11 A specified position tolerance compared to zero positional tolerance.

tolerance really like the flexibility it gives them. Inspection can easily accept
more parts reducing manufacturing costs.

Suppose a part is to be inspected with the drawing in Fig. 7-11A. The part has
been plated a little too heavily, and the actual size of both holes is Ø .518. The
inspector has to reject the part because the holes are too small. Suppose both

TABLE 7-2 Both the Total Positional Tolerance and the Virtual Condition are the Same
Whether Controlled with a Nominal Tolerance or Zero Positional Tolerance

Total Positional Tolerance

Drawing A Drawing B

Actual Hole Size .530 .530

Maximum Material Condition −.520 −.500

Bonus .010 .030

Geometric Tolerance +.020 +.000

Total Tolerance .030 .030

Virtual Condition

Drawing A Drawing B

Maximum Material Condition .520 .500

Geometric Tolerance −.020 −.000

Virtual Condition .500 .500
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holes were located within a cylindrical tolerance zone of .010, would the part
assemble? The answer to that question can be determined by inspecting the
part to the equivalent, zero positional toleranced drawing in Fig. 7-11B. The
hole size of Ø .518 is acceptable since it falls between Ø .500 and Ø .540.
The hole size, Ø .518, minus MMC, Ø .500, equals a total cylindrical tolerance
of .018. The part will fit and function since only a tolerance of Ø .010 is needed.
How many good parts do you want to scrap? If you find this to be a continuing
problem for a particular part, you might want to submit an engineering change
order converting the tolerance to a zero positional tolerance.

2X Ø ._ _ _ - .540

(a) (b) (c)

2X Ø.520 - .540 2X Ø.500 - .540

Figure 7-12 Converting the positional tolerance of a hole to a zero positional tolerance.

Converting the Ø .020 positional tolerance for the holes in Fig. 7-12A to a
zero positional tolerance, Fig. 7-12C is fairly simple. The only elements to be
changed are the MMC and the geometric tolerance shown as blanks in Fig.
7-12B. The tolerance in the feature control frame is always converted to zero
at MMC. You must make sure there is the MMC symbol, circle M, following
the tolerance. Then, convert the MMC of the feature to the virtual condition. In
this case, the .520 MMC minus the .020 geometric tolerance equals the virtual
condition of .500.

Zero tolerance is not used when the tolerance applies at RFS or when no
bonus tolerance is available as in a tolerance specified for threads or press fit
pins.

Summary

� The tolerance of position may be viewed as a theoretical tolerance zone or a
virtual condition boundary.

� The location of true position is specified with basic dimensions from the da-
tums indicated. Once the feature control frame is assigned, an imaginary
tolerance zone is defined and located about true position.

� RFS automatically applies to the location and orientation tolerances of the
feature being controlled if no material condition modifier is specified.

� When the MMC symbol modifies a position tolerance:

1. The tolerance applies at MMC
2. As the size of the feature departs from MMC toward LMC, a bonus toler-

ance is achieved in the exact amount of such departure
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� A shift tolerance is allocated to a feature or a pattern of features, as a group,
and equals the amount a datum feature of size departs from MMC or virtual
condition toward LMC. It should be emphasized that when a shift tolerance
applies to a pattern of features, it applies to the pattern as a group.

� When the LMC symbol modifies a position tolerance:
1. The tolerance applies at LMC
2. As the size of the feature departs from LMC toward MMC, a bonus toler-

ance is achieved in the exact amount of such departure
� The worst-case inner and outer boundaries, or loci, are the virtual and the

resultant conditions; they are beneficial in performing a tolerance analysis.
� Zero positional tolerancing gives machinists more flexibility because manu-

facturing can easily accept more parts and charge less. For a given feature
size, the total tolerance and the virtual condition are the same whether a
numerical tolerance or a zero tolerance is specified.

Chapter Review

1. Position is a composite tolerance that controls both the
of size features at the same time.

2. The tolerance of position may be viewed in either of two ways:
A

.
A

.

3. Since the position tolerance controls only size features, such as pins, holes,
tabs, and slots, the feature control frame is always associated with a .

4. The location of true position, the theoretically perfect location of an
axis, is specified with from the datums
indicated.

5. Once the feature control frame is assigned, an imaginary
is defined and located about true

position.

5. Datum surfaces have identifying them.

6. Datums A, B, and C identify a ;
consequently, they describe how the part is to be held for .

7. To inspect a hole, the largest pin gage to fit inside the hole is used to simulate
the .
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8. The measurement from the surface plate to the top of the pin gage minus
half of the diameter of the pin gage equals the distance from

.

9. If no material condition symbol is specified in the feature control frame,
the modifier automatically applies to the tolerance of the feature.

10. When the MMC symbol is specified to modify the tolerance of a size feature,
the following two requirements apply:
� The specified tolerance applies at

.
� As the size of the feature departs from MMC toward LMC,

.

11. equals the difference between the actual feature size and MMC

12. Bonus plus the geometric tolerance equals .

Ø.510 – .550

Figure 7-13 Geometric tolerance.

13. If the tolerance in Fig. 7-13 is for a pin of Ø .530, what is the total tolerance?

14. What would be the size of the hole in a functional gage to inspect this pin?

15. If the tolerance in Fig. 7-13 is for a hole of Ø .540, what is the total tolerance?

16. What would be the size of the pin on a functional gage to inspect this hole?

ØØ

Pin Hole

Figure 7-14 Zero positional tolerance conversion.

17. Convert the tolerance in Fig. 7-13 to the zero positional tolerances in Fig.
7-14.
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18. A shift tolerance is allocated to a feature or a pattern of features, as a group,
and equals the amount a datum feature of size departs from
or .

19. When a datum feature of size is specified with the MMC symbol:
the applies at its MMC or
virtual condition.
As the actual size of a datum feature departs from MMC toward LMC, a

, of the pattern as a group,
is allowed in the exact amount of such departure.

20. The states that where a da-
tum feature of size is controlled by a geometric tolerance and is specified
as a secondary or tertiary datum, the datum applies at its virtual condition
with respect to orientation.

Problems

3.500

1.500

1.500

B

D

4X Ø .510 -.525

1.500

Ø 1.010 - 1.025

C

A

2.500

3.000

Figure 7-15 Design a gage to inspect for shift tolerance: Problem 1.

1. On a gage designed to control the four-hole pattern in Fig. 7-15, what size pin
must be produced to inspect the center hole (datum D)?
On the same gage, what is the diameter of the four pins locating the hole pat-
tern?
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A

Ø 2.000
.020 L A B L

±.020

4.059 ±.003

Ø 2.500 ±.020

B

Figure 7-16 A hole specified at LMC: Problem 2.

2. Calculate the minimum wall thickness between the inside diameter and
datum B in Fig. 7-16.
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1.000-1.006

Y

6.00

3.000

w w.998-1.000

X

B

1.500

C

1.000

.XX = ± .01
ANGLES = ± 1°

A

n\w.004m\A\B\C]� n\w.004m\A\B\C]�

Figure 7-17 Boundary conditions: Problem 3.

3. First calculate the virtual and resultant conditions for the pin and the hole.
Then calculate the maximum and minimum distances for dimensions X
and Y in Fig 7-17.
The Virtual Condition of the PIN: Virtual Condition of the HOLE:

Resultant Condition of the PIN: Resultant Condition of the HOLE:

The maximum and minimum distances for dimension X:
XMax = XMin =

The maximum and minimum distances for dimension Y:
YMax = YMin =
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Pin Hole

w w
n\w.000m\A\B\C] n\w.000m\A\B\C]

Figure 7-18 Zero positional tolerance conversion: Problem 4.

4. Convert the tolerance in Fig. 7-17 to the zero positional tolerances in
Fig. 7-18. Zero tolerance is not used when the tolerance applies at

, or when no bonus tolerance is available as in a tolerance specified
for

.
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8
Position, Location

The most important function of the position control is to locate features
relative to datums and to one another. The position control is one of the
most versatile of the 14 geometric controls. It controls both the location
and the orientation of size features and allows the application of maxi-
mum material condition (circle M), least material condition (circle L) to
features being controlled and to datum features of size. Most of the ma-
jor applications of the position control are discussed in this chapter. Even
though coaxiality is the location of one feature to another toleranced with
the position control, it is a separate topic and will be discussed in the next
chapter.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Calculate tolerances for floating and fixed fasteners
� Specify projected tolerance zones
� Apply the concept of multiple patterns of features
� Demonstrate the proper application of composite tolerancing
� Demonstrate the proper application of two single-segment feature control

frames
� Tolerance nonparallel holes
� Tolerance counterbores
� Tolerance noncircular features at MMC
� Tolerance symmetrical features at MMC

125
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Floating Fasteners

Because of the large number of fasteners used to hold parts together, toleranc-
ing threaded and clearance holes may be one of the most frequent tolerancing
activities that an engineer performs. Often, due to ignorance, habit, or both,
fasteners are toleranced too tightly. This section on fasteners attempts to pro-
vide the knowledge that allows engineers to make sound tolerancing decisions
for floating and fixed fasteners.

The floating fastener got its name from the fact that the fastener is not re-
strained by any of the members being fastened. In other words, all parts being
fastened together have clearance holes in which the fastener can float before
being tightened. The floating fastener formula is

T = H − F or H = F + T

Where T is the tolerance at MMC, H is the hole diameter at MMC, and F is
the fastener diameter at MMC, the nominal size of the fastener. The tolerance
derived from this formula applies to each hole in each part.

The floating fastener formula is simple to remember. The hole has to be larger
than the fastener. The difference between the sizes of the hole and the fastener
is the location tolerance, as shown graphically in Fig. 8-1.

Ø .270-.290

T

T

n\w.020m\A\B\C]�
Figure 8-1 Floating fastener.

H = F + T
= .250 + .020
= .270

Once the fastener and the tolerance have been selected, it is a simple matter
to calculate the MMC hole diameter. All too often, many designers simply use
a reference chart for tolerancing fasteners and have little understanding of
how these numbers are derived. If there is doubt about which tolerance to use,
specify zero at MMC. Zero positional tolerance will provide all of the tolerance
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Ø .250-.290

Figure 8-2 Floating fastener with a zero
positional tolerance at MMC.

available and give the machinist the maximum size flexibility in producing the
clearance hole. The calculations could not be easier. The MMC hole size when
toleranced with a zero positional tolerance is the same as the diameter of the
fastener.

H = .250 + .000 = .250

What is the actual location tolerance in Fig. 8-2? The location tolerance for
a given hole size at MMC is the same no matter what tolerance is specified in
the feature control frame. If the clearance hole is actually produced at Ø .285,
the total location tolerance is:

Geometric tolerance + bonus = total positional tolerance

.020 + (.285 − .270) = .035

or

.000 + (.285 − .250) = .035

If the machinist happens to produce the hole at Ø .265 and zero positional
tolerance is specified, the hole size is acceptable, but the hole must be within a
location tolerance of Ø .015. No matter what tolerance is selected, it is important
to use the formula to determine the correct MMC hole diameter. If the MMC
clearance hole diameter is incorrect, either a possible no fit condition exists or
tolerance is wasted.

The next step is to determine the LMC clearance hole size, the largest possible
clearance hole. The LMC hole size is, essentially, arbitrary. Of course, the clear-
ance hole must be large enough for the fastener plus the stated tolerance, and
it cannot be so large that the head of the fastener pulls through the clearance
hole.

Some engineers suggest that the clearance hole should not be larger than
the largest hole that will fit under the head of the fastener. If a slotted clear-
ance hole, Fig. 8-3A, will fit and function, then surely the .337 diameter hole
in Fig. 8-3B will also fit and function. How is the clearance hole diameter in
Fig. 8-3B determined? The largest hole that will fit under the head of a fastener
is the sum of half of the diameter of the fastener and half of the diameter of the
fastener head, or the distance across the flats of the head, as shown in Fig. 8-3C.
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.125
.425

.337

.212

(a) (b) (c)

.250-20 UNC-2A

Figure 8-3 Clearance hole size at LMC.

The LMC clearance hole can also be calculated by adding the diameters of the
fastener and the fastener head and then dividing the sum by two.

H @ LMC = (F + F head )/2
= (.250 + .425)/2
= .337

This method of selecting the LMC clearance hole size is a rule of thumb that
will allow you to compute the largest hole that will fit under the head of the
fastener. Engineers may select any size clearance hole that is required, but with
the use of the above formula, they can make an informed decision and do not
have to blindly depend on an arbitrary clearance hole tolerance chart.

Fixed Fasteners

The fixed fastener is fixed by one or more of the members being fastened. The
fasteners in Fig. 8-4 are both fixed; the fastener heads are fixed in their coun-
tersunk holes. The fastener, Fig. 8-4B is also fixed in the threaded hole at the

(b)(a)

Figure 8-4 A fixed fastener and a double-fixed fastener.
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Ø .274-.290

.250-20 UNC-2B

t1 + t2

t1

t2

Figure 8-5 Fixed fastener.

other end of the screw. This screw is considered to be a double-fixed fastener.
Double-fixed fasteners should be avoided. It is not always possible to avoid a
double-fixed fastener condition where flat-head fasteners are required, but a
misaligned double-fixed fastener with a high torque may cause the fastener to
fail.

Fixed fasteners are a bit more complicated to calculate than floating fasten-
ers. The formula for fixed fasteners is:

t1 + t2 = H − F or H = F + t1 + t2

Where t1 is the tolerance for the threaded hole at MMC, t2 is the tolerance
for the clearance hole at MMC, H is the clearance hole diameter at MMC, and
F is the fastener diameter at MMC.

This formula is sometimes expressed in terms of 2T instead of t1 + t2; however,
2T implies that the tolerances for the threaded and the clearance holes are the
same. In most cases, it is desirable to assign more tolerance to the threaded
hole than the clearance hole because the threaded hole is usually more difficult
to manufacture.

The first step in calculating the tolerance for fixed fasteners is to determine
the diameter of the clearance hole at LMC, the largest clearance hole diameter.
The engineer might have selected the largest hole that will fit under the head of
the quarter-inch fastener, .337, but instead decided to use the more conservative
tolerance, .290, shown in Fig. 8-5. The tolerance for both the threaded and the
clearance holes must come from the difference between the sizes of the clearance
hole and the fastener, the total tolerance available.

Total size tolerance = clearance hole size @ LMC−fastener
= .290 − .250
= .040

Since drilling and taping a hole involves two operations and threading a hole
is more problematic than just drilling the hole, it is common practice to assign a
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larger portion of the tolerance to the threaded hole. In this example, 60 percent
of the tolerance is assigned to the threaded hole, and the remaining tolerance
applies to the clearance hole.

Total tolerance × 60% = .040 × 60%
= .024

This position tolerance has a cylindrical tolerance zone .024 in diameter at
MMC. Zero positional tolerance is not appropriate for a threaded hole since
there is almost no tolerance between threaded features. The tolerance is spec-
ified at MMC because there is some movement, however small, between the
assembled parts, and some, though small, bonus tolerance is available. Those
who are tempted to specify RFS should be aware that costly inspection equip-
ment, a spring thread gage, is required, and a more restrictive tolerance is
imposed on the thread. Parts should be toleranced and inspected the way they
function in assembly, at MMC.

The fastener, the LMC clearance hole size, and the threaded hole tolerance
have all been determined. The clearance hole tolerance and the MMC clearance
hole size are yet to be determined. Some individuals like to assign a tolerance
of .005 or .010 at MMC to the clearance hole. However, the tolerance at MMC is
arbitrary since bonus tolerance is available. Zero tolerance at MMC is as good
as any. It has been assigned to the clearance hole in Fig. 8-5 and will be used
to calculate the MMC hole diameter.

H = F + t1 + t2
= .250 + .024 + .000
= .274

At this point, the engineer may wish to check a drill chart to determine the
actual tolerance available. A drill chart and a chart of oversize diameters in
drilling are located in the appendix of this text.

TABLE 8-1 Drill Chart

Letter Fraction Decimal

17/64 .266

H – .266

I – .272

J – .277

9/32 .281

K – .281

L – .290
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The letter L drill would not be used since the drill will probably produce a
hole .002 or .003 oversize. If the letter K drill were used and drilled only .002
oversize, the clearance hole tolerance would be

Actual hole size − MMC = tolerance
.283 − .274 = .009

Because of the drill size used, the total tolerance available is not .040 but
.033, and the percentage of tolerance assigned to the threaded hole is more
than 70 percent of the total tolerance. At this point, the designer may want to
increase the hole size or reduce the threaded hole tolerance.

Projected Tolerance Zones

When specifying a threaded hole or a hole for a press fit pin, the orientation
of the hole determines the orientation of the mating pin. Although the location
and orientation of the hole and the location of the pin will be controlled by the
tolerance zone of the hole, the orientation of the pin outside the hole cannot
be guaranteed, as shown in Fig. 8-6A. The most convenient way to control the
orientation of the pin outside the hole is to project the tolerance zone into the
mating part. The tolerance zone must be projected on the same side and at
the greatest height of the mating part, as shown in Fig. 8-6B. The height of the
tolerance zone is equal to or greater than the thickest mating part or tallest stud
or pin after installation. In other words, the tolerance zone height is specified
to be at least as tall as the MMC thickness of the mating part or the maximum
height of the installed stud or pin. The dimension of the tolerance zone height
is specified as a minimum.

Projected
Tolerance Zone

Tolerance Zone

(a) (b)

Figure 8-6 A standard tolerance zone compared to a projected tolerance zone.
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1.530 MIN

Through Hole

C

n]w.020mp]A]B]C]
.750-10 UNC-2B

n]w.020mp1.010]A\B\C]
.500-13 UNC-2B

A

Blind Hole

B

Figure 8-7 Specifying projected tolerance zones for through and
blind holes.

When specifying a projected tolerance zone for a through hole, place a circle
P in the feature control frame after the material condition symbol, and specify
both maximum height and direction by drawing and dimensioning a thick chain
line next to an extension of the centerline. The chain line is the MMC height
of the mating part and located on the side where the mating part assembles. If
the mating part is 1.500 ± .030 thick and assembles on top of the plate over the
through hole, as shown in Fig. 8-7, the chain line is extended up above the hole
and dimensioned with the MMC thickness of the mating part, .530, specified
as a minimum.

When specifying a projected tolerance zone for a blind hole, place a circle P
in the feature control frame after the material condition symbol, and specify
the projected MMC height of the mating part after the circle P. If the thickness
of the mating part is 1.000 ± .010, then 1.010 is placed in the feature control
frame after the circle P, as shown in Fig. 8-7, for blind holes. There is only one
direction in which a blind hole can go; therefore, no chain line is drawn.

Multiple Patterns of Features

Where two or more patterns of features are located with basic dimensions, to
the same datums features, in the same order of precedence, and at the same
material conditions, they are considered to be one composite pattern of features.
Even though they are of different sizes and specified at different tolerances, the
four patterns of holes in Fig. 8-8 are all located with basic dimensions, to the
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4X Ø .510

1.000

1.000

C

B

A

.XX   = ± .01
.XXX   = ± .01

ANGLES = ±    1°

2X Ø .520-.550

1.500

5.00

2X Ø .375-.395

Ø 1.270-1.280

4.00

1.000

1.5001.000

Figure 8-8 Multiple patterns of features located to datum features not subject to size variation
(plane surfaces).

same datums features, and in the same order of precedence. (The datums are
all plane surfaces; therefore, no material conditions apply.) Consequently, they
are to be considered one composite pattern of holes and can be inspected in one
setup or with a single gage.

Even though they are of different sizes and specified at different tolerances,
the four-hole patterns in Fig. 8-9 are all located with basic dimensions, to the
same datum features, in the same order of precedence, and at the same material
conditions. The outside diameter, datum feature B, is a size feature specified at
RFS. Datum features of size specified at RFS require physical contact between
the gaging element and the datum feature. Consequently, the part cannot shift
inside a gage or open setup, and the four patterns of holes are to be consid-
ered one composite pattern and can be inspected with a single gage or in one
inspection setup.

Even though they are of different sizes and specified at different tolerances,
the four-hole patterns in Fig. 8-10 are all located with basic dimensions, to the
same datum features, in the same order of precedence, and at the same material
conditions. The outside diameter, datum feature B, is a size feature specified at
MMC. Datum features of size specified at MMC allow a shift tolerance as the
datum feature departs from MMC toward LMC. Consequently, a shift tolerance
is allowed between datum feature B and the gage; however, if there is no note,
the four patterns of holes are to be considered one composite pattern and must
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2X Ø.385-.405

A

B

C

Ø2.500

Ø 1.255-1.270

2X Ø.250-.280

4X Ø.514-.570

8X 45°

Figure 8-9 Multiple patterns of features located to a datum feature of
size specified at RFS.

be inspected in one setup or with a single gage. No matter how the features
are specified, as long as they are located with basic dimensions, to the same
datums features, in the same order of precedence, and at the same material
conditions, the default condition is that patterns of features are to be treated
as one composite pattern. If the patterns have no relationship to each other,
a note such as “SEP REQT” may be placed under each feature control frame
allowing each pattern to be inspected separately. If some patterns are to be

B

A

C

4X Ø.514-.570

2X Ø.250-.280

Ø 1.255-1.270

Ø2.500

8X 45°

2X Ø.385-.405

Figure 8-10 Multiple patterns of features located to a datum feature of
size specified at MMC.
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Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ±.005

ANGLES = ±1°

1.000B

A

4X Ø.506-.530

5.000

4.000

1.000

2.0001.000

C

2.000

Figure 8-11 A composite tolerance controlling a four-hole pattern to its da-
tums with one tolerance and a feature-to-feature relationship with a smaller
tolerance.

inspected separately and some simultaneously, a local note is required to clearly
communicate the desired specifications.

Composite Positional Tolerancing

When locating patterns, there are situations where the relationship from fea-
ture to feature must be kept to a certain tight tolerance and the relationship
between the pattern and its datums is not as critical and may be held to a looser
tolerance. These situations often occur when combining technologies that are
typically held to different tolerances. For example, composite tolerancing is
recommended if a hole pattern on a sheet metal part must be held to a tight
tolerance from feature to feature and located from a datum that has several
bends between the datum and the pattern requiring a larger tolerance. Also,
many industries make machined components that are mounted to a welded
frame. The location of the components may be able to float within a tolerance of
one-eighth of an inch to the welded frame, but the mounting hole pattern might
require a .030 tolerance from feature to feature. Both of these tolerancing ar-
rangements can easily be achieved with composite positional tolerancing.

A composite feature control frame has one position symbol that applies
to the two horizontal segments that follow. The upper segment, called the
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Figure 8-12 The composite feature control frame.

pattern-locating control, governs the relationship between the datums and the
pattern. It acts like any other positional control locating the pattern to datums
B and C. Datum A in the upper segment is merely a place holder indicating
that datums B and C are secondary and tertiary datums. The lower segment,
referred to as the feature-relating control, is a refinement of the upper control
and governs the relationship from feature to feature. Each complete horizontal
segment in the composite feature control frame must be separately verified, but
the lower segment is always a subset of the upper segment. The lower segment
is a refinement of the relationship between the features. That is, in Fig. 8-12,
the feature-to-feature location tolerance is a cylindrical tolerance zone .006 in
diameter at MMC. The primary function of the position control is to control

4X Ø.020 @ MMC

1.000

1.000 2.000

Datum B

D
at

um
 C

2.000

4X Ø.006 @ MMC

Figure 8-13 A graphic analysis approach to specifying the datum-to-pattern and feature-to-feature
tolerance zone relationship for the drawing in Fig. 8-11
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location. In addition to controlling location from hole to hole, the Ø .006 tol-
erance zones are perpendicular to datum A and control the orientation of the
features within the same tolerance.

For composite positional tolerancing, there is a requirement and a condition:

� Any datums in the lower segment of the feature control frame are required
to repeat the datums in the upper segment. If only one datum is repeated, it
would be the primary datum; if two datums were repeated, they would be the
primary and secondary datums.

� The condition of datums in the lower segment of the feature control frame is
that they only control orientation.

The four Ø .020 cylindrical tolerance zones are centered on their true posi-
tions located a basic 1.000 inch and a basic 3.000 inches from datums B and
C. These tolerance zones are locked in place. The four Ø .006 cylindrical toler-
ance zones are centered on their true positions located a basic 2.000 from each
other, at right angles to each other, and perpendicular to datum A. These four
cylindrical tolerance zones are locked together in a framework. The four Ø .006
cylindrical tolerance zones framework can float, as a pattern, in any direction
and rotate about an axis, perpendicular to datum A. A portion of a smaller
tolerance zone may fall outside of its respective larger tolerance zone, but that
portion is unusable. In other words, the entire feature axis must fall inside both
its respective tolerance zones in order to satisfy the requirements specified by
the composite feature control frame.

A second datum may be repeated in the lower segment of the feature control
frame, as shown in Fig. 8-14. The second datum can only be datum B, and both
datums only control the orientation of the smaller tolerance zone framework.
Since datum A in the upper segment controls only orientation, i.e., perpendicu-
larly, it is not surprising that datum A in the lower segment is a refinement of
perpendicularity to a tighter tolerance. When datum B is included in the lower
segment, the Ø .006 cylindrical tolerance zone framework must remain parallel
to datum plane B. That means the smaller tolerance zone structure is allowed
to translate up and down and left and right but may not rotate about an axis
perpendicular to datum A. The tolerance zone framework must remain parallel
to datum plane B at all times, as shown in Fig. 8-15.

In a more complex geometry, Fig. 8-16, the four holes are located by the
Ø .020 pattern-locating tolerance zones held parallel to and located with a basic
dimension from datum plane A, centered on datum axis B, and clocked to datum
center plane C. Since datums B and C are size features and specified at MMC,
a shift tolerance is allowed. As the datum features depart from MMC toward
LMC, the pattern-locating tolerance zones, as a group, can shift with respect
to datum axis B and clock about datum axis B as permitted by datum feature
C. The pattern location is further refined by the feature-relating control within
the Ø .006 cylindrical tolerance zones that may translate in all directions but
is held parallel to datum plane A, perpendicular to datum axis B at MMC, and
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Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ± .005

ANGLES = ±  1°

1.000B

A

4X Ø.506-.530

5.000

4.000

1.000

2.0001.000

C

2.000

Figure 8-14 A composite positional tolerance with datums A and B repeated
in the lower segment of the feature control frame.

parallel to datum center plane C at MMC. As datums B and C depart from
MMC toward LMC, a shift tolerance with respect to orientation is allowed for
the Ø .006 feature-relating tolerance zones. Each feature axis must fall inside
both of its respective tolerance zones.

Two Single-Segment Feature Control Frames

The four-hole pattern in Fig. 8-17 is toleranced with a control called a two
single-segment feature control frame. In this case, the lower segment refines
the feature-to-feature relationship just as the lower segment of the composite
feature control frame does, but the datums behave differently. The lower seg-
ment of the two single-segment feature control frame acts just like any other
position control. If a datum C were included in the lower segment, the upper
segment would be meaningless, and the entire pattern would be controlled to
the tighter cylindrical tolerance of Ø .006. In Fig. 8-17, the lower segment of
the two single-segment feature control frame refines the feature-to-feature re-
lationship oriented perpendicular to datum A and located to datum B within a
Ø .006 cylindrical tolerance. The upper segment allows the feature-relating tol-
erance zone framework to translate back and forth relative to datum C within
a cylindrical tolerance zone .020 in diameter.
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4X Ø.020 @ MMC

Parallel to Datum B 

1.000

1.000 2.000

Datum B 
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 C

 2.000
4X Ø.006 @ MMC

Figure 8-15 A graphic analysis approach to specifying the datum-to-pattern and feature-to-feature
tolerance zone relationships with datums A and B repeated in the lower segment of the feature
control frame specified in the drawing in Fig. 8-14.

In other words, the smaller tolerance zone framework is locked to datum B
by a basic 1.000-inch and cannot move up or down. This control allows only the
Ø .006 cylindrical tolerance zone framework to shift back and forth relative to
datum C within the larger tolerance zone of Ø .020, as shown in Fig. 8-18.

Nonparallel Holes

The position control is so versatile that it can control a radial pattern of holes
at an angle to a primary datum plane. As shown in Fig. 8-19, the radial pattern
is dimensioned with a basic 8X 45◦ to each other and at a basic 8X 30◦ to datum
plane A.

Counterbored Holes

Counterbores that have the same location tolerance as their respective holes
are specified by indicating the hole callout and the counterbore callout followed
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4X Ø 1.005-1.010

2.000

Ø 2.000-2.015

A

B

C

Datum Plane A

4X Ø.005 @ MMC

4X Ø.020 @ MMC

4X Ø.005 @ MMC

Datum Plane C

The pattern-locating
tolerance zone framework is
allowed to shift as datums B
and C depart from MMC.

Datum Axis B
The feature-relating tolerance
zone framework is parallel to
datum plane A. Its axes are
perpendicular to datum axis B
and clocked to datum C at MMC.
The feature-relating tolerance
zone framework is allowed to
shift as datums B and C depart
from MMC.

The pattern-locating tolerance
zone framework is parallel to and
located from datumplane A,
perpendicular to datum axis B,
and clocked to datum C.

Figure 8-16 A composite positional tolerance with three datums in the upper and lower segments.

by the geometric tolerance for both. The counterbore callout includes the coun-
terbore symbol, the diameter symbol, the size dimension, and the tolerance.
The depth is specified using the depth symbol followed by the depth di-
mension and tolerance. The feature control frame locating both the hole
and counterbore patterns is placed below. The complete callout is shown in
Fig. 8-20.

Counterbores with a larger location tolerance than their respective holes,
however, are specified by separating the hole callout from the counterbore call-
out. After specifying the hole pattern callout and its geometric tolerance, the
complete counterbore callout is stated followed by its larger geometric tolerance,
as shown in Fig. 8-21. Note that “4X” is repeated before the counterbore callout.
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2.000

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ± .005

ANGLES = ± 1°

1.000B
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4X Ø.506-.530

5.000

4.000

1.000

2.0001.000

C

Figure 8-17 A two single-segment feature control frame is used to control a
four-hole pattern to datums A and B with a Ø .006 cylindrical tolerance and
to datum C with a Ø .020 cylindrical tolerance.

Finally, counterbores with a smaller location tolerance than their respective
holes are toleranced by first specifying the hole callout followed by the geometric
tolerance. Then, each counterbore is located to its respective hole by identifying
one of the holes as datum C (including the note “4X INDIVIDUALLY” next to
the datum feature symbol) and tolerancing the counterbore relative to datum
C (again including the note “4X INDIVIDUALLY” beneath the feature control
frame, as shown in Fig. 8-22.)

Noncircular Features at MMC

Elongated holes are dimensioned from specified datums to their center planes
with basic dimensions. The feature control frames are associated with the size
dimensions in each direction. If only one tolerance applies in both directions, one
feature control frame may be attached to the elongated hole with a leader not
associated with the size dimension. No diameter symbol precedes the tolerance
in the feature control frame since the tolerance zone is not a cylinder. The note
“BOUNDARY” is placed beneath each feature control frame. Each elongated
hole must be within its size limits, and no element of the feature surface may
fall inside its virtual condition boundary. The virtual condition boundary is the
exact shape of the elongated hole and equal in size to its virtual condition.
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Figure 8-18 The two single-segment control allows the pattern of smaller tolerance zones to move
back and forth within the larger tolerance zones but does not allow movement up and down.

Figure 8-23 shows elongated holes that are .50 by 1.00 with a size tolerance of
±.010. The boundary is equal to the MMC minus the geometric tolerance, i.e.,
.490 − .020 = .470 for the width, and .990 − .060 = .930 for the length.

Symmetrical Features at MMC

A size feature may be located symmetrically to a datum feature of size and
toleranced with a position control associated with the size dimension of the
feature being controlled. No diameter symbol precedes the tolerance in the
feature control frame since the tolerance zone is not a cylinder.

The position tolerance zone to control symmetry consists of two parallel
planes evenly disposed about the center plane of the datum feature and sepa-
rated by the geometric tolerance. The drawing in Fig. 8-24 has a slot symmet-
rically controlled to datums A and B. Since datum A is the primary datum, the
tolerance zone is first perpendicular to datum A and then located symmetrically
to datum B at MMC. The circle M symbol after the geometric tolerance provides
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A

A

Section A–A

B

8X Ø.510-.525

4.0004.005

8X 30°

8X 45°

2.000

A

Figure 8-19 Eight holes specified radially about a cylinder and at a 30◦ angle to datum plane A.

the opportunity for a bonus tolerance as the feature departs from MMC toward
LMC in the exact amount of such departure. The circle M symbol after the da-
tum provides the opportunity for a shift tolerance as the datum feature departs
from MMC toward LMC in the exact amount of such departure.

A

Section A - A

A
Ø 3.000

B

A

^ .400-.430
$ Ø.750-.780
4X Ø.380-.395

Figure 8-20 Specifications for holes and counterbores with the same tolerances for both.
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4X Ø.380-.395

4X$ Ø.750-.780
a^ .400-.430

Section A–A

A
Ø 3.000

B

A

A

Figure 8-21 Specifications for holes and counterbores with a larger tolerance for the coun-
terbores.

If the datum feature is produced at 4.002 at MMC and the slot is produced at
2.000 also at MMC, then the position tolerance is .010 as stated in the feature
control frame. If the datum feature remains the same size but the slot becomes
larger, a bonus tolerance is available. If the slot remains the same size but
the datum feature becomes smaller, a shift tolerance is available. Of course, as

A

A

4X INDIVIDUALLY

4X INDIVIDUALLY

$ Ø.750-.780^.400-.430

C
Section A–A

Ø 3.000

B

A

4X Ø.395-.410

Figure 8-22 Specifications for holes and counterbores with a smaller tolerance for the
counterbores.
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BOUNDARY

BOUNDARY

2X1.00

2X.50

A

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .01

.XXX = ± .005
ANGLES = ±  1°

.50

1.000

1.000

3.00

4.00
4X R

2.500
B

C

Tolerance Zone 
Boundary

.930

.470

Figure 8-23 Elongated holes toleranced with the position control in the length and width
directions.

they both change size from MMC toward LMC, the slot gains bonus tolerance
and shift tolerance in addition to the .010 positional tolerance specified in the
feature control frame. The part in Fig. 8-24 is a special case for shift tolerance.
Where there is only one feature being controlled to the datum feature, the entire
shift tolerance is applied to the slot, a single feature. For the more general
condition where a pattern of features is controlled to a datum feature of size,
the shift tolerance does not apply to each individual feature but applies to the
entire pattern of features as a group.
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Datum Feature Center PlaneB

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ± .005

ANGLES = ±  1°

ATolerance Zone

Controlled Feture 
Center Plane

4.000-4.002
2.000-2.002

Figure 8-24 A position tolerance used to control the symmetry between size features.

TABLE 8-2 As the Sizes of the Feature and the Datum Feature De-
part from MMC toward LMC, the Feature Gains Positional Tolerance

Size of feature
Size of datum 2.000 2.001 2.002

4.002 .010 .011 .012
4.001 .011 .012 .013
4.000 .012 .013 .014

Summary

� The floating fastener formula is: T = H − F or H = F + T
� The fixed fastener formula is: t1 + t2 = H − F or H = F + t1 + t2
� The LMC clearance hole formula is: H @ LMC = (F + F head)/2
� Projected tolerance zone: The most convenient way to control the orientation

of a pin outside a threaded or press fit hole is to project the tolerance zone
into the mating part.

� Multiple patterns of features: No matter how the features are specified, the
default condition is that patterns of features are to be treated as one composite
pattern as long as they are located
� With basic dimensions
� To the same datums features
� In the same order of precedence
� At the same material conditions

If the patterns are specified at MMC and have no relationship to one another,
a note such as “SEP REQT” may be placed under each feature control frame
allowing each pattern to be inspected separately.
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� Composite positional tolerancing: A composite tolerance controls a pattern of
features to its datums with one tolerance and a feature-to-feature relationship
with a smaller tolerance.

� When datum B is included in the lower segment of a composite feature control
frame, the smaller tolerance zone framework must remain parallel to datum
B.

� The lower segment of a two single-segment feature control frame acts just like
any other position control. The lower segment refines the feature-to-feature
tolerance zone framework by orienting it to the primary datum and locating
it to the secondary datum with basic dimensions.

� Nonparallel holes: The position control is so versatile that it can control pat-
terns of nonparallel holes at a basic angle to a principle plane.

� Counterbored holes: Counterbores can be toleranced with the same tolerance,
more tolerance, or less tolerance than their respective holes.

� Noncircular features at MMC: Elongated holes are dimensioned and toler-
anced in both directions. The feature control frames do not have cylindrical
tolerance zones but have a note BOUNDARY placed beneath them.

� Symmetrical features at MMC: A size feature may be located symmetrically
to a datum feature of size and toleranced with a position control associated
with the size dimension of the feature being controlled.

Chapter Review

1. The floating fastener formula is

2. T = H = F =
3. The LMC clearance hole can be calculated by .

4. The fixed fastener is fixed by one or more of the .

5. A fastener fixed at its head in a countersunk hole and in a threaded hole at
the other end is called what?

6. The formula for fixed fasteners is

7. The tolerance for both the threaded hole and the clearance hole must come
from the difference between the size of the clearance hole and the size of
the .

8. Total possible tolerance equals clearance hole size @ LMC minus .

9. It is common to assign a larger portion of the tolerance to the hole.

10. As much as 60% of the tolerance may be assigned to the hole.

11. When specifying a threaded hole or a hole for a press fit pin, the orientation
of the determines the orientation of the mating pin.
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12. The most convenient way to control the orientation of the pin outside the
hole is to the tolerance zone into the mating part.

13. The height of the projected tolerance zone is equal to or greater than the
thickest or tallest after installation.

14. The dimension of the projected tolerance zone height is specified as a
.

15. Two or more patterns of features are considered to be one composite pattern
if they

.

16. Datum features of size specified at RFS require between
the gagging element and the datum feature.

17. If the patterns of features have no relationship to one another, a note such as
may be placed under each feature control frame allowing

each pattern to be inspected separately.

18. Composite tolerancing allows the relationship from to
be kept to a tight tolerance and the relationship between the

to be controlled to a looser tolerance.

19. A composite positional feature control frame has one symbol
that applies to the two horizontal that follow.

20. The upper segment of a composite feature control frame, called the
control, governs the relationship between the datums

and the .

21. The lower segment of a composite feature control frame is called the
control; it governs the relationship from .

22. The primary function of the position control is to control .

23. There is a requirement and a condition for the datums in the lower segment
of the composite positional tolerancing feature control frame. They:

(Assume plane surface datums for question numbers 24 and 25.)

24. When the secondary datum is included in the lower segment of a
composite feature control frame, the tolerance zone framework must
remain to the secondary datum plane.

25. The lower segment of a two single-segment feature control frame refines the
feature-to-feature relationship to the primary datum
plane and to the secondary datum plane.

26. Counterbores that have the same location tolerance as their respective
holes are specified by indicating the

.
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27. Counterbores that have a larger location tolerance than their respective
holes are specified by .

28. When tolerancing elongated holes, no precedes the tolerance
in the feature control frame since the tolerance zone is not a .
The note is placed beneath each feature control frame.

29. The virtual condition boundary is the of the elongated hole and
equal in size to its .

30. A may be located symmetrically to a datum feature of
size and toleranced with a associated with the size di-
mension of the feature being controlled.

Problems

2X Ø

C

A

1.000 3.000

1.000

B

Figure 8-25 Floating fastener drawing: Problems 1 through 4.

1. Specify the MMC and LMC clearance hole sizes for #10 (Ø .190) socket
head cap screws.

n]w.030m]A]B]C] n]w.010m]A]B]C] n]w.000m]A]B]C]

2. If the actual size of the clearance holes in problem 1 is Ø .230, calculate the
total positional tolerance for each callout.

Actual size .230 .230 .230

MMC

Bonus

Geometric tolerance

Total tolerance
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3. Specify the MMC and LMC clearance hole sizes for 3/8 (Ø .375) hex head
bolts.

n]w.025m]A]B]C] n]w.015m]A]B]C] n]w.000m]A]B]C]

4. If the clearance holes in problem 3 actually measure Ø .440, calculate the
total positional tolerance for each callout.

Actual Size .440 .440 .440

MMC

Bonus

Geometric Tolerance

Total Tolerance

1.000

B

2X

C

A

1.000 3.000

Figure 8-26 Fixed fastener drawing: Problems 5 through 8.

5. Specify the MMC and LMC clearance hole sizes for #8 (Ø .164) socket head
cap screws.
2X Ø .164 (#8)-32 UNF-2B 2X Ø .164 (#8)-32 UNF-2B 2X Ø .164 (#8)-32 UNF-2B

n]w.025m]A]B]C]� n]w.025m]A]B]C]� n]w.025m]A]B]C]�

n]w.010m]A]B]C]� n]w.005m]A]B]C]� n]w.000m]A]B]C]�

6. If the clearance holes in problem 5 actually measure Ø .205, calculate the
total positional tolerance for each callout.

Actual Size .205 .205 .205

MMC

Bonus

Geometric Tolerance

Total Tolerance



7. Specify the MMC and LMC clearance hole sizes for the 1/2 hex head bolts.

2X Ø .500-20 UNF-2B 2X Ø .500-20 UNF-2B 2X Ø .500-20 UNF-2B
n]w.060m]A]B]C] n]w.060m]A]B]C] n\w.060m]A]B]C]

n]w.020m]A]B]C] n]w.010m]A]B]C] n]w.000m]A]B]C]

8. If the clearance holes in problem 5 actually measure Ø .585, calculate the
total positional tolerance for each callout.

Actual Size .585 .585 .585

MMC

Bonus

Geometric Tolerance

Total Tolerance

.XX   = ± .01
.XXX   = ± .005

ANGLES = ±   1°

A
.50

1.50

2X .500-20UNF-2B

4.000

6.00

Mating Part

1.000 B

2.00

1.000

C

Figure 8-27 Projected tolerance zone: Problem 9.

9. Complete the drawing in Fig. 8-27. Specify a Ø .040 tolerance at MMC with
the appropriate projected tolerance.

151
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1.25

1.50

A

2.12

Two Studs

C

.XX   = ± .01
.XXX   = ± .005

ANGLES = ±   1°

Mating Part

6.00

2X .500-20UNF-2B

4.000

1.000

2.00

B

1.000

Figure 8-28 Projected tolerance zone: Problem 10.

10. Complete the drawing in Fig. 8-28. Specify a Ø .050 tolerance at MMC with
the appropriate projected tolerance.
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.50

2X Ø1.010-1.045

Ø 2.500

C

B

2X Ø.500-.580

A

Figure 8-29 Multiple patterns of features: Problems 11 through
13.

11. Position the small holes with a Ø .000 tolerance at MMC and the large holes
with Ø .010 tolerance at MMC; locate them to the same datums and in the
same order of precedence. Use MMC wherever possible.

12. Must the hole patterns be inspected in the same setup or in the same gage?
Explain.

13. Can the requirement be changed, how?
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.50

3.00

B

2.0001.000

1.000

4.00

C 1.000

4X Ø .250-.335

.XX = ±.01
.XXX = ±.005

ANGLES = ±1°

A

Figure 8-30 Composite tolerancing: Problems 14 and 15.

14. The pattern of clearance holes in the part in Fig. 8-30 must be located within
a cylindrical tolerance zone of Ø .060 at MMC to the datums specified. The
plate is designed to be assembled to the mating part with 1/4-inch bolts as
floating fasteners. Complete the drawing.

15. It has been determined that the hole pattern in Fig. 8-30 is required to
remain parallel, within the smaller tolerance, to datum B. Draw the feature
control frame that will satisfy this requirement.
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2.000

A

B 1.00

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ±.01

.XXX = ±.005
ANGLES = ±1°

4X Ø .260-.290

5.00

4.00

C

1.000

2.0001.000

Figure 8-31 Counterbore: Problems 16 and 17.

16. Tolerance the holes and counterbores in Fig. 8-31 for four Ø .250 socket head
cap screws. The counterbores are Ø .422 ± .010, the depth is .395 ± .010,

and the geometric tolerance is .010 at MMC.

17. If the geometric tolerance for just the counterbores in Fig. 8-31 can be
loosened to .020 at MMC instead of .010, draw the entire callout.



C

.50

1.00

A

.50

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .01

.XXX = ± .005
ANGLES = ±  1°

2.000

3.00

.500
1.000

1.0001.000

6X R 4.00

B

Figure 8-32 Elongated hole: Problem 18.

18. Specify a geometric tolerance of .040 at MMC in the .500-inch direction and
.060 at MMC in the 1.000-inch direction for the elongated holes in Fig. 8-32.

1.990-2.000
4.000-4.002

B

A

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ±  .005

ANGLES w

Figure 8-33 Symmetry: Problems 19 and 20.

19. Control the 2.000-inch feature in Fig. 8-33 symmetrical with the 4.000-inch
feature within a tolerance of .020 at MMC to the datum indicated. Use MMC
wherever possible.

20. If the controlled feature in Fig. 8-33 happened to be produced at 1.995
and the datum feature produced at 4.000, what would the total positional
tolerance be?
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9
Position, Coaxiality

One of the most common drawing errors is the failure to specify coaxiality
tolerance. Many practitioners think coaxiality tolerance is unnecessary or are
not even aware that coaxiality must be toleranced. The position tolerance used
to control coaxiality will be discussed in this chapter.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Explain the difference between position, runout, and concentricity
� Specify position tolerance for coaxiality.
� Specify coaxiality on a material condition basis
� Specify composite positional control of coaxial features
� Tolerance a plug and socket

Definition

Coaxiality is that condition where the axes of two or more surfaces of revolution
are coincident.

Many engineers produce drawings similar to the one in Fig. 9-1, showing
two or more cylinders on the same axis. This is an incomplete drawing because
there is no coaxiality tolerance. It is a misconception that centerlines or the
tolerance block control the coaxiality between two cylinders. The centerlines
indicate that the cylinders are dimensioned to the same axis. In Fig. 9-1, the
distance between the axes of the Ø 1.000-inch and Ø 2.000-inch cylinders is zero.
Of course, zero dimensions are implied and never placed on drawings. Even
though the dimension is implied, the tolerance is not; there is no tolerance
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Ø 2.00

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .01

.XXX = ±.005
ANGLES = ±  1°

Ø 1.000

Figure 9-1 Definition—two surfaces of revolution on the same axis.

indicating how far out of coaxiality the axes of an acceptable part may be.
Many practitioners erroneously think title block tolerances control coaxiality.
They do not. See Rule #1 in Chapter 4, “the relationship between individual
features,” for a more complete discussion of the tolerance between individual
features.

There are other methods of controlling coaxiality such as a note or a dimen-
sion and tolerance between diameters, but a geometric tolerance, such as the
one in Fig. 9-2, is preferable. The position control is the appropriate tolerance
for coaxial surfaces of revolution that are cylindrical and require the maximum
material condition (MMC) or the least material condition (LMC). The position
control provides the most tolerancing flexibility.

Ø 2.00

A

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .01

.XXX = ± .005
ANGLES = ±  1°

Ø 1.000

Figure 9-2 Two surfaces of revolution toleranced for coaxiality.
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Comparison Between Position, Runout,
and Concentricity

The standard specifically states, “The amount of permissible variation from
coaxiality may be expressed by a position tolerance or a runout tolerance.” In
general, a position control is used when parts are mated in a static assembly,
and runout is specified for high-speed rotating assemblies.

Many people erroneously specify a concentricity tolerance for the control of
coaxiality, perhaps because they use the terms coaxial and concentric inter-
changeably. Coaxial means that two or more features have the same axis. Con-
centric means that two or more plane geometric figures have the same center.
A concentricity tolerance is the control of all median points of a figure of revolu-
tion within a cylindrical tolerance zone. Although concentricity is not strictly a
coaxiality control, in effect, it does control coaxiality. However, the concentricity
control requires an expensive inspection process and is appropriate in only a
few unique applications where precise balance is required.

TABLE 9-1 A Comparison Between Position, Runout, and Concentricity

Characteristic
symbol Tolerance zone Material condition Surface error

w( m l Includes

Two concentric
circles/cylinders None Includes

w None Independent

u&v

d

Specifying Coaxiality at MMC

Coaxiality is specified by associating a feature control frame with the size
dimension of the feature being controlled. A cylindrical tolerance zone is
used to control the axis of the toleranced feature. Both the tolerance and the
datum(s) may apply at maximum material condition, least material condition,
or regardless of feature size. At least one datum must be specified in the feature
control frame.

When a coaxiality tolerance and a datum feature of size are specified at MMC,
bonus and shift tolerances are available in the exact amount of such departures
from MMC. The circle M symbol after the geometric tolerance provides the
opportunity for a bonus tolerance as the feature departs from MMC toward
LMC. The circle M symbol after the datum provides the opportunity for a shift
tolerance as the datum feature departs from MMC toward LMC. If the datum
feature is produced at 4.002, MMC, and the Ø 2.000 cylinder is produced at
2.003, also MMC, then the position tolerance is .005 as stated in the feature
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Ø 4.000-4.002

A

Ø 2.000-2.003

Figure 9-3 Specifying coaxiality at MMC to a datum at MMC.

control frame. If the datum feature remains the same size but the Ø 2.000
cylinder is produced smaller, bonus tolerance becomes available in the exact
amount of such departure from MMC. If the Ø 2.000 cylinder remains the same
size but the datum feature is produced smaller, a shift tolerance is available
in the exact amount of such departure from MMC. Of course, as they both
change size from MMC toward LMC, the Ø 2.000 cylinder gains bonus tolerance
and shift tolerance in addition to the .005 positional tolerance specified in the
feature control frame. The part in Fig. 9-3 is a special case for shift tolerance.
Where there is only one feature being controlled to the datum feature, the entire
shift tolerance is applied to the Ø 2.000 cylinder, a single feature. For the more
general condition where a pattern of features is controlled to a datum feature
of size, the shift tolerance does not apply to each individual feature. The shift
tolerance applies to the entire pattern of features as a group.

TABLE 9-2 As the Size of the Feature and the Size of the Datum
Feature Depart from MMC Toward LMC, the Feature Gains Positional
Tolerance

Size of feature
Size of datum 2.003 2.002 2.001 2.000

4.002 .005 .006 .007 .008
4.001 .006 .007 .008 .009
4.000 .007 .008 .009 .010

Composite Positional Control of Coaxial Features

A composite positional tolerance may be applied to a pattern of coaxial features
such as those in Fig. 9-4. The upper segment of the feature control frame controls
the location of the hole pattern to datums A and B. The lower segment of the
feature control frame controls the coaxiality of the holes to one another within
the tighter tolerance. The smaller tolerance zone may float up and down, back
and forth, and at any angle to datums A and B. Portions of the smaller tolerance
zone may fall outside the larger tolerance zone, but these portions are unusable.
The axes of the holes must fall inside both of their respective tolerance zones
at the same time.
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1.000

2.000

4X Ø .505-.510

Ø.002 Tolerance ZoneØ.010 Tolerance Zone

BA

Figure 9-4 Composite control of coaxial features.

Datums in the lower segment of a composite feature control frame only control
orientation and must repeat the datums in the upper segment. Since the datums
in Fig. 9-5 are repeated in the lower segment of the feature control frame, the
smaller tolerance zone may float up and down, back and forth, but must remain
parallel to datums A and B. The axes of the holes must fall inside both of their
respective tolerance zones at the same time.

1.000

2.000

4X Ø.505- .510

Ø.002 Tolerance Zone

BA

Ø.010 Tolerance Zone

Figure 9-5 Composite control of coaxial features with both datums repeated in the
lower segment.
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Tolerancing a Plug and Socket

When an external, cylindrical step part is required to assemble inside an in-
ternal mating part, diameters, such as the datum features, are dimensioned to
mate. Some designers feel strongly that internal and external features should
not have the same maximum material conditions. They are concerned that a
line fit will result. However, it is extremely unlikely that both parts would be
manufactured at MMC. If additional clearance is required, tolerance accord-
ingly. Once the datums have been dimensioned, tolerance the step features to
their virtual conditions.

Plug Socket

Maximum material condition .500 .505
Geometric tolerance +.000 −.005
Virtual condition .500 .500

A mating plug and socket will assemble every time if they are designed to
their virtual conditions as shown in Fig. 9-6.

A A

Ø .498-.500

Ø .748-.750 Ø .750-.754

Ø .505-.510

Figure 9-6 Plug and socket.

Summary

� Coaxiality is that condition where the axes of two or more surfaces of revolu-
tion are coincident.

� The amount of permissible variation from coaxiality may be expressed by a
position tolerance or a runout tolerance. Although concentricity is not strictly
a coaxiality control, in effect, it does control coaxiality. However, the concen-
tricity control requires an expensive inspection process and is appropriate in
only a few unique applications where precise balance is required.
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� A coaxiality control has a cylindrical tolerance zone and may apply at MMC,
LMC, or RFS.

� When a coaxiality tolerance and a datum feature of size are specified at MMC,
bonus and shift tolerances are available in the exact amount of such depar-
tures from MMC.

� A composite positional tolerance may be applied to a pattern of coaxial fea-
tures.

� A mating plug and socket will assemble every time if they are designed to
their virtual conditions.

Chapter Review

1. Coaxiality is that condition where the axes of two or more surfaces of revolu-
tion are .

2. It is a misconception that centerlines or the tolerance block control
the between two cylin-
ders.

3. The control is the appropriate tolerance for coaxial
surfaces of revolution that are cylindrical and require MMC or LMC.

4. A tolerance zone is used to
control the axis of a feature toleranced with a position or a concentricity
control.

5. For position, both the tolerance and the datum(s) may apply at what mate-
rial conditions?

6. When a coaxiality tolerance and a datum feature of size are specified
at maximum material conditions,
tolerances are available in the exact amount of the departures from MMC
toward LMC.

7. The upper segment of a composite feature control frame controls the loca-
tion of the hole pattern to .

8. The lower segment of a composite feature control frame controls the coaxi-
ality of holes to .

9. The smaller tolerance zone of a composite feature control frame with no
datums may float .

10. A mating plug and socket will assemble every time if they are designed to
their .
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Problems

Ø 2.00

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .01

.XXX = ± .005
ANGLES = ±  1°

Ø 1.000

Figure 9-7 Specify coaxiality: Problem 1–3.

1. What controls the coaxiality of the two cylinders in the drawing in Fig.9-7?

2. In the drawing in Fig. 9-7, specify coaxiality tolerance to control the Ø 1.000
feature within a cylindrical tolerance zone of .004 to the Ø 2.000 feature. Use
MMC wherever possible.

3. Now that you have added the feature control frame to the drawing in
Fig. 9-7, if the larger diameter is produced at 2.000 and the smaller
diameter is produced at 1.000, how much total coaxiality tolerance applies?
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Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .01

.XXX = ± .005
ANGLES = ± 1°

B

36.00

2X Ø.500-.520

A

.750

1.000

Figure 9-8 Specify coaxiality: Problem 4.

4. In the drawing in Fig. 9-8, locate the two holes in the hinge brackets within
.030 at MMC to the datums indicated, and specify their coaxiality to each
other. They must be able to accept a Ø .500-inch hinge pin. Specify MMC
wherever possible.

Ø .745-.750

A A

Ø1.000
.996

Ø1.004
1.000

Ø .751-.755

Figure 9-9 Specify coaxiality for the plug and socket—Problems 5 and 6.

5. Control the coaxiality of both parts shown in Fig. 9-9 so that they will always
assemble.

6. Draw and dimension the tolerance zones at MMC on the drawing in Fig. 9-9.
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Chapter

10
Concentricity and Symmetry

Both concentricity and symmetry controls are reserved for a few unique tol-
erancing applications. The controls employ the same tolerancing concept but
apply to different geometries. Concentricity controls features constructed about
an axis, and symmetry controls features constructed about a center plane. Con-
centricity and symmetry both locate features by controlling their center points
within a specified tolerance zone. They are typically used when it is important
to accurately balance the mass of a part about its axis or center plane.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Define concentricity and symmetry
� Specify concentricity and symmetry on drawings
� Describe the inspection process of concentricity and symmetry
� Explain applications of concentricity and symmetry

Concentricity

Definition

Concentricity is that condition where the median points of all diametrically
opposed points of a surface of revolution are congruent with the axis (or cen-
ter point) of a datum feature. Concentricity applies to correspondingly located
points of two or more radically disposed features, such as the flats on a regular
hexagon, or opposing lobes on features such as an ellipse.

Specifying concentricity

Concentricity is a location control. It has a cylindrical-shaped tolerance zone
that is coaxial with the datum axis. Concentricity tolerance applies only on a
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Ø 4.000- 4.014

A

Cylindrical
Tolerance

Zone

Ø 2.000 - 2.010

Figure 10-1 Concentricity has a cylindrical tolerance zone and applies at RFS.

regardless of feature size (RFS) basis; it must have at least one datum that also
applies only at RFS. The feature control frame is usually placed beneath the size
dimension or attached to an extension of the dimension line. The concentricity
tolerance has no relationship to the size of the feature being controlled and may
be either larger or smaller than the size tolerance. If the concentricity tolerance
is specified to control the location of a sphere, the tolerance zone is spherical
and its center point is basically located from the datum feature(s).

Interpretation

Concentricity controls all median points of all diametrically opposed points on
the surface of the toleranced feature. The aggregate of all median points, some-
times described as a “cloud of median points,” must lie within a cylindrical
tolerance zone whose axis is coincident with the axis of the datum feature. The
concentricity tolerance is independent of both size and form. Differential mea-
surement excludes size, shape, and form while controlling the median points
of the feature. The feature control frame in Fig. 10-2 specifies a cylindrical

Ø 4.000- 4.014

A

Ø 2.000 - 2.010

Ø.005

Figure 10-2 A concentricity tolerance locating a coaxial feature.
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tolerance zone .005 in diameter and coaxial with the datum axis. Differential
measurements are taken along and around the toleranced feature to determine
the location of its median points. If all median points fall inside the tolerance
zone, the feature is in tolerance.

Inspection

Concentricity can be inspected, for acceptance only, by placing a dial indica-
tor on the toleranced surface of revolution and rotating the part about the
datum axis. If the full indicator movement (FIM) on the dial indicator does
not exceed the specified tolerance, the feature is acceptable. This technique
is a simple first check that will accept parts but will not reject them, and
it can be used only on surfaces of revolution. Features such as regular poly-
gons and ellipses must be inspected using the traditional method of differen-
tial measurements. If the measurement does exceed the FIM, the part is not
necessarily out of tolerance. To reject a part with a concentricity tolerance, the
datum is placed in a chucking device that will rotate the part about its da-
tum axis. A point on the surface of the toleranced feature is measured with
a dial indicator. The part is then rotated 180◦ so the diametrically opposed
point can be measured. The difference between the measurements of the two
points determines the location of the median point. This process is repeated a
predetermined number of times. If all median points fall within the tolerance
zone, the feature is in tolerance. The size and form, Rule # 1, are measured
separately.

A

Ø 2.000 - 2.010

Ø 4.000- 4.014

Chucking device
about datum A

Figure 10-3 Inspecting a part with a concentricity tolerance.

Applications of concentricity

The concentricity tolerance is often used to accurately control balance for
high-speed rotating parts. Runout also controls balance, but it controls form
and surface imperfections at the same time. Runout is relatively easy and
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inexpensive to inspect, but manufacturing is more difficult and costly. Con-
centricity is time-consuming and expensive to inspect but less expensive to
manufacture since it is not as rigorous a requirement as runout. Concentricity
is appropriately used for large, expensive parts that must have a small coax-
ial tolerance for balance but need not have the same small tolerance for form
and surface imperfections. Concentricity is also used to control the coaxiality
of noncircular features such as regular polygons and ellipses.

Symmetry

Definition

Symmetry is that condition where the median points of all opposed or corre-
spondingly located points of two or more feature surfaces are congruent with
the axis or center plane of a datum feature.

Specifying symmetry

Symmetry is a location control. It has a tolerance zone that consists of two
parallel planes evenly disposed about the center plane or axis of the da-
tum feature. Symmetry tolerance applies only at RFS; it must have at least
one datum that also applies only at RFS. A feature control frame is usu-
ally placed beneath the size dimension or attached to an extension of the di-
mension line. The symmetry tolerance has no relationship to the size of the
feature being controlled and may be either larger or smaller than the size
tolerance.

Tolerance Zone A

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ± .005

ANGLES = ± 1°

4.000-4.002
2.000-2.002

Datum Feature Center Plane
B

Figure 10-4 The symmetry tolerance zone consists of two parallel planes.
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B

A

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ± .005

ANGLES = ±  1°

4.000-4.002
.010

2.000-2.002

Figure 10-5 A symmetry tolerance locating a symmetrical feature.

Interpretation

Symmetry controls the median points of all opposed or correspondingly located
points of two or more surfaces. The aggregate of all median points, sometimes
described as a “cloud of median points,” must lie within a tolerance zone defined
by two parallel planes equally disposed about the center plane of the datum
feature, i.e., half of the tolerance is on one side of the center plane, and half is
on the other side. The symmetry tolerance is independent of both size and form.
Differential measurement excludes size, shape, and form while controlling the
median points of the feature. The feature control frame in Fig. 10-5 specifies
a tolerance zone consisting of two parallel planes .010 apart, perpendicular to
datum plane A, and equally disposed about datum plane B. Differential mea-
surements are taken between the two surfaces to determine the location of the
median points. If all median points fall inside the tolerance zone, the feature is
in tolerance.

Inspection

A simple method of measuring symmetry is shown in Fig. 10-6. This method
can be used only if the datum surfaces are parallel compared to the symmetry
tolerance. In this example, one of the datum surfaces is placed on the surface
plate. A dial indicator is used to measure a number of points on the surface of
the slot. These measurements are recorded. The part is turned over, and the
process is repeated. The measurements are compared to determine the location
of the median points and whether or not the feature is in tolerance. The size
and form, Rule # 1, are measured separately.
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2.000-2.002
4.000-4.002

A

Figure 10-6 Inspecting a part with a symmetry tolerance.

Applications of symmetry

The symmetry tolerance is often used to accurately control balance for rotating
parts or to insure equal wall thickness. Specify symmetry only when it is neces-
sary because it is time-consuming and expensive to manufacture and inspect.
The symmetry control is appropriately used for large, expensive parts that re-
quire a small symmetry tolerance to balance mass. If the restrictive symmetry
control is not required, a more versatile position tolerance may be used to con-
trol a symmetrical relationship. See chapter 8 for a discussion of the application
of the position control to tolerance symmetrical features.

Summary

� Concentricity is that condition where the median points of all diametrically
opposed points of a surface of revolution are congruent with the axis of a
datum feature.

� Concentricity is a location control that has a cylindrical tolerance zone coaxial
with the datum axis.

� The concentricity tolerance and datum reference apply only on an RFS basis.
� The aggregate of all median points must lie within a cylindrical tolerance

zone whose axis is coincident with the axis of the datum feature.
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� The concentricity tolerance is independent of both size and form.
� Differential measurement excludes size, shape, and form while controlling

the median points of the feature.
� The concentricity tolerance is often used to accurately control balance for

high-speed rotating parts.
� Symmetry is that condition where the median points of all opposed or corre-

spondingly located points of two or more feature surfaces are congruent with
the axis or center plane of a datum feature.

� Symmetry is a location control that has a tolerance zone that consists of two
parallel planes evenly disposed about the center plane or axis of the datum
feature.

� The symmetry tolerance and datum reference apply only at RFS.
� The aggregate of all median points must lie within a tolerance zone defined

by two parallel planes equally disposed about the center plane of the datum
feature.

� The symmetry tolerance is independent of both size and form.
� The symmetry tolerance is often used to accurately control balance for rotat-

ing parts or to insure equal wall thickness.
� Specify symmetry only when it is necessary because it is time-consuming and

expensive to manufacture and inspect.

Chapter Review

1. Both concentricity and symmetry controls are reserved for a few
.

2. Concentricity and symmetry both employ the same tolerancing ;
they just apply to different .

3. Concentricity is that condition where the median points of all diamet-
rically opposed points of a surface of revolution are congruent with

.

4. Concentricity is a control. It has a
tolerance zone that is coaxial with .

5. Concentricity tolerance applies only on a basis.
It must have at least that also applies only

.

6. For concentricity, the aggregate of all
must lie within a tolerance zone
whose axis is coincident with the axis of .

7. Concentricity can be inspected, for acceptance only, by placing a
on the toleranced surface of revolution and rotating

the part about the .
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8. To reject parts and to inspect features, such as regular polygons and ellipses,
the traditional method of is employed.

9. The concentricity tolerance is often used to accurately control
for high-speed rotating parts.

10. Concentricity is time-consuming and expensive to
but less expensive to than the runout tolerance.

11. Symmetry is that condition where the of all opposed
or correspondingly located points of two or more feature surfaces are
with the of a datum feature.

12. Symmetry is a control.

13. Symmetry has a tolerance zone that consists of
evenly disposed about the of the datum feature.

14. Symmetry tolerance applies only at .

15. Symmetry must have at least one that also applies only at
.

16. The aggregate of all
must lie within a tolerance zone defined by
equally disposed about the center plane of the .

17. The symmetry tolerance is independent of both .

18. Differential measurement excludes
while controlling the median points of the feature.

19. The symmetry tolerance is often used to accurately control
for rotating parts or to insure equal .

20. Specify symmetry only when it is necessary because it is
to manufacture and inspect.
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Problems

Ø 7.990-8.000 Ø 3.995-4.000

A

Figure 10-7 Coaxiality of a cylinder: Problem 1.

1. The mass of the high-speed rotating part in Fig. 10-7 must be accurately bal-
anced. The form of the surface is sufficiently controlled by the size tolerance.
Specify a coaxiality control for the axis of the 4.000-inch diameter within a
tolerance of .001 at RFS to datum A at RFS.

Figure 10-8 Coaxiality of an ellipse: Problem 2.

2. The mass of the ellipse shown in Fig. 10-8 must be accurately balanced.
Specify a coaxiality control that will locate the median points of the ellipse
within a tolerance of .004 at RFS to datum A at RFS.
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3 X 24.990-25.000

Figure 10-9 Coaxiality of the hexagon: Problem 3.

3. The mass of the hexagon shown in Fig. 10-9 must be accurately balanced.
Specify a coaxiality control for the median points of the hexagon within a
tolerance of .005 at RFS to datum A at RFS.

2.000-2.0044.000

A

Figure 10-10 Symmetry of the slot: Problem 4.

4. The part in Fig. 10-10 rotates at a high speed, and the mass must be accu-
rately balanced. Specify a geometric tolerance that will centrally locate the
slot in this part within a tolerance of .005 at RFS to datum A at RFS.
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11
Runout

Runout is a surface control. It controls surfaces constructed around a datum
axis and surfaces constructed perpendicular to a datum axis. Runout controls
several characteristics of surfaces of revolution, such as coaxiality and circu-
larity, as that surface is rotated about its datum axis.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Explain the difference between circular and total runout
� Specify runout and partial runout
� Explain the application of multiple datum features
� Explain the meaning of face and diameter datums
� Specify geometric controls to refine datum features
� Explain the surface relationship between features controlled with runout
� Inspect runout

Definition

Runout is a composite tolerance used to control the functional relationship of
one or more features of a part to a datum axis.

Circular Runout

Circular runout applies to every circular element on the surface of a part
constructed either around its datum axis or perpendicular to its datum axis,
while the part is rotated 360◦ about that datum axis. Circular runout tolerance
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A
A

Figure 11-1 Circular runout applied around a datum axis and perpendicular to a datum axis.

applies independently to each circular line element at each measurement posi-
tion and may easily be applied to cones and curved profiles constructed around
a datum axis. Where applied to surfaces constructed around a datum axis, cir-
cular runout controls a combination of variations in circularity and coaxiality.
Where applied to surfaces at a 90◦ angle to a datum axis, circular runout con-
trols variations in perpendicularity of circular elements to its datum axis, that
is, total runout controls wobble.

Total Runout

Total runout is a compound control that applies to all elements on the sur-
face of a part either around its datum axis or perpendicular to its datum axis,
as the part is rotated 360◦ about that datum axis. Total runout tolerance ap-
plies simultaneously to all circular and profile measurement positions. Where
applied to surfaces constructed around a datum axis, total runout controls a
combination of coaxiality, circularity, straightness, angularity, taper, and pro-
file variations of the surface. Where applied to surfaces at a 90◦ angle to a datum
axis, total runout controls the combination of variations of perpendicularity to
the datum axis and flatness, i.e., total runout controls wobble and concavity or
convexity.

A A

Figure 11-2 Total runout applied around a datum axis and perpendicular to a datum axis.
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Specifying Runout and Partial Runout

When specifying runout, the feature control frame is connected to the controlled
surface with a leader. In some infrequent instances, the feature control frame
may be attached to the extension of a dimension line if the surface to be con-
trolled is small or inaccessible. The feature control frame consists of a runout
symbol, the numerical tolerance, and at least one datum. No other symbols are
appropriate in the feature control frame. Since runout is a surface control, no
material condition applies; consequently, in effect, runout applies at regard-
less of feature size. Where runout is required for only a portion of a surface, a
thick chain line is drawn on one side adjacent to the profile of the surface and
dimensioned with a basic dimension as shown in Fig. 11-3.

Ø 1.000

A

1.000

Figure 11-3 Specifying runout and partial runout.

Multiple Datum Features

At least one datum must be specified for a runout control. In many cases, two
functional datum diameters are used to support a rotating part such as the
one shown in Fig. 11-4. Datum A is no more important than datum B and vice
versa. Fig. 11-4 shows datums A and B at a slight angle to the true axis, but
taken together, the two datums tend to equalize their axes, producing a single
datum axis truer than the axis either one of the datums would have produced
independently.

Face and Diameter Datums

The face and diameter datum reference frame specified in Fig. 11-5 is quite
a different requirement than the multiple datum feature reference shown in
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Figure 11-4 Two datum diameters creating a single datum axis.

Fig. 11-4. Datums A and B are specified in two separate compartments in the
feature control frame. Therefore, datum A is more important than datum B.
That means that the surfaces being controlled must first be perpendicular to
datum plane A and then be rotated about datum axis B, even if datum B is not
exactly perpendicular to datum A.

[.005\A\B

Figure 11-5 Face and diameter datums specified in order of precedence.
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Geometric Controls to Refine Datum Features

It may be particularly important for datum features to have a form control
refinement. Datums A and B in Fig. 11-6 have a cylindricity refinement of
.0005. Design requirements may make it necessary to restrict datum surface
variations with respect to straightness, flatness, circularity, cylindricity, and
parallelism. It may also be necessary to include a runout control for individual
datum features on a multiple datum feature reference, as shown in Fig. 11-6.
Datums A and B are independently controlled with a circular runout tolerance
to datum A–B. This tolerance is not the same as controlling a feature to itself.
In fact, it is expected that datum axis A and datum axis B are coaxial with
datum axis A–B, but in the event that datum A or datum B is out of tolerance
with respect to datum A–B, the part does not meet design requirements.

Figure 11-6 Multiple datum features refined with geometric controls.

Surface Relationships Between Features

If two or more surfaces are controlled with a runout tolerance to a common
datum reference, the worst-case runout between two surfaces is the sum of
the two individual runout tolerances. For example, in Fig. 11-6, the worst-case
runout between the largest diameter and datum D diameter is the sum of .015
plus .005 or a total of .020. The two axes may, in fact, be coaxial; however, at
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Ø 4.000-4.020

Ø 2.000

4.000

4.020

.010

Datum Feature A

Chuck or Collet

Simulated Datum A

Datum Axis A

A

Possible Shape of Feature

Figure 11-7 Inspecting circular runout relative to a datum axis.

worst case, the surface of the larger diameter could be translated .015 in one
direction, and the surface of datum D could also be translated .005 in the other
direction producing a difference of .020 between the two surfaces.

If two features have a specific relationship between them, one should be toler-
anced directly to the other and not through a common datum axis. Figure 11-6
shows a .500 internal diameter controlled directly with a runout tolerance of
.001 to datum D rather than controlling each feature to datum A–B. If the Ø
.500 hole had been toleranced to datums A–B, the runout tolerance between
the hole and datum D would be a total of .006.

In Fig. 11-6, the multiple leaders directed from the .015 circular runout fea-
ture control frame to the five surfaces of the part may be specified without
affecting the runout tolerance. It makes no difference whether one or several
leaders are used with a feature control frame as long as the runout tolerance
and datum feature(s) are the same.

Inspecting Runout

When inspecting circular runout, the feature, first, must fall within the speci-
fied size limits. It must also satisfy Rule 1, i.e., it may not exceed the boundary
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of perfect form at maximum material condition. The datum feature is then
mounted in a chuck or a collet. With a dial indicator contacting the surface to
be inspected, the part is rotated 360◦ about its simulated datum axis. Several
measuring positions are inspected. If the full indicator movement (FIM) does
not exceed the specified runout tolerance, the feature is acceptable. Runout tol-
erance may be larger than the size tolerance. If the runout tolerance is larger
than the size tolerance and no other geometric tolerance is applied, the size
tolerance controls the form. If the size tolerance is larger than the runout tol-
erance, circular runout refines circularity as well as controls coaxiality.

The same preliminary checks required for circular runout are also required
for total runout. Just as when inspecting circular runout, a dial indicator con-
tacts the surface to be inspected, but the dial indicator is moved along the full
length of the feature’s profile as the part is rotated 360◦ about its simulated da-
tum axis. If the FIM does not exceed the specified runout tolerance, the feature
is acceptable.

Summary

� Runout is a composite tolerance used to control the functional relationship of
one or more features of a part to a datum axis.

� Circular runout applies to every circular element on the surface of a part
constructed either around a datum axis or perpendicular to a datum axis, as
the part is rotated 360◦ about its datum axis.

� Total runout is a compound control that applies to all elements on the surface
of a part either around a datum axis or perpendicular to a datum axis, as the
part is rotated 360◦ about its datum axis.

� When specifying runout, the feature control frame consists of a runout sym-
bol, the numerical tolerance, and at least one datum. No other symbols are
appropriate in the feature control frame.

� Two datum diameters may be used to control a rotating part.
� Face and diameter datums are specified in order of precedence.
� Datum features may have a form control refinement.
� If two or more surfaces are controlled with a runout tolerance to a common

datum reference, the worst-case runout between two surfaces is the sum of
the two individual runout tolerances.

� If two features have a specific relationship between them, one should be tol-
eranced to the other.

� Several leaders may be used with a single feature control frame as long as
the runout tolerance and datum feature(s) are the same.
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Chapter Review

1. Circular runout applies to every on
the surface of a part constructed either around a datum axis or perpen-
dicular to a datum axis, as the part is rotated about its datum
axis.

2. Where circular runout is applied to surfaces constructed
around a datum axis, it controls a combination of variations in

.

3. Where circular runout is applied to surfaces at a 90◦ angle to a datum axis,
it controls variations in of circular elements to its datum
axis.

4. Total runout is a compound control that applies to all elements on the
surface of a part either or ,
as the part is rotated about its datum axis.

5. Total runout tolerance applies simultaneously to all
and measuring position.

6. Total runout applied to surfaces constructed around a datum axis controls
a combination of
variations of the surface.

7. Total runout applied to surfaces at a 90˚ angle to a datum axis controls the
combination of variations of .

8. The runout feature control frame consists of
.

9. In many cases, two functional
are used to support a rotating part.

10. Where face and diameter datum surfaces are specified, the surface being
controlled must first be perpendicular to the datum.

11. Design requirements may make it necessary to restrict datum surface vari-
ations with respect to (other geometric controls)

.

12. It may be necessary to include a runout control for individual datum fea-
tures on a .

13. If two or more surfaces are controlled with a runout tolerance to a common
datum reference, the worst-case runout between two surfaces is

.

14. If two features have a specific relationship between them, one should be
.

15. Multiple leaders directed from a runout feature control frame may be spec-
ified without .
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Problems

2X Ø .998-1.000

Ø 4.000-4.005

Figure 11-8 Runout control: Problem 1.

1. On the part in Fig. 11-8, control the 4.000-inch diameter with a total runout
tolerance of .002 to both the 1.000-inch diameters.

2X Ø .998-1.000

Ø 1.995-2.000

Figure 11-9 Partial runout: Problem 2.

2. On the drawing in Fig. 11-9, specify a circular runout tolerance of .002 con-
trolling the 2.000-inch diameter to both the 1.000-inch diameters. This con-
trol is a partial runout tolerance 1.000 inch long starting from the left end
of the 2.000-inch diameter. Specify a circular runout of .001 for each of the
1-inch diameters.
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2X Ø.998-1.000

Ø 1.995-2.000

Figure 11-10 Datums toleranced with a cylindricity tolerance: Problem 3.

3. Tolerance the two-inch diameter with a total runout tolerance of .0010 to
both the one-inch diameter shafts. Tolerance each one-inch diameter shaft
with a cylindricity tolerance of .0005.

Figure 11-11 Multiple features tolerance with one feature control frame: Problem 4.

4. In Fig. 11-11, which datum, A or B, takes precedence?

5. What is the worst possible runout tolerance between the two largest diame-
ters in Fig. 11-11?
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Profile

Profile is a surface control. It is a powerful and versatile tolerancing tool. It
may be used to control just the size and shape of a feature or the size, shape,
orientation, and location of an irregular-shaped feature. The profile tolerance
controls the orientation and location of features with unusual shapes, very
much like the position tolerance controls the orientation and location of holes
or pins.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Specify a profile tolerance
� Explain applications of a profile tolerance zone
� Properly apply datums for the profile tolerance
� Explain the need for a radius control with a profile
� Explain the combination of a profile tolerance with other geometric controls
� Specify coplanarity
� Properly apply composite profile tolerancing

Definition

A profile is the outline of an object. Specifically, the profile of a line is the outline
of an object in a plane as the plane passes through the object. The profile of a
surface is the result of projecting the profile of an object on a plane or taking
cross sections through the object at various intervals.

187
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Specifying Profile

A profile view or section view of a part is dimensioned with basic dimensions.
A true profile may be dimensioned with basic size dimensions, basic coordinate
dimensions, basic radii, basic angular dimensions, formulas, or undimensioned
drawings. The feature control frame is always directed to the profile surface
with a leader. Profile is a surface control; the association of a profile tolerance
with an extension or a dimension line is inappropriate. The profile feature con-
trol frame contains the profile of a line or of a surface symbol and a tolerance.
Since profile controls are surface controls, cylindrical tolerance zones and ma-
terial conditions do not apply in the tolerance section of profile feature control

.020 Wide Tolerance Zone 
All Inside the Profile

.005

A A

.020 Wide Tolerance Zone 

.005 Outside & .015 Inside

D. Unilateral Tolerance Inside

Bilateral Tolerance
B. Unequally Distributed

A A

C. Unilateral Tolerance Outside

A. Bilateral Tolerance

.020 Wide Tolerance Zone 
All Outside the Profile

.020 Wide Tolerance Zone 

.010 Outside & .010 Inside

Figure 12-1 Specifying profile of a surface.
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frames. The shape of the tolerance zone is the shape of the profile not a cylinder,
and material condition modifiers do not apply to surface controls.

When the leader from a profile tolerance points directly to the profile, the
tolerance specified in the feature control frame is equally disposed about the
true profile. In Fig. 12-1A, the .020 tolerance in the feature control frame is
evenly divided, .010 outside and .010 inside the true profile. If the leader from
a profile tolerance points directly to a segment of a phantom line extending,
outside or inside, parallel to the true profile, as shown in Fig. 12-1C and 12-1D,
all the tolerance is outside or inside the true profile. The tolerance may even
be specified as an unequal bilateral tolerance by drawing segments of phan-
tom lines inside and outside parallel to the profile and specifying the outside
tolerance with a basic dimension, as shown in Fig. 12-1B.

Where a profile tolerance applies all around the profile of a part, the “all
around” symbol is specified, as shown in Fig. 12-2A. The “all around” symbol
is indicated by a circle around the joint in the leader from the feature control
frame to the profile. If the profile is to extend between two points, as shown
in Fig. 12-2B, the points are labeled, and a note using the “between” symbol is
placed beneath the feature control frame. The profile tolerance applies to the
portion of the profile between points X and Z where the leader is pointing. If
a part, such as a casting or forging, is to be controlled with a profile tolerance
over its entire surface, the note “ALL OVER” is placed beneath the feature
control frame, as shown in Fig. 12-2C. When an unusual profile tolerancing
requirement occurs, one not covered by the notes and symbols above, a local
note clearly stating the extent and application of the profile tolerance must be
included.

X

A

(b)

(c)

X Z

A A
(a)

ALL OVER

Z

h\.010\A]�

h\.010\A]� h\.010\A]�

Figure 12-2 The “all around” and “between” symbols and the “ALL OVER” note.
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B

Ø 2.000 2.002

R 2.000

A

4.000

R 1.000

Figure 12-3 The orientation and location of a profile to datum A and
to datum B at MMC.

The Application of Datums

Profile tolerances may or may not have datums. The profile of a surface con-
trol usually requires a datum to properly orient and locate the surface. The
application of datums for the profile control is very similar to the application
of datums for the position control. In Fig. 12-3, the profile of a surface is ori-
ented perpendicularly to datum plane A and located to the hole, datum B, at
maximum material condition (MMC). Material conditions apply for datums if
they are features of size. Datums are generally not used for the profile of a line
when only the cross section is being controlled. An example of the application
of the profile of a line without a datum would be a profile control specifying a
tolerance for a continuous extrusion.

A Radius Refinement with Profile

The profile tolerance around a sharp corner, labeled P in Fig. 12-4, is typi-
cally larger than the specified tolerance. Consequently, a sharp corner tol-
erance will allow a relatively large radius on the part profile. Excessively
large radii are shown in Fig. 12-4. If the design requires a smaller radius
than the radius allowed by the profile tolerance, a local note such as “R
.015 MAX” or “ALL CORNERS R .015 MAX” is directed to the radius with a
leader.
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Profile of the Part

.030 Tolerance
Zone

A

.XX = ± .03
.XXX = ± .010

Angle = ± 1°

.50

2.000

Radious Allowed by the Profile Tolerance

P

(3.75)

R 4.500
h\.030\A]�

Figure 12-4 The profile tolerance allows large radii around sharp points.

Combing Profile Tolerances with
Other Geometric Controls

The profile tolerance may be combined with other geometric tolerances to refine
certain aspects of a surface. Examples are given in the drawings below:

In Fig. 12-5, the surface of the profile has a parallelism refinement. Since
parallelism only applies to lines and planes, a parallelism control is inappro-
priate to refine the surface of a profile. But in this example, the parallelism is
specified for “EACH ELEMENT” as indicated by the note beneath the feature
control frame. While the profile must fall within a .030 tolerance zone, each in-
dividual line element in the profile must be parallel to datums A and B within
a tolerance zone of .010.

In Fig. 12-6, the surface of the profile has a circular runout refinement. While
the profile must fall within a tolerance of .020 about datum axis A–B starting
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1.417 1.083 1.042

1.245 1.000R .500

YX

8 X .500

EACH ELEMENT
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1.161

1.500

1.115

B

Figure 12-5 Profile refined with a parallelism control of each line element in the surface.

at datum C, each circular element in the profile about the datum axis must also
fall within a circular runout of .004 to datum A–B.

C

B

4X 1.000 2X Ø 4.000

Ø 3.500 Ø 3.500

Ø 3.000A

Figure 12-6 A profile refined with a circular runout control.

Coplanarity

Coplanarity is the condition of two or more surfaces having all elements in
one plane. Where coplanarity is required, a profile of a surface tolerance is
specified. The profile of a surface feature control frame is specified, with a
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2 SURFACES

.006

2.00 ± .02

Figure 12-7 Specifying coplanarity with the profile control.

leader, directed to a phantom line connecting the coplanar surfaces. A note
indicating the number of coplanar surfaces is placed beneath the feature control
frame. As shown in Fig. 12-7, the coplanar surfaces are not necessarily parallel
to the opposite (top) surface. However, the size of the feature must be within
its specified size tolerance. Coplanarity of two or more surfaces specified with a
profile tolerance is similar to flatness of a single surface specified with a flatness
tolerance.

When the opposite surface is specified as a datum and the datum is included
in the profile feature control frame, as shown in Fig. 12-8, the toleranced sur-
faces must be coplanar and parallel to the datum surface within the tolerance
specified in the feature control frame. If the 2.000-inch plus or minus dimension
is specified, as in Fig. 12-8A, the .006 profile tolerance zone must be parallel to
datum A and must fall within a .040 size tolerance zone, i.e., the .006 tolerance
zone may float up and down within a .040 size tolerance zone but must remain

2.00 ±. 02

2 SURFACES

.006

A

The Tolerance
Zone Must be
Parallel to
Datum A

BA

2.000

Figure 12-8 Two coplanar surfaces parallel to a datum.
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parallel to datum A. Coplanarity of two or more surfaces specified with a profile
tolerance including a datum, which identifies a parallel surface, is similar to
parallelism of a single surface specified with a parallelism tolerance.

If the basic 2.000-inch dimension is specified, as in Fig. 12-8B, the true profile
of the two coplanar surfaces is a basic 2.000 inches from datum A, and the two
parallel planes, .006 apart are evenly disposed about the true profile. Where
the basic dimension is specified, the total tolerance for the size, parallelism,
and coplanarity is .006. Coplanarity of two or more surfaces specified with a
profile tolerance, a datum, and a basic dimension is treated like any other profile
control.

A

B
4.000

Ø2 .000-2.010

1.500

C

2 SURFACES

Figure 12-9 Two coplanar surfaces as a datum.

Coplanar surfaces may be used as a datum. If this is the case, it is best to
attach the datum feature symbol to the profile feature control frame and include
a note specifying the number of coplanar surfaces, as shown in Fig. 12-9.

Profile of a Conical Feature

Conicity may be controlled with a profile tolerance. A conicity tolerance speci-
fies a tolerance zone bounded by two coaxial cones at the specified basic angle
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Ø 1.600

23°

B
1.500

Ø 2.000

.XX = ± .01
.XXX = ± .005
Angle = ± 1°

C

Figure 12-10 Specifying profile of a cone to datum features.

with a radial separation equal to the specified tolerance. The conical feature
must fall inside the profile tolerance zone, and it must also satisfy the size tol-
erance requirements. The size tolerance is specified by identifying a diameter
with a basic dimension and tolerancing that diameter with a plus or minus
tolerance. If just the form of a cone is to be toleranced, no datums are re-
quired. Figure 12-10 shows datums controlling both form and orientation of a
cone.

Composite Profile

Composite profile tolerancing is very similar to composite positional tolerancing
discussed in chapter 8. A composite profile feature control frame has one pro-
file symbol that applies to the two horizontal segments that follow. The upper
segment, called the profile-locating control, governs the location relationship
between the datums and the profile. It acts like any other profile control. The
lower segment, referred to as the profile refinement control, is a smaller toler-
ance than the profile-locating control and governs the size, form, and orientation
relationship of the profile. The smaller tolerance zone need not fall entirely in-
side the larger tolerance zone, but any portion of the smaller tolerance zone
that lies outside the larger tolerance zone is unusable. The feature profile must
fall inside both profile tolerance zones.

For composite profile tolerancing, there is a requirement and a condition:

� Any datums in the lower segment of the feature control frame are required
to repeat the datums in the upper segment. If only one datum is repeated, it
would be the primary datum; if two datums were repeated, they would be the
primary and secondary datums, and so on.

� The condition of datums in the lower segment of the feature control frame is
that they control only orientation.
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2.000

Part Profile

The .010 wide 
Tolerance Zone

The .040 wide 
Tolerance Zone

6.0002.500

2.500

3X R1.000
R 3.500

.XX = ± .03
.XXX = ± .010
Angle = ± 1°

11.000

10.000

5.000

Figure 12-11 A feature controlled with composite profile tolerancing.

The profile in Fig. 12-11 must fall within the .010 tolerance zone governing
form and orientation to datum A. The entire profile, however, may float around
within the larger tolerance zone of .040 located to datums B and C.

A composite profile may also be used to control orientation to a larger
tolerance with a refinement of form to a smaller tolerance in the lower

Figure 12-12 Composite profile tolerancing used
only to control form and orientation.
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segment of the feature control frame shown in Fig. 12-12. The upper segment
governs the orientation relationship between the profile and the datum. The
lower segment is a smaller tolerance than the profile orienting control and gov-
erns the size and form relationship of the profile. The smaller tolerance zone
need not fall entirely inside the larger tolerance zone, but any portion of the
smaller tolerance zone that lies outside the larger tolerance zone is unusable.
The feature profile must fall inside both profile tolerance zones.

A second datum may be repeated in the lower segment of the composite fea-
ture control frame, as shown in Fig. 12-13. Both datums in the lower segment of
the feature control frame only control orientation. Since datum A in the upper

2.000

C

Part Profile

The .005 Wide Tolerance Zone

B

4X R.500

A

The .060 Wide Tolerance Zone

4.000

2.000

1.000

Figure 12-13 A composite profile with two datums repeated in the lower segment.
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segment controls only orientation, i.e., perpendicularly to datum A, it is not
surprising that datum A in the lower segment is a refinement of perpendicular-
ity to datum A. When datum B is included in the lower segment, the .005-wide
tolerance zone must remain parallel to datum B—the smaller tolerance zone is
allowed to translate up and down and left and right but may not rotate about an
axis perpendicular to datum plane A. The smaller tolerance zone must remain
parallel to datum B at all times, as in Fig. 12-13.

The profile in Fig. 12-14 is toleranced with a two single-segment feature con-
trol frame. In this example, the lower segment refines the profile just as the
lower segment of the composite feature control frame does, but the datums
behave differently. The lower segment of a two single-segment feature control

A
4X R.500

C

2.000

Part Profile

B

The .060 Wide Tolerance Zone

The .005 Wide Tolerance Zone

4.0001.000

2.000

Figure 12-14 A two single-segment profile feature control frame.
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frame acts just like any other profile control. If datum C had been included
in the lower segment, the upper segment would be meaningless and the en-
tire profile would be controlled to the tighter tolerance of .005. In Fig. 12-14,
the lower segment of the two single-segment feature control frame controls pro-
file size, form, orientation, and location to datum B within a .005-wide profile
tolerance zone. In other words, the actual profile must fit inside the profile re-
finement tolerance, be perpendicular to datum A, and be located a basic 2.000
inches from datum B within a tolerance of .005. The upper segment, the pro-
file locating control, allows the .005-wide profile refinement tolerance zone to
translate back and forth within a profile tolerance of .060, i.e., the refinement
tolerance zone may translate left and right but may not translate up and down
or rotate in any direction.

Inspection

Inspecting a surface that has been controlled with a profile tolerance can be
accomplished in a number of ways. The most common methods of inspecting a
profile are listed below:

� A gage made to the extreme size and shape of the profile can be used.
� A thickness gage can be used to measure variations between a template, made

to the true size and shape of the profile, and the actual surface.
� An open setup with a dial indicator can be used to inspect some profiles.
� An optical comparator is designed to inspect profiled surfaces. An optical

comparator projects a magnified projected outline on to a screen. The projected
outline is then compared to a profile template.

� Some coordinate measuring machines are designed to inspect profile.

Summary

� A profile is the outline of an object.
� The true profile may be dimensioned with basic size dimensions, basic coor-

dinate dimensions, basic radii, basic angular dimensions, formulas, or undi-
mensioned drawings.

� A profile is a surface control.
� When the leader from a profile feature control frame points directly to the

profile, the tolerance specified in the feature control frame is equally disposed
about the true profile.

� The “all around” symbol is indicated by a circle around the joint in the leader.
� If the profile is to extend between two points, the points are labeled, and a

note using the “between” symbol is placed beneath the feature control frame.
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� Profile tolerances may or may not have datums.
� The profile tolerance may be combined with other geometric tolerances to

refine certain aspects of a surface.
� Where coplanarity is required, a profile of a surface tolerance is specified.
� Composite profile tolerancing is very similar to composite positional toleranc-

ing.
� Datums in the lower segment of a composite feature control frame control

only orientation.
� A profile may be toleranced with a two single-segment feature control frame.

Chapter Review

1. Profile of a line is the
of an object in a plane as the plane passes through the object.

2. Profile of a surface is the result of
.

or taking cross sections through the object at various intervals.

3. The true profile may be dimensioned with what kind of dimensions?

4. The feature control frame is always directed to the profile surface with a
.

5. What symbols do not apply in the tolerance section of profile feature control
frames?

6. When the leader from a profile tolerance points directly to the profile, the
tolerance specified in the feature control frame is

.

7. If the leader from a profile tolerance points directly to a segment of a
phantom line extending, outside or inside, parallel to the profile, then

.

8. Where a profile tolerance applies all around the profile of a part, the
is specified.

9. Draw the “all around” symbol.

10. If the profile is to extend between two points, the points are
and a note using the is placed be-
neath the feature control frame.

11. Draw the “between” symbol.
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12. If a part is to be controlled with a profile tolerance over its entire surface,
the note is placed

.

13. Profile tolerances have datums.

14. The profile of a surface control usually requires a datum to properly
.

15. Datums are generally for the profile of a line when
only is being controlled.

16. If the design requires a smaller radius than the radius allowed by the profile
tolerance, a note such as
is directed to the radius with a .

17. The profile tolerance may be combined with other
to certain aspects of a surface.

18. Coplanarity is the condition of
surfaces having all .

19. Coplanarity is toleranced with the profile of a surface feature control frame,
connected with a , to a

connecting the surfaces.

20. Where specifying coplanarity, a note indicating
is placed beneath the .

21. Where coplanar surfaces are used as a datum, it is best to attach the datum
feature symbol to and

.

22. Conicity may be controlled with a .

23. Composite profile tolerancing is very similar to
.

24. The upper segment of a composite profile feature control frame is called the
and it governs the

.

25. The lower segment, referred to as the ,
is a smaller tolerance than the profile locating control and governs

of the profile.

26. The feature profile must fall inside .

27. For composite profile tolerancing, there is a requirement and a condition:

.

.
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28. A second datum may be repeated in the lower segment of the composite
feature control frame that also controls .

29. The lower segment of a two single-segment feature control frame acts just
like .

30. The upper segment of a two single-segment feature control frame allows
the smaller tolerance zone to relative to the datum
not
repeated in the lower segment within the larger tolerance.

Problems

1.015±.015
3X R .750

A
2.000

1.800

Figure 12-15 Profile of a surface: Problem 1.

1. Specify the profile of a surface tolerance of .020, perpendicular to datum A,
and all around the part in Fig. 12-15.

R 2.000
A

R 1.000

2.000

60°

X

C

B 3.00

Y

Figure 12-16 Profile of a surface between two points: Problem 2.

2. For the curved surface and angle in Fig. 12-16, specify the profile of a sur-
face tolerance of .030, located to datums A, B, and C, between points X
and Y.
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2.000

R 3.500

6.000

11.000

10.000

5.000

2.500

2.500

3X R1.000

Figure 12-17 Locating profile of a surface: Problem 3.

3. Control the entire surface of the center cavity to the datums indicated
within a tolerance of .015 outside the true profile. (Outside the profile is
external to the true profile line. Inside the profile is within the profile loop.)

3X R1.000

2.000

R 3.500

6.000

11.000

10.000

5.000

2.500

2.500

Figure 12-18 Locating a mating profile of a surface: Problem 4.

4. Control the entire surface of the punch to the datums indicated within a
tolerance of .015 inside the true profile. (Outside the profile is external to
the true profile line. Inside the profile is within the profile loop.)
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3.000

2.000

1.000

2.000

C

B

4X Ø .375-.415

Figure 12-19 Coplanarity: Problem 5.

5. The primary datum is the two lower coplanar surfaces. Specify the primary
datum to be coplanar within .004.
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R 1.00

2X R 9.00

2X R 1.50

R 16.00

.XX = ± .03
.XXX = ± .010

Angle = ± 1°

7.000

1.000

8.000

3.000

3X Ø .500-.540

2X Ø .625-665

4.000

Figure 12-20 Profile controlled to size feature datums: Problem 6.

6. Specify controls locating the hole-patterns to one another and perpendicu-
lar to the back of the part. Specify a control locating the profile to the hole
patterns and perpendicular to the back of the part within a tolerance of
.060. The holes are for 1/2-inch and 5/8-inch bolts.

7. Specify a profile tolerance for the center cutout that will control the size and
orientation to datum A within .010, and locate it to the datums indicated
within .060. Complete the drawing in Fig. 12-21.

8. Draw a profile tolerance that will satisfy the requirements for problem 7,
and orient the cutout parallel to datum B within .010.

9. Draw a profile tolerance that will satisfy the requirements for problem 7,
and locate the cutout to datum B within .010.

10. Specify the bottom of the lower surface of the sheet metal part in Fig. 12-
22 coplanar within .020. Tolerance holes with geometric tolerancing. The
smallest size tolerance for each hole is the virtual condition for the mating
part. Specify the profile of the top surface of the part within .040.
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1.000

4X R .300
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1.00
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Figure 12-21 A composite profile—Problems 7 through 9.

4.00
3.000

2.000

Ø .190-.220

7.00
6.000

5.00

1.000

3.500
2.00

1.000

6XØ .250-.300

2.00

Ø .500-.540

Figure 12-22 The profile of a sheet metal part: Problem 10.
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13
Graphic Analysis

Graphic analysis, sometimes referred to as paper gaging, is a technique that
effectively translates coordinate measurements into positional tolerance geom-
etry that can easily be analyzed. It provides the benefit of functional gaging
without the time and expense required to design and manufacture a close-
tolerance, hardened-metal functional gage.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Identify the advantages of graphic analysis
� Explain the accuracy of graphic analysis
� Perform inspection analysis of a composite geometric tolerance
� Perform inspection analysis of a pattern of features controlled to a datum

feature of size

Advantages of Graphic Analysis

The graphic analysis approach to gaging has many advantages compared to
gaging with traditional functional gages. A partial list of advantages would
include the following:

� Provides functional acceptance: Most hardware is designed to provide inter-
changeability of parts. As machined features depart from their maximum
material condition (MMC) size, location tolerance of the features can be in-
creased while maintaining functional interchangeability. The graphic anal-
ysis technique provides an evaluation of these added functional tolerances
in the acceptance process. It also shows how an unacceptable part can be
reworked.

207
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� Reduces cost and time: The high cost and long lead time required for the
design and manufacture of a functional gage can be eliminated in favor of
graphic analysis. Inspectors can conduct an immediate, inexpensive func-
tional inspection at their workstations.

� Eliminates gage tolerance and wear allowance: Functional gage design allows
10 percent of the tolerance assigned to the part to be used for gage tolerance.
Often, an additional wear allowance of up to 5 percent will be designed into
the functional gage. This could allow up to 15 percent of the part’s tolerance
to be assigned to the functional gage. The graphic analysis technique does not
require any portion of the product tolerance to be assigned to the verification
process. Graphic analysis does not require a wear allowance since there is no
wear.

� Allows functional verification of MMC, RFS, and LMC: Functional gages are
primarily designed to verify parts toleranced with the MMC modifier. In most
instances, it is not practical to design functional gages to verify parts specified
at RFS or LMC. With the graphic analysis technique, features specified with
any one of these material condition modifiers can be verified with equal ease.

� Allows verification of a tolerance zone of any shape: Virtually a tolerance
zone of any shape (round, square, rectangular, etc.) can easily be constructed
with graphic analysis methods. On the other hand, hardened-steel functional
gaging elements of nonconventional configurations are difficult and expensive
to produce.

� Provides a visual record for the material review board: Material review board
meetings are postmortems that examine rejected parts. Decisions on the dis-
position of nonconforming parts are usually influenced by what the most se-
nior engineer thinks or the notions of the most vocal member present rather
than the engineering information available. On the other hand, graphic anal-
ysis can provide a visual record of the part data and the extent that it is out
of compliance.

� Minimizes storage required: Inventory and storage of functional gages can
be a problem. Functional gages can corrode if they are not properly stored.
Graphic analysis graphs and overlays can easily be stored in drawing files or
drawers.

The Accuracy of Graphic Analysis

The overall accuracy of graphic analysis is affected by such factors as the ac-
curacy of the graph and overlay gage, the accuracy of the inspection data, the
completeness of the inspection process, and the ability of the drawing to provide
common drawing interpretations.

An error equal to the difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion of
the materials used to generate the data graph and the tolerance zone overlay
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gage may be encountered if the same materials are not used for both sheets.
Paper also expands with the increase of humidity and its use should be avoided.
Mylar is a relatively stable material; when used for both the data graph and the
tolerance zone overlay gage, any expansion or contraction error will be nullified.

Layout of the data graph and tolerance zone overlay gage will allow a small
percentage of error in the positioning of lines. This error is minimized by the
scaling factor selected for the data graph.

Analysis of a Composite Geometric Tolerance

A pattern of features controlled with composite tolerancing can be inspected
with a set of functional gages. Each segment of the feature control frame rep-
resents a gage. To inspect the pattern of holes in Fig. 13-1, the pattern-locating
control, the upper segment of the feature control frame, consists of three mu-
tually perpendicular planes, datums A, B, and C, and four virtual condition
pins .242 in diameter. The feature-relating control, the lower segment of the
feature control frame, consists of only one plane, datum A, and four virtual
condition pins .250 in diameter. These two gages are required to inspect this

2

2.000

4

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ± .005

ANGLES = ± 1°

1.000B

A

3

4X Ø .252-.265

5.000

4.000

11.000

2.0001.000

C

Figure 13-1 A pattern of features controlled with a composite tolerance.
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TABLE 13-1 Inspection Data Derived from a Part Made from Specifications in the Drawing
in Fig. 13-1

Feature Feature
location location Feature-to-

from from Departure Datum-to-pattern feature
Feature datum C datum B Feature from MMC tolerance tolerance
number X-axis Y-axis size (bonus) zone size zone size

1 .997 1.003 Ø.256 .004 Ø.014 Ø.006
2 1.004 3.004 Ø.258 .006 Ø.016 Ø.008
3 3.006 2.998 Ø.260 .008 Ø.018 Ø.010
4 3.002 .998 Ø.254 .002 Ø.012 Ø.004

pattern. If gages are not available, graphic analysis can be used. The procedure
for inspecting composite tolerancing with graphic analysis is presented below.

The following is the sequence of steps for generating a data graph for the
graphic analysis of a composite tolerance:

1. Collect the inspection data shown in Table 13-1.

2. On a piece of graph paper, select an appropriate scale, and draw the specified
datums. This sheet is called the data graph. The drawing, the upper segment
of the composite feature control frame, and the inspection data dictate the
configuration of the data graph.

3. From the drawing, determine the true position of each feature, and draw the
centerlines on the data graph.

4. Since tolerances are in the magnitude of thousandths of an inch, a second
scale, called the deviation scale, is established. Typically, one square on the
graph paper equals .001 of an inch on the deviation scale.

5. Draw the appropriate diameter tolerance zone around each true position by
using the deviation scale. For the drawing in Fig. 13-1, each tolerance zone
is a circle with a diameter of .010 plus its bonus tolerance. The datum-to-
pattern tolerance zone diameters are listed in Table 13-1.

6. Draw the actual location of each feature axis on the data graph. If the loca-
tion of any of the feature axes falls outside the feature’s respective circular
tolerance zone, the datum-to-pattern relationship is out of tolerance and the

Figure 13-2 The upper segment of the composite
feature control frame in Fig. 13-1.
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1.000

1.000 2.000

Datum  B
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2.000

Figure 13-3 The data graph with tolerance zones and feature axes for the data in Table 13-1.

part is rejected. If all of the axes fall inside their respective tolerance zones,
the datum-to-pattern relationship is in tolerance, but the pattern must be
further evaluated to satisfy the feature-to-feature relationships.

The following is the sequence of steps for generating a tolerance zone overlay
gage for the graphic analysis evaluation of a composite tolerance:

1. Place a piece of tracing paper over the data graph. Trace the true posi-
tion axes on the tracing paper. This sheet is called the tolerance zone over-
lay gage. The drawing, the lower segment of the feature control frame, and

Figure 13-4 The lower segment of the composite
feature control frame in Fig. 13-1.
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2.000

2.000

Figure 13-5 The tolerance zone overlay gage.

the inspection data dictate the configuration of the tolerance zone overlay
gage.

2. Draw the appropriate feature-to-feature positional tolerance zones around
each true position axis on the tracing paper. Each tolerance zone is a cir-
cle with a diameter of .002 plus its bonus tolerance. The feature-to-feature
tolerance zone diameters are listed in Table 13-1.

3. If the tracing paper can be adjusted to include all actual feature axes within
the tolerance zones on it, the feature-to-feature relationships are in toler-
ance. If each axis simultaneously falls inside both of its respective tolerance
zones, the pattern is acceptable.

When the tolerance zone overlay gage is placed over the data graph in Fig.
13-6, the axes of holes 1 through 3 can easily be placed inside their respective
tolerance zones. The axis of the fourth hole, however, will not fit inside the
fourth tolerance zone. Therefore, the pattern is not acceptable. It is easy to see
on the data graph that this hole can be reworked. Simply enlarging the fourth
hole by about .004 will make the pattern acceptable.
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Figure 13-6 The tolerance zone overlay gage is placed on top of the data graph.

Analysis of a Pattern of Features Controlled to a
Datum Feature of Size

A pattern of features controlled to a datum feature of size specified at MMC is a
very complicated geometry that can easily be inspected with graphic analysis.

The following is the sequence of steps for generating a data graph for the
graphic analysis evaluation of a pattern of features controlled to a datum fea-
ture of size:

1. Collect the inspection data shown in Table 13-2.

2. On the data graph, select an appropriate scale, and draw the specified da-
tums. The drawing, the feature control frame controlling the hole pattern,
and the inspection data dictate the configuration of the data graph.

3. From the drawing, determine the true position of the datum feature and the
true position of each feature in the pattern. Draw their centerlines on the
data graph.

4. Establish a deviation scale. Typically one square on the graph paper equals
.001 of an inch on the deviation scale.
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Figure 13-7 The drawing of a pattern of features controlled to a datum feature of
size.

5. Draw the appropriate diameter tolerance zone around each true position
using the deviation scale. For the drawing in Fig. 13-7, each tolerance zone
is a circle with a diameter of .005 plus its bonus tolerance. The total geometric
tolerance diameters are listed in Table 13-2.

6. Draw the actual location of each feature on the data graph. If each feature
axis falls inside its respective tolerance zone, the part is in tolerance. If one
or more feature axes fall outside their respective tolerance zones, the part
may still be acceptable if there is enough shift tolerance to shift all the axes
into their respective tolerance zones.

TABLE 13-2 Inspection Data Derived from a Part Made from Specifications in the Drawing
in Fig. 13-7

Feature Feature
location from location from Actual Departure Total

Feature datum D datum D feature from MMC geometric
number X-axis Y-axis size (bonus) tolerance

1 −1.997 −1.498 Ø.258 .003 Ø.008

2 −1.998 1.503 Ø.260 .005 Ø.010

3 2.005 1.504 Ø.260 .005 Ø.010

4 2.006 − 1.503 Ø.256 .001 Ø.006

Datum Ø.510 Shift Tolerance = .010
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Figure 13-8 The feature control frame controlling
the four-hole pattern in Fig. 13-7.

If any of the feature axes falls outside its respective tolerance zone, further
analysis is required. The following is the sequence of steps for generating an
overlay gage for the graphic analysis evaluation of a pattern of features con-
trolled to a datum feature of size:

1. Place a piece of tracing paper over the data graph. This sheet is called the
overlay gage.

2. Trace the actual location of each feature axis on to the overlay gage.

3. Trace the true position axis of datum feature D on to the overlay gage.

4. Trace datum plane B on to the overlay gage.

3.000

4.000
4.000

Datum B

D
at

um
 C

3.000

Figure 13-9 The data graph with feature axes and tolerance zone diameters for the data in
Table 13-2.
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Datum B

2 3

41

Figure 13-10 The overlay gage includes the actual axis of each feature in the pattern,
the shift tolerance zone, and the clocking datum.

5. Calculate the shift tolerance allowed, and draw the appropriate cylindrical
tolerance zone around datum axis D. The shift tolerance equals the difference
between the actual datum feature size and the size at which the datum
feature applies. The virtual condition rule applies to datum D in Fig. 13-7.
Consequently, datum D is .505 at MMC minus .005 (geometric tolerance)
that equals .500 (virtual condition). According to the inspection data, datum
hole D is produced at a diameter of .510. The shift tolerance equals .510
minus .500 or a diameter of .010.

6. If the tracing paper can be adjusted to include all the feature axes on the
overlay gage within its’ shift tolerance zones on the data graph and datum
axis D contained within its shift tolerance zone while orienting datum B
on the overlay gage parallel to datum B on the data graph, the pattern of
features is in tolerance. The graphic analysis in Fig. 13-11 indicates that the
four-hole pattern of features is acceptable.

Graphic analysis is a powerful graphic tool for analyzing part configuration.
This graphic tool is easy to use, accurate, and repeatable. It should be in every
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Figure 13-11 The overlay gage placed on top of the data graph.

inspector’s bag of tricks. Graphic analysis is also a powerful analytical tool
engineers can use to better understand how tolerances on drawings will behave.

Summary

� The advantages of graphic analysis:
� Provides functional acceptance
� Reduces time and cost
� Eliminates gage tolerance and wear allowance
� Allows functional verification of RFS, LMC, as well as MMC
� Allows verification of a tolerance zone of any shape
� Provides a visual record for the material review board
� Minimizes storage required for gages

� The accuracy of graphic analysis:
The accuracy of graphic analysis is affected by such factors as the accu-

racy of the graphs and overlay gage, the accuracy of the inspection data, the
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completeness of the inspection process, and the ability of the drawing to pro-
vide common drawing interpretations.

� Sequence of steps for the analysis of composite geometric tolerance:

1. Draw the datums, the true positions, the datum-to-pattern tolerance zones,
and the actual feature locations on the data graph.

2. On a piece of tracing paper placed over the data graph, trace the true po-
sitions, and construct the feature-to-feature tolerance zones. This sheet is
called the tolerance zone overlay gage.

3. Adjust the tolerance zone overlay gage to fit over the actual feature locations.
If each actual feature location falls inside both of its respective tolerance
zones, the pattern of features is in tolerance.

Sequence of steps for the analysis of a pattern of features controlled to a datum
feature of size:

1. Draw the datums, the true positions, the tolerance zones, and the ac-
tual feature locations on the data graph. If the actual feature locations
fall inside the tolerance zones, the part is good, and no further analysis
is required. Otherwise, continue to step two to utilize the available shift
tolerance.

2. On a piece of tracing paper placed over the data graph, trace the actual
feature locations, the clocking datum, and the true position of the da-
tum feature of size. Then, draw the shift tolerance zone about the true
position of the datum feature of size. This sheet is called the overlay
gage.

3. Adjust the overlay gage to fit over the actual feature locations while keeping
the shift tolerance zone over the axis on the data gage and the clocking da-
tums aligned. If each actual feature location falls inside both of its respective
tolerance zones, the pattern of features is in tolerance.

Chapter Review

1. List the advantages of graphic analysis.
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2. List the factors that affect the accuracy of graphic analysis.

Figure 13-12 Refer to the feature control frame for
questions 3 through 7.

3. A piece of graph paper with datums, true positions, tolerance zones, and
actual feature locations drawn on it is called a .

4. A piece of tracing paper with datums, true positions, tolerance zones, and
actual feature locations traced or drawn is called a .

5. The upper segment of the composite feature control frame, the drawing, and
the inspection data dictates the configuration of the .

6. The lower segment of the feature control frame, the drawing, and the inspec-
tion data dictate the configuration of the .

7. If the tracing paper can be adjusted to include all feature axes within the
on the tracing paper, the feature-to-feature

relationships are in tolerance.

Figure 13-13 Refer to the feature control frame for
questions 8 through 11.

8. To inspect a datum feature of size, the feature control frame, the drawing,
and the inspection data dictate the configuration of the .

9. Draw the actual location of each feature on the data graph. If each feature
axis falls inside its respective tolerance zone, the part is .

10. If any of the feature axes falls outside its respective tolerance zone, .
.

11. If the tracing paper can be adjusted to include all the feature axes within the
tolerance zones on the data graph and the datum axis contained within its
tolerance zone while keeping the pattern parallel to datum B, the pattern
of features is .
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Figure 13-14 A pattern of features controlled with a composite tolerance: Problem 1.

TABLE 13-3 Inspection Data for Graphic Analysis of Problem 1

Feature Feature
location location Datum-to- Feature-to-

from from Departure pattern feature
Feature datum C datum B Feature from MMC tolerance tolerance
number X-axis Y-axis size (bonus) zone size zone size

1 1.002 1.003 Ø.200

2 1.005 3.006 Ø.198

3 3.005 3.002 Ø.198

4 3.003 .998 Ø.196

Problems

1. A part was made from the drawing in Fig. 13-14; the inspection data was
tabulated in Table 13-3. Perform a graphic analysis of the part. Is the pattern
within tolerance?
If it is not in tolerance, can it be reworked? If so, how?
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Figure 13-15 A pattern of features controlled with a composite tolerance: Problem 2.

TABLE 13-4 Inspection Data for Graphic Analysis of Problem 2

Feature Feature
location location Datum-to- Feature-to-

from from Departure pattern feature
Feature datum C datum B Feature from MMC tolerance tolerance
number X-axis Y-axis size (bonus) zone size zone size

1 1.004 .998 Ø.174

2 .995 3.004 Ø.174

3 3.000 3.006 Ø.172

4 3.006 1.002 Ø.176

2. A part was made from the drawing in Fig. 13-15; the inspection data was
tabulated in Table 13-4. Perform a graphic analysis of the part. Is the pattern
within tolerance?
If it is not in tolerance, can it be reworked? If so, how?
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Figure 13-16 A pattern of features controlled to a size feature: Problem 3.

TABLE 13-5 Inspection Data for Graphic Analysis of Problem 3

Feature Feature
location from location from Actual Departure Total

Feature datum D datum D feature from MMC geometric
number X-axis Y-axis size (bonus) tolerance

1 −1.992 −1.493 Ø.278

2 −1.993 1.509 Ø.280

3 2.010 1.504 Ø.280

4 2.010 −1.490 Ø.282

Datum Ø.520 Shift Tolerance =

3. A part was made from the drawing in Fig. 13-16; the inspection data was
tabulated in Table 13-5. Perform a graphic analysis of the part. Is the pattern
within tolerance?
If it is not in tolerance, can it be reworked? If so, how?
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Figure 13-17 A pattern of features controlled to a size feature: Problem 4.

TABLE 13-6 Inspection Data for Graphic Analysis of Problem 4

Feature Feature
location from location from Actual Departure Total

Feature datum D datum D feature from MMC geometric
number X-axis Y-axis size (bonus) tolerance

1 −1.995 −1.495 Ø.224

2 −1.996 1.503 Ø.218

3 2.005 1.497 Ø.220

4 1.997 −1.506 Ø.222

Datum Ø.380 Shift Tolerance =

4. A part was made from the drawing in Fig. 13-17; the inspection data was
tabulated in Table 13-6.
Perform a graphic analysis of the part. Is the pattern within tolerance?
If it is not in tolerance, can it be reworked? If so, how?
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Chapter

14
A Strategy for Tolerancing Parts

When tolerancing a part, the designer must determine the attributes of each
feature or pattern of features and the relationships of these features with one
another. In other words, what are the size, the size tolerance, the location di-
mensions, and the location and orientation tolerances of each feature? At what
material conditions do these size features apply? Which are the most appro-
priate datum features? All of these questions must be answered in order to
properly tolerance a part. Some designers believe that parts designed with a
solid modeling CAD program do not require tolerancing. A note in the Dimen-
sioning and Tolerancing standard indicates caution when designing parts with
solid modeling. The standard reads: “CAUTION: If CAD/CAM database models
are used and they do not include tolerances, then tolerances must be expressed
outside of the database to reflect design requirements.” One way or another,
each feature must be toleranced.

Chapter Objectives

After completing this chapter, you will be able to

� Tolerance size features located to plane surface features
� Tolerance size features located to size features
� Tolerance a pattern of features located to a second pattern of features

Size Features Located to Plane Surface Features

The first step in tolerancing a size feature, such as the hole in Fig. 14-1, is to
specify the size and size tolerance of the feature. The size and the size tolerance
may be determined by using one of the fastener formulas, a standard fit table,
or the manufacturer’s specifications. The second step is locating and orient-
ing the size feature. The location tolerance comes from the size tolerance. If a

225
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Ø 2.010- 2.030

4.00

3.000

2.000

6.00

2.00

Figure 14-1 A size feature located to plane surfaces on an untoleranced drawing.

Ø 2.000-inch mating feature must fit through the hole in Fig. 14-4, the loca-
tion tolerance can be as large as the difference between the Ø 2.010 hole and
the Ø 2.000-inch mating feature or a positional tolerance of Ø .010. A posi-
tional tolerance for locating and orienting a feature of size is always specified
with a material condition modifier. The maximum material condition modifier
(circle M) has been specified for the hole in Fig. 14-4. The MMC modifier is typ-
ically specified for features in static assemblies. The RFS modifier is typically
used for high-speed, dynamic assemblies. The LMC modifier is used where a
specific minimum edge distance must be maintained. The size tolerance not
only controls the feature’s size but also controls the feature’s form (Rule #1).
According to the drawing in Fig. 14-1, the size tolerance for the Ø 2.000-inch
hole can be as large as .020. The machinist can make the hole diameter any-
where between 2.010 and 2.030. However, if the machinist actually produces
the hole at Ø 2.020, according to Rule #1, the form tolerance for the hole is
.010, that is, 2.020 minus 2.010. The hole must be straight and round within
.010. The hole size can be produced even larger, up to Ø 2.030, in which case
the form tolerance is even larger. If the straightness or circularity tolerance,
automatically implied by Rule #1, does not satisfy the design requirements, an
appropriate form tolerance must be specified.

The next step in tolerancing a size feature is to identify the location datums.
The hole in Fig. 14-1 is dimensioned up from the bottom edge and over from the
left edge. Consequently, the bottom and left edges are implied location datums.
When geometric dimensioning and tolerancing is applied, these datums must be
specified. If the designer has decided that the bottom edge is more important to
the part design than the left edge, the datum letter for the bottom edge, datum
B, will precede the datum letter for the left edge, datum C, in the feature control
frame.
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Ø 2.010-2.030

4.00
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2.000

3.000
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Figure 14-2 A size feature located to specified datums.

Datums B and C not only control location; they also control orientation. If the
hole in Fig. 14-2 is controlled with the feature control frame in Fig. 14-3, the
hole is to be parallel to datum surfaces B and C within the tolerance specified
in the feature control frame.

The primary datum controls orientation with a minimum of three points of
contact with the datum reference frame. The only orientation relationship be-
tween the hole and datums B and C is parallelism. Parallelism can be controlled
with the primary datum but in only one direction. The secondary datum must
make contact with the datum reference frame with a minimum of two points
of contact; only two points of contact are required to control parallelism in one
direction. If the feature control frame in Fig. 14-3 is specified to control the hole
in Fig. 14-2, the cylindrical tolerance zone is located from and parallel to datum
surfaces B and C, establishing both location and orientation for the feature.

Typically, the front or back surface, or both, is a mating surface, and the hole
is required to be perpendicular to one of these surfaces. If that is the case, a third
datum feature symbol is attached to the more important of the two surfaces,
front or back. In Fig. 14-4, the back surface has been identified as datum A.
Since datum A is specified as the primary datum in the feature control frame
and the primary datum controls orientation, the cylindrical tolerance zone of the
hole is perpendicular to datum A. When applying geometric dimensioning and
tolerancing, all datums are identified, basic location dimensions are included,
and a feature control frame is specified.

n\w.010m\B\C]
Figure 14-3 A position tolerance locating and ori-
enting the feature to datums B and C.
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Figure 14-4 A hole located and oriented at MMC to datums A, B, and C.

The primary datum is the most important datum and is independent of all
other features—it is not related to any other feature. Other features are con-
trolled to the primary datum. The primary datum is often a large flat surface
that mates with another part, but many parts do not have flat surfaces. A large,
functional, cylindrical surface may be selected as a primary datum. Other sur-
faces are also selected as primary datums even if they require datum targets to
support them. In the final analysis, the key points in selecting a primary datum
are:

� Select a functional surface,
� Select a mating surface,
� Select a sufficiently large, accessible surface that will provide repeatable posi-

tioning stability in a datum reference frame while processing and ultimately
in assembly

The only appropriate geometric tolerance for a primary datum is a form tol-
erance. All other tolerances control features to other features. On complicated
parts, it is possible to have a primary datum oriented or located to some other
feature(s) involving another datum reference frame. However, in most cases, it
is best to have only one datum reference frame.

Rule #1 controls the flatness of datum A in Fig. 14-5 if no other control is spec-
ified. The size tolerance, a title block tolerance of ±.01, a total tolerance of .020,
controls the form. If Rule #1 does not sufficiently control the flatness, a flatness
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Figure 14-5 Datums controlled for form and orientation.

tolerance must be specified. If the side opposite datum A must be parallel within
a smaller tolerance than the tolerance allowed by Rule #1, a parallelism control
must be specified, as shown in Fig. 14-5. If required, a parallelism control can
also be specified for the sides opposite datums B and C.

In Fig. 14-5, datum B is specified as the secondary datum. The secondary
datum is the more important of the two location datums. It may be more impor-
tant because it is larger than datum C or because it is a mating surface. When
producing or inspecting the hole, datum feature B must contact the datum ref-
erence frame with a minimum of two points of contact. The perpendicularly
of datums B and C to datum A and to each other is controlled by the ±1◦ an-
gularity tolerance in the title block if not otherwise toleranced. However, as
shown in Fig. 14-5, datum B is controlled to datum A with a perpendicularity
tolerance of .004. Datum C is specified as the tertiary (third) datum, and it is
the least important datum. When producing or inspecting the hole, datum fea-
ture C must contact the datum reference frame with a minimum of one point of
contact. The orientation of datum C may be controlled to both datums A and B.
For the Ø 2.000-inch hole in Fig. 14-5, datum A is the reference for orientation
(perpendicularity), and datums B and C are the references for location.

If the Ø .010 tolerance specified for the hole location is also acceptable for
orientation, the feature control frame specified in Fig. 14-5 is adequate. If an
orientation refinement of the hole is required, a smaller perpendicularity tol-
erance, such as the one in Fig. 14-6, is specified.

If the hole is actually produced at Ø 2.020, there is a .010 bonus tolerance that
applies to both the location and orientation tolerances. Consequently, the total
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Figure 14-6 A location tolerance with a perpen-
dicularity refinement.

positional tolerance is Ø .020, i.e., a combination of location and orientation
may not exceed a cylindrical tolerance of .020. The total orientation tolerance
may not exceed Ø .010.

The same tolerancing techniques specified for the single hole in the drawings
above also apply to a pattern of holes shown in Fig. 14-7. The hole pattern is
located with basic dimensions to datum reference frame A, B, and C. The fea-
tures in the pattern are located to one another with basic dimensions. The note
“4X Ø .510–.540” indicates that all four holes have the same size and size tol-
erance. The geometric tolerance specified beneath the note indicating the hole
diameters also applies to all four holes. Each hole in the pattern is positioned
and oriented to the datum reference frame within a cylindrical tolerance zone
.010 in diameter at MMC.

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XXX = ± .005

ANGLES = ±  1°

1.000B

A

4X Ø .510-.540

5.000

4.000

1.000

2.0001.000

C

2.000

Figure 14-7 A geometric tolerance applied to a pattern of features.
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Figure 14-8 A composite positional tolerance applied to a pattern of features.

Composite geometric tolerancing is employed when the tolerance between the
datums and the pattern is not as critical as the tolerance between the features
within the pattern. This tolerancing technique is often used to reduce the cost
of a part. The position symbol applies to both the upper and lower segments
of a composite feature control frame. The upper segment controls the pattern
in the same way that a single feature control frame controls a pattern. The
lower segment refines the feature-to-feature location relationship; the primary
function of the position tolerance is location.

The pattern in Fig. 14-8 is located with basic dimensions to datum reference
frame A, B, and C within four cylindrical tolerance zones .040 in diameter at
MMC. The relationship between the features located to one another with basic
dimensions as well as the perpendicularity to datum A is controlled by four
cylindrical tolerance zones .010 in diameter at MMC. The axis of each feature
must fall completely inside both of its respective tolerance zones.

Size Features Located to Size Features

Another common geometry with industrial applications is a pattern of holes
located to a size feature such as an inside or an outside diameter.

In Fig.14-9, an eight-hole pattern is placed on a basic Ø 2.500 bolt circle, with
a basic 45◦ angle between each feature. The pattern is perpendicular to datum A
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Figure 14-9 A pattern of holes located to a datum feature of size.

and located to datum B, i.e., the center of the bolt circle is positioned on the axis
of the center hole, datum B. If the back of this part is to mate with another part
and these holes are clearance holes used to bolt the parts together, the holes
should be perpendicular to the mating surface. Consequently, it is appropriate
to make the back surface of this part the primary datum. It is often necessary
to refine the flatness of mating surfaces. Datum surface A has been controlled
with a flatness tolerance of .002, which is relatively easy to achieve on a 5 or
6-inch diameter surface.

If the hole pattern were located to the outside diameter, a datum feature
symbol would have been attached to the circumference of the part. Many de-
signers indiscriminately pick the outside diameter as a datum feature instead
of selecting datum features that are critical to fit and function. Since the inside
diameter is the critical feature, the datum feature symbol is attached to the
feature control frame identifying the inside diameter as datum B.

Frequently, the secondary datum is controlled perpendicular to the primary
datum, but controlling the orientation is even more important if the secondary
datum is a size feature like a hole. Not only can the hole be out of perpendicu-
larly, but the mating shaft can also be out of coaxiality with the hole. Datum B
has been assigned a zero perpendicularity tolerance at MMC. Since all of the tol-
erance comes from the bonus, the virtual condition and the MMC are the same
diameter. If the machinist produces datum B at a diameter of 1.255, the hole
must be perpendicular to datum A within a cylindrical tolerance zone of .005.
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8X Ø .500-.540

Figure 14-10 A zero positional tolerance for a pat-
tern of holes.

Some designers use position instead of perpendicularity to control the orienta-
tion of the secondary datum to the primary datum. This is inappropriate since
the secondary datum is not being located to anything. Designers communicate
best when they use the proper control for the job.

Finally, the clearance holes are toleranced. If half-inch fasteners are used
with a positional tolerance of .014, the MMC hole size is .514. The fastener
formula is as follows:

Fastener @ MMC + Geometric tolerance @ MMC = Hole diameter @ MMC

.500 + .014 = .514

Positional tolerance for clearance holes is essentially arbitrary. The positional
tolerance could be .010, .005, or even .000. If zero positional tolerance at MMC
were specified, the diameter of the hole at MMC would be .500, as shown in
Fig. 14-10.

The hole size at LMC was selected with drill sizes in mind. A Ø 17/32 (.531)
drill might produce a hole that is a few thousands oversize resulting in a diam-
eter of perhaps .536. A Ø.536 hole falls within the size tolerance of .514–.540
with a bonus of .022 and a total tolerance of .036. Had the location tolerance
been specified at zero positional tolerance at MMC, the Ø.536 hole would still
have fallen within the size tolerance of .500–.540 with a bonus of .036. The total
tolerance would have been the same, .036. For clearance holes, the positional
tolerance is arbitrary.

Since clearance holes imply a static assembly, the MMC modifier (circle M)
placed after the tolerance is appropriate. There is no reason the fastener must
be centered in the clearance hole; consequently, an RFS material condition is
not required. The MMC modifier will allow all of the available tolerance; it will
accept more parts and reduce costs.

The primary datum, datum A, is the orientation datum. Datum A, in the
positional feature control frame of the hole pattern, specifies that the cylindrical
tolerance zone of each hole must be perpendicular to datum plane A. Datum
plane A is the plane that contacts a minimum of three high points of the back
surface of the part. The secondary datum, datum B, is the locating datum.
Datum B is the axis of the Ø 1.250 hole. The center of the bolt circle is located
on this datum B axis. Datum B is specified with an MMC modifier (circle M)
in the feature control frame. As the size of datum B departs from Ø 1.250
toward Ø 1.260, the pattern gains shift tolerance in the exact amount of such
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departure. In this particular situation, the virtual condition applies (see the
virtual condition rule), but the virtual condition and the MMC are the same
since zero perpendicularity at MMC was specified for the datum B hole. If
datum hole B is produced at Ø 1.255, there is a cylindrical tolerance zone .005
in diameter about the axis of datum B within which the axis of the bolt circle
may shift. In other words, the pattern, as a whole, may shift in any direction
within a cylindrical tolerance zone .005 in diameter. Shift tolerance may be
determined with graphic analysis techniques discussed in chapter 13.

One of the most common drawing errors is the failure to control coaxiality. The
feature control frame beneath the Ø 4.25 size dimension controls the coaxiality
of the outside diameter to the inside diameter. Coaxiality may be toleranced
in a variety of ways, but it must be controlled to avoid incomplete drawing
requirements. Many designers omit this control, claiming that it is “over-kill,”
but sooner or later, they will buy a batch of parts that will not assemble because
the features are out of coaxiality.

Some designs require patterns of features to be clocked to a third datum
feature. That means, where the pattern is not allowed to rotate about a center
axis, a third datum feature is used to prevent rotation.

The pattern of holes in Fig. 14-11 is toleranced in the same way the hole
pattern in Fig. 14-9 is toleranced except it has been clocked to datum C. The
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Figure 14-11 A pattern of holes located to a datum feature of size and clocked to a
flat surface.
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flat on the outside diameter has been designated as datum C and specified
as the tertiary datum in the feature control frame, preventing clocking of the
hole pattern about datum B. Some designers want to control datum surface
C perpendicular to the horizontal axis passing through the hole pattern, but
datum C is THE DATUM. The horizontal axis passing through the hole pattern
must be perpendicular to datum C, not the other way around.

Many parts have a clocking datum that is a size feature such as a hole or
keyseat. The pattern of holes in Fig. 14-12 is toleranced in the same way as
the hole pattern in Fig. 14-9 except that it has been clocked to datum C, which
in this case is a size feature. Datum C is a .500-inch keyseat with its own
geometric tolerance. The keyseat is perpendicular to the back surface of the
part and located to the 1.250 diameter hole within a tolerance zone of two
parallel planes .000 apart at MMC. The keyseat gains tolerance as the feature
departs from .500 toward .510 wide. The center plane of the keyseat must fall
between the two parallel planes.

The hole pattern is clocked to datum C at MMC. The virtual condition rule
applies, but since the control is a zero positional tolerance, both the MMC and
the virtual condition are the same—.500. If the keyseat is actually produced
at a width of .505, the hole pattern has a shift tolerance of .005 with respect
to datum C. That means that the entire pattern can shift up and down and
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Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .01

ANGLES = ±  1°

.75

SECTION A–A

Ø2.500

8X Ø .514-.540

Ø 1.250-1.260
8X 45°

.500-.510

Figure 14-12 A pattern of holes located to a datum feature of size and clocked to a keyseat.
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Ø 4.280

Ø 1.125

Figure 14-13 A gage sketched about the part in Fig. 14-12 illustrates a shift tolerance.

can clock within the .005 shift tolerance zone. This is assuming that there
is sufficient shift tolerance available from datum B. If there is little or no
shift tolerance from datum B, datum C will only allow a clocking shift around
datum B.

Tolerances on parts like the one in Fig. 14-12 are complicated and sometimes
difficult to visualize. It is helpful to draw the gage that would inspect the part.
It is not difficult; on a print, just make a sketch around the part. This sketch
is sometimes called a “cartoon gage.” The sketch illustrates how the part must
first sit flat on its back surface, datum A. It is easy to see how the part can shift
about the 1.125 center diameter, datum B, and the .500 key, datum C. Finally,
the outside diameter of the part must be sufficiently coaxial to fit inside the
4.280 diameter. Visualization of shift tolerances can be greatly enhanced with
the use of a gage sketch.

A Pattern of Features Located to a Second
Pattern of Features

Individual features and patterns of features may be toleranced to patterns
of features and individual size features. There are several ways of specifying
datums to control the two patterns of features in Fig. 14-14.
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D

C

.500

1.000

A
B

F

.500

4X Ø .250-.300

E

1.000

1.000

2.000

2X Ø.530-.560

1.000

Figure 14-14 A pattern of holes located to a second pattern of holes.

In Fig. 14-14, the .500-inch hole pattern is positioned to plane surface da-
tums. The cylindrical tolerance zones of the holes are perpendicular to datum
A, located up from datum B and over from datum C.

Now that the two-hole pattern is toleranced, what is the best way to tolerance
the four-hole pattern? The simplest and most straightforward way of toleranc-
ing the four-hole pattern is to control it to datums A, B, and C—Fig. 14-15.
Where possible, it is best to use only one datum reference frame. In this exam-
ple, the patterns are controlled to each other through datum reference frame
A, B, and C. If both hole patterns are toleranced to the same datums, in the
same order of precedence, and at the same material conditions, the patterns
are to be considered one composite pattern of features. Since one pattern has a
cylindrical tolerance of .030 at MMC and the other has a cylindrical tolerance of
.000 at MMC, the two patterns will be located to each other within a cylindrical
tolerance of .030 at MMC. If the tolerance between patterns must be smaller
then Ø .030, it can be reduced.

.000 M A BC

Figure 14-15 A feature control frame controlling
the four-hole pattern to datums A, B, and C.
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.000 M MA D

Figure 14-16 A feature control frame locating the
four-hole pattern to datum D at MMC.

If a large location tolerance for the two-hole pattern from datums A, B, and C
and a small tolerance between the two-hole and four-hole patterns is desirable,
one of the patterns must be the locating datum. In Fig. 14-14, the two-hole
pattern—both .500-inch holes—is identified with a datum feature symbol as
one datum, datum D.

If the four-hole pattern is controlled with the feature control frame in Fig.
14-16, the four-hole pattern is to be perpendicular to datum A and located to
datum D at MMC within the tolerance specified, i.e., both holes in the two-hole
pattern act as one datum controlling the location and clocking of the four-hole
pattern. The part is shown in Fig. 14-17 on a gage designed to inspect the four-
hole pattern perpendicular to datum A and located to the two-hole pattern,
datum D.

Part

Gage
4X Ø .250 Gage Pin

2X Ø .500 Gage Pin

Figure 14-17 A gage locating the four-hole pattern to the two-hole pat-
tern, datum D.

The feature control frame in Fig. 14-18 is equivalent to the feature control
frame in Fig. 14-16. If the four-hole pattern on the drawing is controlled with
the feature control frame in Fig. 14-18, it is to be perpendicular to datum A
and located to the datum E at circle M–F at circle M within the tolerance
specified. Datums E and F are of equal value. Datum E at MMC–datum F at
MMC in the feature control frame for the four-hole pattern will produce the
same gage as datum D at MMC. The gage in Fig. 14-17 will inspect the four-
hole pattern controlled with either of the feature control frames in Fig. 14-16 or
Fig. 14-18.
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.000 M MA E MF–

Figure 14-18 A feature control frame locating the
four-hole pattern to datum E at MMC dash datum
F at MMC.

The feature control frame in Fig. 14-19 is similar to the feature control frame
in Fig. 14-18, except that datum E, the secondary datum, is more important
than datum F, the tertiary datum. As a result, datum E is the locating datum,
and datum F is the clocking datum, i.e., the function of datum F is only to
prevent the part from rotating about datum E.

.000 M MA E MF

Figure 14-19 A feature control frame locating the
four-hole pattern to datum E at MMC and datum
F at MMC.

The gage in Fig. 14-20 is designed to inspect the four-hole pattern when it is
located to datum E at MMC and clocked to datum F at MMC. Notice that the
datum F pin on the gage is diamond-shaped. The diamond-shaped pin allows
contact only at the top and bottom edges in order to limit clocking about datum
pin E. Both are virtual condition pins, but the diamond-shaped pin is only the
virtual condition of the hole along its vertical axis. No other parts of the pin
may touch the inside of the hole.

Part

Gage
4X Ø .250 Gage Pin

.500 Diamond

Ø .500 Gage Pin

Figure 14-20 A gage locating the four-hole pattern to datum E at MMC
and clocking to datum F at MMC.

Of the tolerancing techniques discussed above, the simplest is the plane sur-
face datum reference frame, datums A, B, and C. If the two holes are the locating
datum, use the datum D technique. If only one hole is the datum, specify that
hole as the locating datum, and specify another feature, such as datum F or
datum B, as the clocking datum.
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Summary

� A designer must determine the attributes of each feature and the relationship
between the features.

� First, specify the size and size tolerance of a feature.
� Determine whether the size tolerance controls the feature’s form (Rule #1) or

whether a form tolerance is required.
� Identify the datums and the order in which they appear in the feature control

frame.
� The primary datum is the most important datum and is not controlled to any

other feature. If Rule #1 does not sufficiently control the form of the primary
datum, a form tolerance must be specified.

� Perpendicularity controls of the secondary and tertiary datums must be spec-
ified if the title block angularity tolerance is not adequate.

� The same tolerancing techniques specified for a single hole also apply to a
pattern of holes.

� Composite geometric tolerancing is employed when the tolerance between the
datums and the pattern is not as critical as the tolerance between the features
within the pattern.

� Another common geometry with industrial applications is a pattern of holes
located to a size feature such as an inside or an outside diameter. Typically,
the pattern is perpendicular to a flat surface, datum A, and located to a size
feature, datum B.

� Frequently, the secondary datum is controlled to the primary datum with a
perpendicularity tolerance.

� One of the fastener formulas is used to calculate the positional tolerance of
clearance holes.

� For clearance holes, the positional tolerance at MMC is arbitrary. A zero posi-
tional tolerance at MMC is as good as, if not better than, specifying a tolerance
in the feature control frame.

� If the center of a bolt circle is located on the axis of a datum feature of size and
the datum feature is specified with an MMC modifier, the pattern of features
gains shift tolerance as the center datum feature of size departs from MMC
toward LMC.

� A pattern of features may be clocked to a tertiary datum, such as a flat or a
keyseat, to prevent rotation about the secondary datum.

� The simplest and most straightforward way of tolerancing multiple patterns
of features is to use a plain surface datum reference frame, if possible.

� A second choice is to specify one pattern as the datum.
� A third choice is to choose one feature in the pattern as the locating datum

and another feature as a clocking datum.
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Chapter Review

2.00

Ø 1.005-1.020

4.00

3.000

2.000

B

6.00

C

A

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .03

.XXX = ± .010
ANGLES = ± 1°

Figure 14-21 A hole located and oriented to datums A, B, and C for questions 1 through 5.

1. What category of geometric tolerances applies to the primary datum in a
drawing like the drawing in Fig. 14-21?

2. What geometric tolerance applies to the primary datum in the drawing in
Fig. 14-21?

3. The primary datum controls of the feature being controlled.

4. Assume the feature control frame for the hole in Fig. 14-21 happens to be:

What relationship would the Ø 1.005 hole have to datums B and C?

5. Assume the feature control frame for the hole in Fig. 14-21 happens to be:

What relationship would the Ø 1.005 hole have to datums A, B, and C?
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6. Complete the feature control frame below so that it refines orientation to
.000 at MMC.

7. Draw a feature control frame to control a pattern of holes within Ø .125
at MMC to its datums A, B, and C. Refine the tolerance of the feature-to-
feature relationship to Ø .000 at MMC.

8. What is the orientation tolerance for the pattern of holes in the answer that
you specified for question number 7?

9. Keeping in mind that the primary datum controls orientation, explain how
you would select a primary datum on a part.

10. How would you determine which datum should be secondary and which
tertiary?

Ø 4.235-4.250

3.970

.500–.515

4X Ø.514-.590

Ø 2.500

Figure 14-22 Pattern of features for questions 11
through 17.

11. Select a primary datum, and specify a form control for it.

12. Select a secondary datum, and specify an orientation control for it. The
virtual condition of the mating inside diameter is Ø 4.250.

13. Tolerance the keyseat for a .500-inch key.
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14. Tolerance the .500-inch clearance holes for .500-inch floating fasteners.

15. Are there other ways this part can be toleranced?

16. If the outside diameter is actually produced at 4.240, how much shift toler-
ance is available?

17. If the outside diameter is actually produced at 4.240 and the keyseat at
.505, how much can this part actually shift? Sketch a gage about the part.

C

1.500

1.000

A
B

3X Ø .250-.285

1.000

1.000

2X Ø .510-.540

1.000 2.000

Figure 14-23 Two patterns of features for questions 18 through 21.

18. Locate the two-hole pattern to the surface datums with a positional toler-
ance of Ø .085 at MMC. Locate the two holes to each other, and orient them
to datum A within a tolerance of Ø .010 at MMC.

19. Locate the three-hole pattern to the two-hole pattern within a Ø .000 posi-
tional tolerance.

20. The two-hole pattern is specified as a datum at MMC; at what size do the
two holes apply?

21. What is the total possible shift tolerance allowed for the three-hole pattern?
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Problems

4X Ø 

2.00

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .03

.XXX = ± .010
ANGLES = ± 1°

A

B

4.00

3.000

6.00

4.000

.500

.500

C

Figure 14-24 Tolerancing: Problem 1.

1. Dimension and tolerance the four-hole pattern for #10 cap screws as fixed
fasteners. Allow maximum tolerance for the clearance holes and 60 percent
of the total tolerance for the threaded holes in the mating part.
� How flat is datum surface A?
� How perpendicular are datums B and C to datum A and to each

other?
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1.500

1.500

3.500

3.000

2.500

A

1.500

C

B

Ø.505-.540

4X Ø.250-.260

Figure 14-25 Tolerancing: Problem 2.

2. Tolerance the center hole to the outside edges with a tolerance of .060. Refine
the orientation of the .005 hole to the back of the part within .005. Control
the four-hole pattern to the center hole. The four-hole pattern mates with a
part having four pins with a virtual condition of .250. Give each feature all
of the tolerance possible.
� At what size does the center hole apply for the purposes of positioning the

four-hole pattern?
� If the center hole is produced at a diameter of .535, how much shift of the

four-hole pattern is possible?
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2X Ø.510-.525

1.000

1.00

Unless Otherwise Specified:
.XX = ± .03

.XXX = ± .010
ANGLES = ±  1°

A

.500

1.000

4.00

6X Ø.250-.260

.750

1.500

3.00

.500

1.000 1.500

Figure 14-26 Tolerancing: Problem 3.

3. The location of the hole patterns to the outside edges is not critical; a tol-
erance of .060 at MMC is adequate. The location between the two .500-inch
holes and their orientation to datum A must be within .010 at MMC. Control
the six-hole pattern to the two-hole pattern within .000 at MMC. The mating
part has virtual condition pins of Ø .500 and Ø.250.
� At what size does the two-hole pattern apply for the purposes of positioning

the six-hole pattern?
� If the two large holes are produced at a diameter of .540, how much shift

of the four-hole pattern is possible?
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TABLE A-1 Oversize Diameters in Drilling∗

Amount oversize, inch

Drill diameter, inch Average max. Mean Average min.

1/16 .0020 .0015 .0010

1/8 .0045 .0030 .0010

1/4 .0065 .0040 .0025

1/2 .0080 .0050 .0030

3/4 .0080 .0050 .0030

1 .0090 .0070 .0040

∗Machinery’s Handbook, Revised 21st Edition, Industrial Press Inc.
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TABLE A-2 Machine and Cap Screw Sizes

Nominal Decimal Clearance
Fastener size diameter A hole LMC∗

A
Hex head

  machine

  screws

#8 .1640 .244 .204
#10 .1900 .305 .247
1/4 .2500 .425 .337
5/16 .3125 .484 .398
3/8 .3750 .544 .460
7/16 .4375 .603 .520
1/2 .5000 .725 .612
5/8 .6250 .906 .765
3/4 .7500 1.088 .919

A

Socket head

  cap screws

#4 .1120 .176 .144
#6 .1380 .218 .178
#8 .1640 .262 .213

#10 .1900 .303 .246
1/4 .2500 .365 .307
5/16 .3125 .457 .384
3/8 .3750 .550 .462
7/16 .4375 .642 .540
1/2 .5000 .735 .617
5/8 6250 .921 .773
3/4 .7500 1.107 .928

A

Round head

  machine

  screws

#4 .1120 .193 .152
#6 .1380 .240 .189
#8 .1640 .287 .226

#10 .1900 .334 .262
1/4 .2500 .443 .346
5/16 .3125 .557 .434
3/8 .3750 .670 .522
7/16 .4375 .707 .572
1/2 .5000 .766 .633
5/8 .6250 .944 .784
3/4 .7500 1.185 .967

∗Clearance Hole Ø @ LMC is calculated with the formula (Fastener + Fastener head) / 2.
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TABLE A-3 Number, Letter, and Fractional Drill Sizes

Drill no. Fract. Deci. Drill no. Fract. Deci. Drill no. Fract. Deci. Fract. Deci.

60 – .0400 29 – .1360 B – .238 7/16 .438

59 – .0410 9/64 .1400 C – .242 29/64 .453

58 – .0420 28 – .1410 D – .246 15/32 .469

57 – .0430 27 – .1440 1/4 .250 31/64 .484

56 – .0465 26 – .1470 E – .250 1/2 .500

3/64 .0469 25 – .1500 F – .257 33/64 .516

55 – .0520 24 – .1520 G – .261 17/32 .531

54 – .0550 23 – .1540 17/64 .266 35/64 .547

53 – .0595 5/32 .1560 H – .266 9/16 .562

1/16 .0625 22 – .1570 I – .272 37/64 .578

52 – .0635 21 – .1590 J – .277 19/32 .594

51 – .0670 20 – .1610 9/32 .281 39/64 .609

50 – .0700 19 – .1660 K – .281 5/8 .625

49 – .0730 18 – .1700 L – .290 41/64 .641

48 – .0760 11/64 .1720 M – .295 21/32 .656

5/64 .0781 17 – .1730 19/64 .297 43/64 .672

47 – .0785 16 – .1770 N – .302 11/16 .688

46 – .0810 15 – .1800 5/16 .313 45/64 .703

45 – .0820 14 – .1820 O – .316 23/32 .719

44 – .0860 13 – .1850 P – .323 47/64 .734

43 – .0890 3/16 .1880 21/64 .328 3/4 .750

42 – .0935 12 – .1890 Q – .332 49/64 .766

3/32 .0938 11 – .1910 R – .339 25/32 .781

41 – .0960 10 – .1940 11/32 .344 51/64 .797

40 – .0980 9 – .1960 S – .348 13/16 .813

39 – .0995 8 – .1990 T – .358 53/64 .828

38 – .1015 7 – .2010 23/64 .359 27/32 .844

37 – .1040 13/64 .2030 U – .368 55/64 .859

36 – .1065 6 – .2040 3/8 .375 7/8 .875

7/64 .1094 5 – .2060 V – .377 57/64 .891

35 – .1100 4 – .2090 W – .386 29/32 .906

34 – .1110 3 – .2130 25/64 .391 59/64 .922

33 – .1130 7/32 .2190 X – .397 15/16 .938

32 – .1160 2 – .2210 Y – .404 61/64 .953

31 – .1200 1 – .2280 13/32 .406 31/32 .969

1/8 .1250 A – .2340 Z – .413 63/64 .984

30 – .1290 15/64 .2340 27/64 .422 1 1.000
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TABLE A-4 Inch to Millimeter Conversion Chart
Inches InchesMilli- Milli-

Fractions Decimals meters Fractions Decimals meters

.00394 .1 15/32 .46875 11.9063

.00787 .2 .47244 12.00

.01181 .3 31/64 .484375 12.3031

1/64 .015625 .3969 1/2 .5000 12.70

.0157 .4 51181 13.00

.01969 .5 33/64 .515625 13.0969

.02362 .6 17/32 .53125 13.4938

.02756 .7 35/64 .546875 13.8907

1/32 .03125 .7938 .55118 14.00

.0315 .8 9/16 .5625 14.2875

.03543 .9 37/64 .578125 14.6844

.03937 1.00 .59055 15.00

3/64 .046875 1.1906 19/32 .59375 15.0813

1/16 .0625 1.5875 39/64 .609375 15.4782

5/64 .078125 1.9884 5/8 .625 15.875

.07874 2.00 .62992 16.00

3/32 .09375 2.3813 41/64 .640625 16.2719

7/64 .109375 2.7781 21/32 .65625 16.6688

.11811 3.00 .66929 17.00

1/8 .125 3.175 43/64 .671875 17.0657

9/64 .140625 3.5719 11/16 .6875 17.4625

5/32 .15625 3.9688 45/64 .703125 17.8594

.15748 4.00 .70866 18.00

11/64 .171875 4.3656 23/32 .71875 18.2563

3/16 .1875 4.7625 47/64 .734375 18.6532

.19685 5.00 .74803 19.00

13/64 .203125 5.1594 3/4 .7500 19.05

7/32 .21875 5.5563 49/64 .765625 19.4469

15/64 .234375 5.9531 25/32 .78125 19.8438

.23633 6.00 .7874 20.00

1/4 .2500 6.35 51/64 .796875 20.2407

17/64 .265625 6.7469 13/16 .8125 20.6375

.27559 7.00 .82677 21.00

9/32 .28125 7.1438 53/64 .828125 21.0344

19/64 .296875 7.5406 27/32 .84375 21.4313

5/16 .3125 7.9375 55/64 .859375 21.8282

.31496 8.00 .86614 22.00

21/64 .328125 8.3344 7/8 .875 22.225

11/32 .34375 8.7313 57/64 .890625 22.6219

.35433 9.00 .90551 23.00

23/64 .359375 9.1281 29/32 .90625 23.0188

3/8 .375 9.525 59/64 .921875 23.4157

25/64 .390625 9.9219 15/16 .9375 23.8125

.3937 10.00 .94488 24.00

13/32 .40625 10.3188 61/64 .953125 24.2094

27/64 .421875 10.7156 31/32 .96875 24.063

.43307 11.00 .98425 25.00

7/16 .4375 11.1125 63/64 .984375 25.0032

29/64 .453125 11.5094 1 1.0000 25.4001
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Actual Positional
Diameter – Z

(On the Drawing)

Basic Dimension

Y Direction Difference

Actual Measured Location

Datum Plane

Actual Measured Location

True Position

(On the Drawing)

Basic Dimension

22
X   + YZ = 2

Conversion Formula

X Direction Difference

Actual Feature Axis

D
at

um
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Figure A.1 Conversion diagram from coordinate measurements to cylindrical tolerance. (The
Coordinate Conversion Table is on the next page.)
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TABLE A-5 Conversion of Coordinate Measurement to Cylindrical Tolerance

Z Diameter Positional Tolerance

Y

D
i
r
e
c
t
i
o
n

D
e
v
i
a
t
i
o
n

.015 .0301 .0303 .0306 .0310 .0316 .0323 .0331 .0340 .0350 .0360 .0372 .0384 .0397 .0.410 .0424

.014 .0281 .0283 .0286 .0291 .0297 .0305 .0313 .0322 .0333 .0344 .0356 .0369 .0382 .0396 .0410

.013 .0261 .0263 .0267 .0272 .0278 .0286 .0295 .0305 .0316 .0328 .0340 .0354 .0368 .0382 .0397

.012 .0241 .0243 .0247 .0253 .0260 .0268 .0278 .0288 .0300 .0312 .0325 .0339 .0354 .0369 .0384

.011 .0221 .0224 .0228 .0234 .0242 .0250 .0261 .0272 .0284 .0297 .0311 .0325 .0340 .0356 .0372

.010 .0201 .0204 .0209 .0215 .0224 .0233 .0244 .0256 .0269 .0283 .0297 .0312 .0328 .0344 .0360

.009 .0181 .0184 .0190 .0197 .0206 .0216 .0228 .0241 .0254 .0269 .0284 .0300 .0316 .0333 .0350

.008 .0161 .0165 .0171 .0179 .0189 .0200 .0213 .0226 .0241 .0256 .0272 .0288 .0305 .0322 .0340

.007 .0141 .0146 .0152 .0161 .0172 .0184 .0198 .0213 .0228 .0244 .0261 .0278 .0295 .0313 .0331

.006 .0122 .0126 .0134 .0144 .0156 .0170 .0184 .0200 .0216 .0233 .0250 .0268 .0286 .0305 .0323

.005 .0102 .0108 .0117 .0128 .0141 .0156 .0172 .0189 .0206 .0224 .0242 .0260 .0278 .0297 .0316

.004 .0082 .0089 .0100 .0113 .0128 .0144 .0161 .0179 .0197 .0215 .0234 .0253 .0272 .0291 .0310

.003 .0063 .0072 .0085 .0100 .0117 .0134 .0152 .0171 .0190 .0209 .0228 .0247 .0267 .0286 .0306

.002 .0045 .0056 .0072 .0089 .0108 .0126 .0146 .0165 .0184 .0204 .0224 .0243 .0263 .0283 .0303

.001 .0028 .0045 .0063 .0082 .0102 .0122 .0141 .0161 .0181 .0201 .0221 .0241 .0261 .0281 .0301

.001 .002 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 .011 .012 .013 .014 .015

X Direction Deviation
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Actual mating envelope, 30
Advantages of GD&T, 3
All around symbol, 26, 189
ALL OVER note, 189
American National Standards Institute, 1
Angularity, 93
Application of datums, 49
Arc length symbol, 29

Basic dimension, 4, 26, 31, 188
Between symbol, 25, 189
Bonus tolerance, 6, 23, 108
Boundary, 141
Boundary conditions, 113

CAD/CAM database models, 14, 225
Calculation of wall thickness, 113, 114
Circular Runout, 177
Circularity, 76
Clearance hole size at least material

condition, 127
Clocking, 234, 238
Coaxiality, 157
Coaxiality at maximum material condition,

159
Composite feature control frame, 21, 135, 195
Composite positional control of coaxial

features, 160
Composite positional tolerancing, 135
Composite profile, 195
Conical taper, 28
Controlled radius symbol (CR), 28
Coordinate conversion diagram, 251
Coordinate conversion table, 252
Coordinate dimensioning and tolerancing, 3
Coplanarity, 192
Counterbore symbol, 26
Counterbored holes, 139
Countersink symbol, 26
Cylindrical datum features, 52
Cylindrical tolerance zone, 4
Cylindricity, 78

Data graph, 210, 213
Datum, 31, 47

Datum feature, 31
Datum feature identification, 51
Datum feature of size, 54
Datum feature of size specified at MMC &

RFS, 55
Datum feature selection, 51
Datum feature simulator, 31
Datum Feature Symbol, 19
Datum reference frame, 48, 105
Datum targets, 25, 59
Datum target areas, 59, 61
Datum target lines, 59, 61
Datum target points, 59

Equalizing datums, 61
Step datums, 61

Datum targets established on a cylindrical
part, 60

Datums specified in order of precedence,
6, 48

Definition of coaxiality, 157
Depth symbol, 27
Diamond shaped pin, 239
Dimension origin symbol, 27
Dimensional limits, 14
Drill sizes chart, 249

Face and diameter datums, 179
Fasteners 126, 128
Feature, 31
Feature control frame, 20
Feature control frames specified with MMC,

23
Feature control frames specified with

RFS, 22
Feature of size, 31
Feature subject to size variations, 31
Features controlled to datum features of size,

54, 55
Features not subject to size variations, 54
Features subject to size variations,

54, 55
Fixed and double fixed fasteners, 128
Fixed fastener formula, 129
Flatness, 69

Unit flatness, 71

253
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Floating fastener formula, 126
Form, 18, 69
Free state variation symbol, 25
Free state variation, 78
Full indicator movement (FIM), 169, 183
Functional gage, 109, 238, 239

Gage sketch (cartoon gage), 236
Geometric Characteristic Symbols, 18
Geometric controls to refine datum features,

229, 232, 235
Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing, 2
Geometric form, 69
Graphic analysis, 207

Immobilization of a part, 48
Implied datums, 3
Inch and millimeter dimensions, 10
Inclined datum features, 52
Inspecting a hole location, 105

Least material condition (LMC), 32, 112
Least material condition modifier (circle L),

24, 32, 112
Location, 18

Material conditions, 22
Maximum material condition (MMC), 32, 55,

108, 226
Maximum material condition modifier

(circle M), 23, 107
Measurement

Angular, 11
Linear, 11

Multiple datum features, 57, 179
Multiple patterns of features, 132

Noncircular features at MMC, 141
Nonparallel holes, 139

Orientation, 18, 87
Oversize diameters in drilling, 247

Paper gaging. See Graphic analysis
Parallelism, 88
Partial runout, 179
Partial surface as a datum feature, 58
Pattern of features controlled to datums,

230
Pattern of features located to a second

Pattern of features, 236
Perpendicularity, 90
Perpendicularity refinement, 229

Pitch diameter rule, 36
Plug and Socket, 162
Position tolerance, 103, 125, 157
Position tolerance at MMC, 107
Profile, 18
Profile of a conical feature, 194
Projected tolerance zone, 28, 131

Radius, 27
Radius refinement with profile, 190
Radius symbol (R), 27
Reference dimension, 29
Regardless of feature size (RFS), 32, 35, 54,

106
Restrained condition, 79
Resultant condition, 32, 113
Rule #1, 33
Rule #2, 35
Rules, fundamental drawing, 10
Runout, 18, 177

Screw sizes, 248
Shift tolerance, 55, 109
Shift tolerance, special case, 142, 159
Size feature, 31
Size feature located to specified datums,

225
Size features located to a size feature, 231
Slope, 29
Specifying profile of a surface, 188
Spherical diameter (SØ), 28
Spherical radius (SR), 28
Spotface, 27
Square symbol, 28
Statistical tolerance, 28
Straightness of a median line and median

plane, 74
Straightness of a surface, 72
Symbols used with geometric tolerancing,

25
Symmetrical features at MMC, 142

Tangent plane, 28, 91
Theoretical tolerance zone, 104
Tolerance

Angular, 13
Linear, 12

Tolerance zone overlay gage, 211,
215

Total runout, 178
True position, 32, 104
Two single-segment feature control frames,

138
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Two single-segment profile control,
198

Types of dimensions, 11

Virtual condition, 32
Virtual condition boundary, 110
Virtual condition rule, 36, 110

Worst-case boundary, 33

Zero dimensions, 157
Zero positional tolerance at maximum

material condition, 115
Zero positional tolerance for a pattern of

features, 233
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